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Since newly-elected Signal Mountain Town Council
members Dan Landrum and Amy Speek had not taken
the oath of office prior to the November 15 council meeting, they could not participate in council activity. They
were, however, present at the meeting.
“You may have come expecting to see a new council,”
said Mayor Dick Gee to the citizens in attendance. “I
would like to congratulate the new councilmembers, and
I look forward to having them join us next meeting.”
After saying his farewells last month, outgoing Councilmember Bill Wallace was present to participate; outgoing
Councilmember Bill Lusk did not attend.
The councilmembers will be sworn in late November.
Several citizens chose to address the council during their
opportunity to do so. Julianna Ratliff asked for clarification on all the town’s proposed construction projects.
Mayor Gee said that this particular portion of the
council meeting was for citizens to address the council,
not start a discussion, but the council will use her feedback
to frame its agenda meeting.
Ratliff also stated, “I applaud this council’s recognition
of the importance of the arts.”
Mountain Arts Community Center Board Chair Sandy
McCrea congratulated the recently-elected councilmembers and thanked the current council for all its help with
the MACC. She also made an appeal for the MACC to
remain in its current location in the old Signal Mountain
Elementary School building.
“It is the consensus of the MACC Board that the
MACC would be best served by remaining in the same
building,” McCrea said. “The MACC is less without the
building, and the building is nothing without the MACC.”
Claire Greisinger asked for an update on the Request
for Proposals status for the town’s water system. “Does
anyone have any idea when the RFP will be complete?”
Greisinger asked. The council did not provide an answer.
Five resolutions passed during the meeting.
A resolution recognizing and honoring town employees
who are veterans of the United States Armed Forces passed.
Town employees who are veterans include: Heath Gunter,
Jane Phipps, Mike Williams and Alex Tedrick of the
Police Department; Claude Clemons, Lewis Thatcher
and Stacey Seals of the Fire Department; and Mickey
Boles and Derick Nash of the Public Works Department.
Those in attendance received a standing ovation.
Chief of Police Mike Williams was authorized to accept a grant from the Governor’s Highway Safety Office.
The grant, in the sum of $14,999, will be used to pay for

“Drug Stores” in the early days were good outlets for Coca-Cola syrup, which competed with the product in the bottle.
Watercolor by William Parker, from a private collection.
equipment and overtime for reducing speeding, aggressive
driving, driving under the influence and non-seatbelt
usage for children and passengers.
“This is a grant we’ve received several times,” said
Town Manager Boyd Veal.
Chief Williams was also given the authority to submit
an application for a local law enforcement equipment grant
through the Tennessee Justice Assistance Grant Program.
The grant, if awarded, will be used to purchase six portable
radios, which have an estimated cost of $16,248. The
grant totals $15,000.
A prior resolution authorizing Town Manager Veal
to purchase a knuckleboom truck was rescinded and reauthorized. Due to some language issues in the original

resolution, Town Lawyer Phil Noblett recommended the
council rescind and reauthorize the resolution.
The final resolution to pass authorized Town Manager
Veal to enter into an agreement with Allen & Hoshall Inc.
for architectural and engineering services associated with
the design and construction of a new fire station. The
professional services provided by Allen & Hoshall Inc.
are not to exceed $150,000 without additional approval
from the town council.
The second reading of an ordinance to amend the
Signal Mountain Municipal Code for Signal Mountain
Park regulations and guidelines passed. The intention of
the amendment is to better protect Signal Mountain parks
Continued on page A8.

Wildfires Lead to Evacuations on Signal
by Jay Heavilon
Fire! No, don’t head for the exits or grab
the fire extinguisher. With the drought we
are experiencing, the number of outside
brush fires has been wearing us out at the
fire hall. Please do not burn until we get
some much-needed rain! One small wisp
of wind in the wrong direction, and we
could be out again for days, fighting yet
another woods fire.
First, we had the Roberts Mill fire,
which took about five days of effort to
get under control. Under control does
not mean that the fire is out, only that
we consider it contained enough to not
be a threat of spreading or causing any
The Boston Branch fire
endangerment to nearby structures.
��������������������������������
At least 32 WRES volunteers con- Photo by Ginger Oxenhandler
tributed time and energy fighting this fire, not counting the provided donations of all kinds during this effort, especially
effort by our mutual aid agencies and Tennessee Department Linda Watkins, Melissa Wood and Karen Reid. And the
following businesses supported the crew fighting this fire: The
of Forestry.
It takes a lot of food and water and rehabilitation when Pizza Place; Mt. Carmel Day School; Wal-Mart; Chick-Fil-A;
that many people are out in the woods fighting a fire. With Publix; and Educare.
Brush fires aside, we are having a relatively busy year at
this in mind, we want to take this opportunity to give a
big shout-out to the many people and organizations that
Continued on page A7.
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#1 Producing Agents on Signal Mountain - Three Years in a Row!*
“We absolutely loved working with Woody! Not only did he sell
our house in 6 days, but he found us our dream home!
We could not be more grateful for him.”
— Heidi Griswold

*based on MLS data

423.508.5550 • HamiltonGroupProperties.com

Signal Mountain • 802 Signal Mountain Blvd.
2 BR & 2 FULL, 1 HALF BA

Signal Mountain • 3004 Pintail Ln.
3 BR & 2 FULL BA
All brick home on corner lot
in Fox Run neighborhood.
Hardwood floors, crown
moldings, open floor plan,
den with vaulted ceilings
and gas log fireplace. Large
screened, covered porch.
Master on the main level.
Bonus room upstairs with
walk out storage.
$350,000 • MLS# 1254494

Great home in Jamestowne
Condominuims, at the top
of Signal Mountain, 15 Mins
from downtown. The condo
offers beautiful hardwood
floors throughout, built-in
bookshelves, and is open.
Nice screened in porch as
well as a deck to enjoy the
mountain air.
$215,000 • MLS# 1253020

Signal Mountain • 7 Whispering Pines Dr.
4 BR & 2 FULL, 1 HALF BA
REDUCED

Signal Mountain • 5150 Chestnut Ave.
3 BR & 2 FULL, 1 HALF BA
Great new construction
home all on one level! This
home has not yet begun
construction, so could turn
into great custom home.
$420,000 • MLS# 1248225

Great location, great level
lot, great home! Fire pit,
deck, and screened porch.
Entry hall has hardwood
floors, huge living room
and dining room with bay
windows. Kitchen with eat
in area & den has gas log
mountain stone fireplace.
$325,000 • MLS# 1251222

Signal Mountain • 607 Mississippi Ave.
4 BR & 3 FULL, 1 HALF BA

Signal Mountain • 28 Mountain Orchard Pt.
4 BR & 5 FULL, 1 HALF BA
Custom built brick home
in The Orchard! Beautiful
hardwood floors, 9’ ceilings,
crown moldings, den with
gas fireplace, sunroom.
Oversized master bedroom
and bath on the main level.
On the lower level there
is a large den with wood
burning fireplace.
$795,000 • MLS# 1250288

Beautiful, Historic, ONE
OF A KIND estate built in
1918. Home was completely
professionally restored in
2007-2008 and it has just
been professionally painted
inside and out! Many
great new features added
including copper gutters,
custom planters and more.
$687,000 • MLS# 1244418

Signal Mountain • 0 Georgia Ave.
5 BR & 4 FULL, 1 HALF BA

Signal Mountain • 104 Riverpoint Rd.
4 BR & 4 FULL BA

Great opportunity to live in
a new home in Old Town
with golf course views.
Plans are a rendering of
home that can be built
by Peppers Construction
at this price. Plans and
price may vary. Call listing
agent for allowances
and spec sheet.
$750,000 • MLS# 1250419

423.886.2601 | realtycenter.com

One of the best views
on Signal Mountain! This
home is on 1.4 acres in
Old Town with a mostly
level lot. Hardwood floors,
large open den, sunroom
area, formal living room,
master on main. Unfinished
basement has room for
a rec room.
$925,000 • MLS# 1253113

423.508.5550
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Locally-Made Mole Hill Pottery Makes Great Gifts
During our first visit to Signal Mountain,
I wandered into a shop and bought my first
piece of Kathy Owens’ pottery. That was 1996,
and the shop was Mole Hill Pottery. Although
she no longer sells at her shop, Kathy and her
creations are still going strong.
Originally from Abington, Va., where
the Virginia Highlands Festival (arts, crafts,
antiques, performers, etc.) is held every summer, Kathy grew up surrounded by creative
people. While in college at East Tennessee
State studying early childhood education,
Kathy also made her own pottery. She actually
taught pottery making to kids at the YMCA
and joined an artists’ co-op called the Cave
House. By the time she and her husband,
Ron, moved to Signal Mountain, she was
well prepared for what came next.
Ron moved her to work for TVA, and
Kathy taught kindergarten and first grade.
When their two children came along, she
bought a kiln and a wheel and began making
and selling pottery from home. Thus, Mole
Hill Pottery was born, named in honor of the
moles that lived in the hill where the Owens
family lived.
As the demand for her work increased,

Kathy Owens
Kathy joined forces with quilter Carolyn
Whitley and opened Artisans Web on Taft
Highway, which led eventually to her shop
in the Plaza on Taft Highway, where she
sold both her creations and those by other
artisans as well. In the ensuing years, Kathy’s

work was sold at Galleries at Southside and
at the Knitting Mill Antique Mall. These
days, it’s available at Merchants on Main
and, happily for mountain residents, at All
Creatures Great & Small.
All of Kathy’s pottery is handmade,
thrown or hand-built. She’s known for several
distinct items: scripture mugs, which have
different Bible verses written into the clay; a
variety of plates, bowls, and trays; miniature
handmade nativities; and unique, whimsical
angels. Each year she makes a new piece for
the nativities, so collectors can keep adding to
them. Among the variety of angels are some
that are also candlesnuffers; others are her
popular Hallelujah Angels.
The angels are different each year, and this
year’s piece is particularly special to Kathy.
Concerned about the plight of the monarch
butterfly, she designed her angel to draw
attention to them, with the angel holding a
monarch butterfly in its hand. “I see less and
less of them, hardly any at all now,” Kathy says,
“and we used to have thousands of them.” She
was delighted to learn that a butterfly waystation, especially for monarchs, is in the works
at the McCoy Farm & Gardens.

What Kathy loves most about her work
is the creative aspect of what she does. When
she first began, she mixed her own clay and
still orders chemicals and formulates her own
glazes. “It was a challenge,” she says. “Learning
about which chemicals to use and how to
combine them. You have to measure in grams
and put the mixture through a sieve several
times. There are lots of steps.” Clearly she has
mastered the process.
Kathy particularly enjoys hand-building
pieces. For years, Trudy Griffith has worked
alongside her as they imagined and created
various pieces. The ancient process of handbuilding began before the potter’s wheel was
invented and allows artists, using just the clay,
their hands, and some simple tools, to form
shapes that could never be made on a wheel,
giving the potter infinite possibilities.
Many people like to give Kathy’s pottery
as gifts, especially for the holidays, both for
their uniqueness and because they are made
right here. “Everything is handmade and all
the products I use are made in America,” Kathy
says. “And I always sign each piece Mole Hill,
Signal Mountain, TN.”
by Carol Lannon

OTG Massage Therapy Opens Xpressomart Closes Its Doors
She went from deploy“I was looking for space,
ing aid as a police disbut I also wanted to get my
patcher to rendering aid as
name out to the people who
a mobile massage therapist,
attend the yoga, strength,
and now, Rebecca Denbarre and spin classes,” she
nison has opened her first
said. And she jumped on
brick and mortar location
the space nearby Balance
on Signal Mountain. “After
Studio as soon as it became
retiring from my police
available.
dispatcher career of 21
But, she’s quick to
years, I moved to Signal
add she still does mobile
Mountain to give family
massage. “I also do table
members a hand while
or chair massage for events,
they were going through Rebecca Dennisson
retreats, corporate wella transition,” said Rebecca.
ness and parties,” she said. Rebecca loves
Because she still wanted to help people, massage so much she even donates some
but not have to deal with high stress, of her time and talents. “I participate in
she decided to go to college to become the Ironman and other sports venues by
a massage therapist. “After graduating, volunteering my services to the participants
I worked at Massage Heights, Massage at the end of the event. For more informaEnvy and The Chattanoogan. I wanted to tion regarding these, please check out my
see how their business models worked, or site at www.rdennisonlmt.wixsite.com/
didn’t, not only for the therapist, but for otgmassagetherapy.”
the clientele. During that time I opened my
Most people love massage, but most
own business providing mobile massage,” people don’t know why they love it. Rebecca
she said.
says there isn’t anyone who doesn’t need a
Rebecca says her business grew nicely massage. “Most people don’t realize that
through word-of-mouth, except for one massage releases endorphins (a natural
problem. “A few clients mentioned that feel-good hormone), decreases stress levels
although getting a massage at home is won- because it helps decrease cortisol (stress
derful, sometimes they just want to get out response hormone) and increases serotonin
of the house, and not have to drive off the and dopamine levels (your happiness and
mountain. I had been looking for a location sleep hormones),” she said.
that would benefit my clients, and appeal
OTG Massage Therapy is located at 712
to those I haven’t met yet,” Rebecca said.
Mississippi Ave., Signal Mountain, in the
Balance Studio opened at the front of the same building as Balanced Studio.
mountain, and Rebecca found her answer.
by Michelle Michaud

When Harmony Propthey get up the mountain,
erties LLC bought the old
but the locals are what has
Signal Mountain Market
been the most enjoyable.
building at 816 Ridgeway
“Our customers and staff
Avenue in December of
have been our greatest
2002, owners Laura and
blessing to come from our
Neal Stites decided to
experience here. We have
provide ice cream, gourmet
seen children grow up,
coffee and vintage candy to
graduate high school and
the Signal Mountain area.
college, then return with
Now 14 years and over 1.2
their own sweet babies
million customer visits later,
and show off a memorable
the Stites have a hard time
place where they grew up,”
believing that the Xpressaid Laura.
somart team has provided
Among the staff many
the community with over
folks asked for by name,
Neal and Laura Stites
100,000 cups of Xtreme
David Wilson and Patrick
Beans coffee and about that many milkshakes, Murphy are two who have been serving up the
cones and soft-serve treats.
store’s signature drink, “The Original Frozen
After being open every day but Christmas, Joe,” an espresso milkshake, for over 11 years.
the Xpressomart closed its door in mid- Kids from the surrounding dentist offices
November. “The building, the equipment and often made the mandatory reward stop after
the owners all need a revamp,” said Neal. “We appointments for a treat, and the SMMHS
haven’t decided what to do with the property Cross Country team could be found hanging
at this time, although the company leases other out after practice. The lawn companies stopped
buildings, and we would like to make sure the by almost daily for the non-ethanol gas and
location continues to be something positive refreshments, and several other businesspeople
for the community.”
referred to it as “their office.”
The local market “on the right, just past
Miss Laura, as most folks call her, says, “We
the light” at the top of Signal was a Texaco have so many to thank: our team members;
station back in the 1950s and evolved into the town council and employees; fire, police
a convenience store in the 1980s. Given its and public works departments; and especially
location, it is many visitors’ first stop when all our loyal supporters in the community.”

MACC Promotes Holiday Giving
For many years, the MACC has offered
a wonderful gift to the citizens of Signal
Mountain and their families: the Town Tree
Lighting Festival. This year, instead of giving
that gift to the community, the MACC is
collecting gifts for those in need.
This is a great opportunity to teach
children about the benefits of being generous.
How many of us can easily purchase a few extra
children’s toys or items of clothing? Or throw
a few extra cans of vegetables in our grocery
carts? Or even grab some extra toothbrushes
and toothpaste? A small gesture can mean so
much to those who cannot afford these things.
Please share the holiday spirit this year at

the MACC. Signal Mountain Social Services
is providing containers for items collected at
the MACC. Items needed are unwrapped
children’s toys, clothing, and non-perishable
food. SMSS will distribute the baskets to
families in need. Drop off items at the MACC
now through December 16.
Bring the whole family to the MACC at
809 Kentucky Ave., and let your children put
items in the barrels. Their entire year will be
brighter from their participation in making
someone else’s holiday happier. MACC is open
Monday through Thursday from 9 a.m.-8
p.m., and Friday, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
by Helen Barrett

821-2669

“Quality does not have to be expensive.”
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Letters to the Editor
(Editor’s note: The opinions, beliefs and viewpoints expressed by the authors of these letters do not necessarily reflect the opinions, beliefs and viewpoints of The Signal Mountain Mirror.)
Please Give to Town Employees
Christmas Fund
Much of the appeal of our town is due
to the efforts of our town employees to make
and keep our town the way it is. Whether
hot or cold, wet or dry, we expect our town
employees to be on the job, and rightfully
so. They are loyal, dependable and efficient
as they go about their duties.
We feel that at this time of year, it is
particularly appropriate to express our thanks
to our town employees. Most of them have
worked for the town for many years. Neither
the town council nor the town manager shares
in the proceeds of this effort: this fund benefits
employees working in water and sewer, parks
and recreation, leaf and brush pickup, garbage
service, library services, administrative service
and other town functions. The S.M. Robertson
Police and Fire Christmas Fund is separate and
apart from this fund.
Won’t you join in showing our appreciation by making a contribution to the Town
Employees Christmas Fund? Mail it to 111
Ridgeway Ave., Signal Mountain, TN 37377
or drop it by the town hall.
Thank you, and may you and yours have
a safe and happy Christmas and new year.
by John C. Wynne and
Bernard Wolfe
Town Should Find a Way to Save MACC
Dear Editor,
One of the qualities I love about Signal
Mountain is our respect for our heritage and
historic buildings: the Signal Mountain Hotel,
now part of Alexian Village; Marr Chapel,
anchoring an expanded Signal Mountain
Presbyterian Church; Marrcrest, bustling with
growing families; the former middle school,

now the Athletic Club, Signal Mountain
Grammar School, repurposed as the Mountain
Arts Community Center and bursting with
arts; and in neighboring Walden, the McCoy
Farm & Gardens and Bachman School, now
community centers.
My own home in Old Town is even older
than the MACC, and after thoughtful – and
not extravagant – renovation, I have preserved
a solidly constructed and much loved home
for the next generation. A significant number
of my neighbors have done the same, providing an enduring reminder to our children to
reduce, reuse, recycle and restore – not raze.
We are showing respect for architectural elders.
Now, sadly, we hear that the old grammar school may be bulldozed in the name of
“practicality.” The grand old lady has outlived
her usefulness to some, her “health care” is too
expensive, and she must bow out to make way
for office space, ball fields, condos or whatever.
Generations of children, including my own,
learned the three Rs at the grammar school,
and currently arts students of all ages call the
MACC home. My grandchildren are learning
[about] puppetry, piano and plays at MACC.
I am a late-start violinist, having begun my
lessons at MACC at the ripe old age of 60.
Talk about calisthenics for the brain, the eyes
and the fingers! I would never trade the joy
I have found mixing melodies with children,
teens and other adults. The old grammar
school has many valuable lessons to teach. It is
a unique and priceless treasure. It is our collective memory in a throw-away world speeding
from one cheap fad to the latest new device.
The fate of the MACC in its present
building is much more than a matter of the
balance sheet or a game of real estate musical
chairs. It is a teachable moment for all of us

For those who demand the best.

because it is a statement of who we are and
what we value as a town. Our town has two
rare assets – a community school for the arts
and a historic building uniquely suited to each
other. We are lucky to have a place steeped in
memories, and at the same time, relevant for
today. Are we going to sacrifice the rare and
irreplaceable? Change for the sake of change?
The Signal Mountain Grammar School is
vintage, vigorous and too good to throw
away – like me, my Old Town neighbors and
fellow late-starter music lovers.
Respectfully,
Juliana Ratliff
Consider Joining Town Tree Board
Dear Editor,
The Arbor Day Celebration, the March
tree giveaway, the Hemlock Conservation
Task Force and the Honor Tree Program are
some of the projects sponsored by the Signal
Mountain Tree Board. Founded in 2008, the
Tree Board is the result of the Land Use Plan
and citizen response to a request to list the
assets of our town. Foremost among the listed
assets are the number of green spaces and the
natural beauty of our town.

The hard work and determination ofTown
Council member Susan Robertson, with the
help of Noah Long, created a thriving Tree
Board that renovated Memorial Park, planted
much needed trees in Althaus Park, and made
Signal Mountain the first town in the state to
have a privately-funded predator beetle release
to combat the hemlock woolly adelgid.
Through the Tree Board, hundreds of
children have learned the importance of trees
in the environment and how to plant trees, and
more than 1,000 trees have been given away.
Thousands of hemlocks on public and private
lands are now protected from the woolly adelgid.
For the last four years, Signal Mountain has
been [designated] as a Tree City, USA.
Now more than ever, this exceptional
drought threatening our natural beauty makes
the Tree Board’s programs vitally important.
Trees are suffering and many may die. Unfortunately, these programs are in jeopardy because
of a lack of citizen involvement. If you value
these programs and wish to see them continue,
contact Town Hall to request an application
form to join the Tree Board.
Sincerely,
Barbara Womack

The Signal Mountain Mirror welcomes your letters. Send your letters to
The Signal Mountain Mirror, P.O. Box 99, Lookout Mountain, TN 37350
or email to: mirroreditorial@me.com Note: All letters must be signed in order to run.

Signal Mountain Lions Selling
Holiday Turkey Breasts
Anyone who had a rotisserie-roasted
or smoked turkey breast from the Signal
Mountain Lions Club for Thanksgiving
knows how effortless and delectable it
was. For those who didn’t, there’s another
opportunity: the Lions themselves will be
roasting, smoking and selling them for
Christmas, too!
Priced at $40, and 10-12 pounds before
cooking, these tender, tasty turkeys can be
ordered any Saturday at Ace Hardware, 517

Subs or by calling Gary Lowder at (423)
400-5198. Drive-through pick-up is at
Althaus Park (behind the Signal Mountain
Country Club) on December 23 from 4-6
p.m.
To complete your meal, sides can be
ordered from Pruett’s, making dinner preparations painless. Best of all, the proceeds
benefit the Lions Sight Services, college
scholarships and other mountain charities.
What a gift for everyone!
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B’s Sweets Expands to Offer
Classes and Supplies
It’s hard to believe
tions, birthday parties
that B’s Sweets at the
and Girls’ Night Outs.”
foot of Signal Mountain
And to think, it all
has been open five years,
began when her husband
and now the proprietor is
kicked her and her cakes
expanding her space and
out of the house!
her offerings. “Time has
As the holidays apflown by,” said Brianne
proach, Brianne now has
Hagar, owner and baker
room to teach. “I’m exof B’s Sweets.
cited that I will have more
And when she says
space for our gingerbread
flown by, she’s not just
house workshops coming
talking about the past
up December 1,” she said.
five years. “I started bakLast month she had a
ing with my mom and
ribbon cutting ceremony,
grandmother at a very Bryson Hagar made candies using choco- compete with cookies,
early age. But what got late molds to put on pencils at B’s Sweets. cupcakes and tastings.
me into decorating cakes was once my son Those who attended were able to put their
was born, I wanted to make him awesome name in the hat for free classes. “I love making
cakes,” she said. “As people saw the cakes I all the cakes, but I also have found that I truly
made, they would ask me to make their cakes, love teaching the art of cake as well.”
and it just kept growing.”
Every summer and once a month, Brianne
And then one day it happened, her sweet hosts baking classes at the Mountain Arts
hobby got her in trouble with her sweet hubby. Community Center. Now she can simply walk
“My husband, Travis, came home one day next door to teach her classes. “I wanted to be
and said, ‘I love you and all, but all this has able to teach more and have cake decorating
got to go. You have taken over the house!’”
supplies for hobbyists and cake enthusiasts on
And thus began her career as a professional this side of the river, and have all the space for
baker. Her son, Bryson, 11, loves helping out cake decorating supplies, candles, birthday
at the bakery. Who wouldn’t?
cards, boards/boxes, chocolate and much
Brianne kept her head down and steadily more.”
grew her homegrown business, baking cookies,
Life is good for Brianne and her family. “I
cakes and just about anything sweet. Pretty live right at the foot of the mountain where we
soon her tiny location wasn’t keeping pace have 75 acres, and we have chickens so we bring
with her clients’ needs.
fresh eggs to the bakery,” she said. And now,
So when the nail salon next door moved, her business is growing and thriving, all from
Brianne had the opportunity to expand. “I humble beginnings in her grandma’s kitchen.
was able to take on their space. With our new
Visit www.bssweets.com to find out about
expansion, I was able to create a classroom upcomping workshops.
area where we can hold classes, demonstraby Michelle Michaud

Homes, Land & Farms, Estates
VIEW All Our Signal Listings: ToddHenon.com
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Laurel Springs | 6 BR 8 BA

Expansive home with privacy and practicality.
$1,300,000

Lake Avenue | 5 BR 4.5 BA

Finished basement, completely remodeled.
$675,000

ILD

EW

N

BU

Union Stables | 4 BR 3.5 BA

NEW build in boutique subdivision, horse farm views.
$374,600

OL

PO

Brenon Wood | 4 BR 3.5 BA

Perfect combination of privacy and convenience.
$949,000

Carriage Hill | 5 BR 3.5 BA

Large, private lot with full daylight basement.
$450,000

OW

BR

Palisades | 4 BR 3.5 BA

Extensive updates with panoramic BROW views.
$595,000

Signal’s Premiere Team
Since 2000
Each office is independently owned and operated.

423.413.4507 m / 423.664.1900 o
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Calendar of Special Events December 2016
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
2

1
MACC accepting gifts
and food for SMSS
through December 16.

4

5

6

7
Mountain Mirror
deadline for editorial
content for January

MOPS meeting. For
more info, see below.
Advertising space
reservation deadline

3
Holiday Lights at the
Chattanooga Zoo,
5:30-8 p.m. For more
info, see B4.

9

10

Walden’s Ridge Guild “The Lion King Jr.” at
Christmas Luncheon, Bachman Community
11 a.m. For more info, Center, 7 p.m. For more
see below.
info, see C4.

“The Lion King Jr.” at
Bachman Community
Center, 2 and 7 p.m.
For more info, see C4.

8

11

12

13

14

15

18

19

20

21

22

17
MOPS outing. 16
For
more
info,
see
below.
“The Lion King Jr.” at
Signal Mountain
Chattanooga Theatre
Signal Crest UMC’s
Walden Town Meeting, Signal Crest UMC’s
Bachman Community
Council Meeting,
Centre’s “Miracle on Last day to donate a gift Breakfast with Santa.
Christmas Dinner/
Town Hall, 6:30 p.m.
Center, 2 p.m. For more Town Hall, 6:30 p.m.
Children’s Musical. 34th Street, the Musical.” to SMSS at MACC. For For more info, see C7.
more info, see A3.
info, see C4.
For more info, see C7. For more info, see B4.

26

27

24

Pick up for Lions Club Signal Moutain churches
turkey dinner orders at
hold Christmas Eve
Althaus Park, 4-6 p.m.
services. For more
For more info, see A4.
info, see C7.

Signal Mountain
Hamilton County
Ballet Tennessee’s “A
UMC’s Blue Christmas Schools’ Winter Break Christmas Carol,” 2 p.m.
service, 6:30 p.m.
begins. Back to school For more info, see B4.
For more info, see C7.
on January 4.

25

23

28

29

30

31

Regularly Scheduled Meetings (in alphabetical order)
Bachman Bargains – at Bachman Community Center is open Thursday afternoons
Mountain Opry – at Walden’s Ridge Civic Center from 8 to 11 p.m. Call
from 2:30-5:30 p.m. and Fridays and Saturdays from 9 a.m.-1 p.m. All proceeds from the (423) 886-3252 for details. Meets every Friday.
shop benefit the ongoing programs at Bachman. Donations of gently-used items are accepted
Planning Commission Meeting – at Signal Mountain Town Hall at 7 p.m. Call (423)
anytime at the back of the building. For more information, call the center at (423) 886-4842 886-4992 for details. Meets the first Thursday of the month.
Bachman Community Center Exercise Classes – Circuit Class with Misty Mann on
Recreation Advisory Board – at Signal Mountain Town Hall at 7 p.m. For details, call
Monday and Thursday evenings from 6:30-7:30 p.m. and Saturdays at 10:30 a.m. Circuit Don Close at (423) 886-6776. Meets the third Thursday of the month.
class is a total body workout including cardio, weights, stretching and strengthening. All
Senior Game Day at Bachman Community Center—every Tuesday from 9:30
levels of fitness welcome. Zumba class with Jada Smith on Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. and 6:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Seniors 55 and older are welcome to stop by for free coffee, conversation
p.m. and Fridays at 9:30 a.m. Classes are $5 per class.
and easy games.
Bachman Community Center Library – is open Monday through Friday from 10
Signal Mountain Alcoholics Anonymous – meets every Tuesday at 8 p.m. at St.
a.m.-3 p.m. The library is free and open to the public.
Timothy’s, 630 Mississippi Avenue. Contact Chattanooga AA Central Office, (423) 499Bachman Preschool Storytime – at Bachman Community Center every Friday morning 6003, for further information.
from 10-10:45 a.m for children ages three to five; siblings are welcome.
Signal Mountain Business Association (MBA) – has its monthly meeting on the
Bachman Community Center Senior Games – every Tuesday from 10 a.m.- 1 p.m. second Tuesday of the month at 6:30 p.m. Find out more at signalmba.com.
Seniors enjoy social time, lots of laughter and playing dominoes, cards and other games.
Signal Mountain Community Guild Craft Night – in the Signal Mountain Guild
Breast Cancer Survivor Support Group –meets the fourth Monday of every month Room adjacent to Signal Mountain Town Hall at 7 p.m. on the second Friday of the month.
from 6-7 p.m. at 935 Ridgeway Ave. on Signal Mountain. Open to all female breast cancer For more information, email bandy_angie@yahoo.com.
survivors, regardless of length of survivorship.
Signal Mountain Community Guild Meeting – For more information, call Robin
The Clothes House – open every Thursday 2-6 p.m. and Friday and Saturday from 9 McKenna at (423) 886-9833.
a.m.-1 p.m. The Clothes House is currently accepting gently used clothing items, household
Signal Mountain Community Guild Craft Night – in the Signal Mountain Guild
items, books, toys, etc. Furniture donations must be called in to the Clothes House at (423) Room adjacent to Signal Mountain Town Hall at 7 p.m. on the second Friday of the month.
886-3460. Drop off items at 633 Mississippi Ave.
For more information, email bandy_angie@yahoo.com.
Evening Garden Club – meets the fourth Tuesday of each month at 6 p.m. New
Signal Mountain Community Guild Book Club – For the location or more info,
members welcome. Call Linda Kelley at (423) 298-2655. Find them on Facebook under please call Lynne Anderson at (423) 886-1353.
Signal Mountain Evening Garden Club.
Signal Mountain Genealogical Society – will meets the first Tuesday of the month
GED Class – at Lone Oak Community Center from 5 to 8 p.m. Call (423) 886-7250 at Walden Town Hall, 1836 Taft Hwy. The meeting begins with refreshments at 1 p.m.,
for details. Meets every Monday.
followed by a business meeting and programs. Visitors are always welcome. For more info,
The Habitat ReStore Donation Truck – will be on the mountain the last Saturday visit www.smgsonline.org.
of the month from 10 a.m. -1 p.m. parked at the Signal Mountain Plaza as a convenience
Signal Mountain Lions Club – meets on the second and fourth Tuesday of each month
for donors.
from 6:30-8 p.m. at the Mountain Arts Community Center, 809 Kentucky Ave.
Library Book Club – at Signal Mountain Library, open to anyone at 6:30 p.m. For
Signal Mountain Mothers of Preschoolers (MOPS) – a nondenominational group
more information call (423) 886-READ. Meets the third Thursday of the month.
that meets at Signal Mountain Presbyterian Church. MOPS will meet on at 9:30 a.m. on
Lone Oak Community Civic League – at Lone Oak Community Center, 1278 Highway December 2 with Andy Cornett presenting and opening by Becky Sharp. The December
127, at 7:30 p.m. For more info, call (423) 886-7250. Meets the first Thursday of the month. 16 outing is a cookie swap at Heidi Griswold’s house at 10:30 a.m. For more info, contact
Lone Oak FCE Club – Family Community Education meets at noon at the Lone Oak Jami Wolbers at (423) 653-0524 or Jamiwolbers@gmail.com.
Community Center. New members welcome. Meets the fourth Monday of the month. For
Silver Sneakers Fitness Program – at MACC cafeteria for mature adults from noon-1
information call Pauline Geary at (423) 886-7443 or (423) 886-7250.
p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Contact instructors Kay at (423) 316-6742
Lone Oak Fire Department Training – at Lone Oak Community Center at or Alison Chimley at (865) 257-0911 for more information.
7 p.m. New members are welcome. For more information, contact Chief Josh Partin at
Toddler Story Time – at Signal Mountain Library, 1114 James Blvd. at 11 a.m.
(423)886-7250 or email Josh at Joshpartin26@yahoo.com. Meets every Thursday.
For more information call (423) 886-READ. Meets every Tuesday.
Lone Oak Free Clinic – at Lone Oak Community Center for information call (423)
Total Body Strong – at MACC cafeteria. Classes for adults are on Monday and
886-4040. Open from 6 to 8 p.m. on Monday and 10 till noon on Thursday.
Wednesday at 9:15 a.m. with instructor Kay Turner. Contact instructor, Kay at 316-6742
Lone Oak Library – at Lone Oak Community Center from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. Call for more information. MACC is at 809 Kentucky Ave., Signal Mountain, TN 37377. For
(423) 886-7250 for more information. Open the last Saturday of each month.
more information call (423) 886-1959 or visit signalmacc.org
Lone Oak Quilters – at the Lone Oak Community Center from 9 a.m. to noon. Call
The Walden’s Ridge Guild – will meet Thursday, December 8 at 11 a.m. for a Christmas
(423) 886-7250 or (423) 886-7443 for details. Meets every Monday and Wednesday.
luncheon at Linda Davenport’s home, 327 Creekshire Dr. Annette Wildman and Mary
Mountain Arts Community Center – offers ongoing classes in art, pottery, dance, Beth McClure are co-hostesses. Everyone is welcome to attend and is asked to bring a dish
and acting, and private music instruction in piano, violin, cello, guitar, drums, accordion, to share. The Guild is a service organization open to all women of Walden’s Ridge and all
ukulele, mountain dulcimer, clarinet, sax, flute, trumpet, French horn, string bass, banjo are welcome. For more information, please call (423) 580-2839 or (423) 886-4568.
and voice. Individual lessons are available. Visit signalmacc.org or call 423-886-1959 for
Walden Town Meeting – at Walden Town Hall, 1836 Taft Highway, at 6:30 p.m. Meets
more information. The MACC is at 809 Kentucky Ave., Signal Mountain, TN 37377.
the second Tuesday of the month.
Have a meeting or an event you want included in the calendar? Please email us at mtnmirrorart@me.com. Deadline for the January issue calendar is December 9.
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Dick Morel to Present Program on Gateways
are displayed at the museum. In biographies of the subjects,
he considers their lives and their places in time, and the result
Signal Mountain resident and
brings the reader a fascinating sweep of British history seen
science writer Dick Morel will present
through the eyes of its artists.
a program at 6:30 p.m. on December
“The Hidden Life of Trees: What They Feel, How They
8 in the Signal Mountain Library’s
Communicate - Discoveries from a Secret World” by Peter
Gallery. His talk and the ensuing
Wohlleben will change the way you look at a forest. The author,
discussion “will be an exploration of
who worked for the forestry commission in Germany for
gateways in human experience and
many years and now manages a woodland there, tells readers
nature using as a focal point, a painting in the permanent how trees are much like humans in their connectedness to
collection at the Hunter Museum of American Art entitled each other and, in particular, their families. This book has
‘Gateway to September’ by Charles Burchfied,” according to become a best seller both here and abroad, and its most acMorel. “The painting draws us into a universe of possibili- cessible format and fascinating story will appeal to everyone
ties,” he added.
interested in the world around us.
A member of the Signal Mountain
Two new books that address
Library Board, Morel has presented
decluttering are “Make Room for
programs here at the library, as well
What You Love: Your Essential
as at the Chattanooga Nature Center
Guide to Organizing and Simplifyand other local venues. One of his
ing” by Melissa Michaels and “The
main interests lies in helping to fashComplete Book of Home Organiion gateways between S.T.E.M. and
zation” by Toni Hammersley. Just
the arts. “The painting, for example,
paging through them can inspire
provides a fascinating opportunity
you to get rid of your excess stuff,
to visit gateways in the universe of
if you can get past the inferiority
insects,” he explained.
complex they first induce. Michaels’
For more information, call the
book really is an interesting read,
library at (423) 886-7323.
even though she does recommend
some chores that you may find (as
New Juvenile Fiction
I did) a little over the top. (For
A finalist for the Guardian’s
example, she says to wash your
Children’s Fiction Prize, “The Bone
bedroom curtains twice a year.) But
Sparrow” by Zana Fraillon is a novel set
she will inspire you to purge and
in an Australian detention camp where
do it quickly, so you don’t get too
a young boy is attempting to survive. Frank Hill recently spoke about his model ships, waylaid by indecisiveness. Check
When he meets a girl whose mother eight of which the Library is so honored to display. out her popular blog, The Inspired
has died, he begins to understand the If you haven’t seen them, please come by and enjoy Room. Hammersley’s book is also
power of stories as he reads to her from their amazing precision and beauty.
an impetus for those of us who
her mother’s notebooks.
hate to get rid of things, and is
“Ms. Bixby’s Last Day” by John David Anderson will enlivened by photos of rooms that have been transformed
appeal to students who recognize that there is always one into organized spaces.
teacher whom they will never forget. Just as their teacher has
valued them, three boys express appreciation for her in their
New Adult Fiction
very individual ways. Both touching and humorous, this book
“Mercury” by Margot Livesey is a thriller that explores
has been highly recommended for young readers.
obsession and how it can quickly devour a person. When Viv
reconnects with her passion for horses, her life and that of her
New Young Adult Fiction
family quickly change. Livesey writes with subtle strength that
A 2016 National Book Award Finalist, “The Sun is Also will ensnare the reader in this sophisticated tale that doesn’t
a Star” by Nicola Yoon has been called “profound,” “lyrical” rely on tricks to keep the pages turning.
and “suspenseful” by reviewers and has been likened to “The
“Judas” by Amos Oz is set in Jerusalem in 1959 and tells
Fault in Our Stars.” Two young people tell of their sudden the story of young Shmuel, who, disenchanted with his life as
love at first sight in alternating chapters, interspersed with a scholar, moves into the house of the old and infirm Gershom
other voices. It’s sure to be a hit.
Wald, receiving a room and a small salary in exchange for
“Ashes” by Laurie Halse Anderson is the final volume caring for the man. There he meets the beautiful Atalia, and
in this fine Seeds of America Trilogy, distinguished by its the novel revolves around these three characters. The book has
historical accuracy and by its perspective of African slaves. In received great reviews: “challenging, complex and strangely
this, the conclusion, the Revolutionary War is still going on, compelling,” “funny, wise and provoking.”
and Isabel and Curzon continue their quest to rescue Ruth,
“The Chemist” by Stephanie Meyer, author of the blockIsabel’s little sister, from her enslavement in the South and buster young adult “Twilight” series, is the author’s second
then attempt to assimilate themselves into the young nation book for adults. This time she has written a thriller with
in its fight for independence.
a female protagonist. Expect it to be popular and not too
challenging, but still a good read.
New Adult Nonfiction
Several other late-year releases will make good holiday
“The Face of Britain: A History of the Nation Through Its gifts. Here are just some of our recent additions that always
Portraits” by Simon Schama is the National Book Critics Circle have waiting lists: “The Twenty-Tree” by Lynwood Barclay,
winner. It is this historian’s and art critic’s look at artwork in “The Wrong Side of Goodbye” by Michael Connelly, “The
the National Portrait Gallery in London. He writes about the Terranauts” by T. C. Boyle, “This Was a Man” by Jeffrey Archer,
paintings, sculptures, photographs and other mediums that “Night School” by Lee Child and “Faithful” by Alice Hoffman.

Support Your Local Businesses!

by Karin Glendenning

Wildfires Lead to Evacuations cont.

Continued from page A1.
WRES, having logged over 300 calls so far this year, including
the Flipper Bend fire in the North Chickamauga Creek area.
As this is the giving season, know that we have sent out
our annual mailer to mountain residents for donations. We
do not make phone calls or make personal visits to households
requesting any donations. If you get a phone call or someone
knocks on your door, know that they are NOT with WRES
and are not collecting funds for our all-volunteer department. Also please know that over 60 percent of our operating
funds comes from your individual contributions, and we very
much appreciate your annual support.
A long term issue at hand for WRES is the new fire hall,
which will be constructed next year on Taft Highway. Yes, we
are in the process of working with Hamilton County on plans
for a new fire hall, right next to our present Station One. We
have been interviewing various architects and will make our

recommendation to the county; it will make the final selection. We are very much in tune with the community in that we
do not want some unattractive structure on the highway. We
are concerned with how the station will function and meet
the needs of the mountain community for the next 50 years,
but we want something that is aesthetically pleasing to all who
pass by on the highway.
With this in mind, we are open to all input from the
mountain. We have been meeting with the Walden Guild
and Walden Town Council and are open to any and all ideas
while we are in the design phase and meeting with architects.
Now is the time to speak up and give us your input. Please
email wres_volunteer@comcast.net, or call Station One at
(423) 886-5974 and leave a message. You are always invited
to stop by Station One on any Thursday night at 7 p.m. when
we hold our weekly training drill. Remember, if you have an
emergency, or think you need some help, always call 911.

A-1 Concrete Leveling • 504-2921
Accents • 886-0062
Acumen Wealth Advisors • 825-4796
Alexian Village • 886-0100
Animal Hospital of Signal Mountain • 886-7387
Area Podiatry Centers • 756-3668
Bachman Community Center • 886-4842
Balanced Fitness • 503-1006
Bud Floral & Home • 432-4756
Chattanooga Jewelry Company • 777-5400
Chattanooga Times Free Press • 757-6234
Children’s Dentistry of Chattanooga • 954-9511
Costumeville • 713-5362
Nancy Coward, Independent Beauty Consultant
• 413-9973
Cutting Corners Framing Art/Gift Gallery • 886-1869
Eyes on the Mountain • 886-7252
Firefly Social Media • 762-1816
First Tennessee Bank • 209-2670
The Freckled Peddler Salon • 713-7151
Healthy Home Now, Air Duct Cleaners • 886-5800
Home Helpers of Signal Mountain • 505-2928
Hot Spot Yoga Studio • 531-9642
HR Business Solutions • 668-6020
Hummingbird Pastaria • 886-1900
JK Kitchen & Windows • 902-3344
The Keith Corporation • (704) 319-8169
Keller Williams Realty…Patrice & Jeff Wishmyer
• 503-6953, 664-1900
Kidz Klub of Signal Mountain • 227-5591
LearningRx Chattanooga • 305-1599
Life Care Center of Red Bank • 877-1155
Lolly’s Works • 987-7592
McCamish, Cooper & Dyer Orthodontics • 624-6525
Maples Automotive • 596-9384
Mayfly Coffee • 619-9434
Mountain Arts Community Center • 886-1959
Mountain City Realtors • 886-1300
Mountain Education Foundation • 517-0772
Mountain Top Toys • 886-6943
The Nail Bar • 668-8153
Nudo’s Family Hair Care • 886-6836
Old Towne Bed and Breakfast • 886-4561
Olive Bean Natural Grocery & Cafe • 805-4888
Paw Paw Patch Boarding • 517-0617
Personalized Pet Care • 847-5757
Portilla Construction • 255-1050
Pruett’s Signal Mtn. Market • 886-2044
Pura Vida Organic Juice Bar & Café • 802-7910
Regions Bank • 886-5080
ReMake Me • (866) 509-5798
Rodan+Fields: Tracy Sprout, Independent
Consultant • 883-1219
Sawrie Orthodontics • 624-8217
Signal Mountain Athletic Club • 886-4071
Signal Mountain Insurance • 886-3123
Signal Mountain Mirror • 822-6397
Signal Mountain Nursery • 886-3174
Signal Mountain Pharmacy • 886-2135
Signal Mountain Travel • 886-2200
Signal Mountain Veterinary Clinic • 886-1747
Signal Skin Care • 298-6839
Threads Clothes & Monogramming • 886-4004
Yessick’s on Signal • 508-8103

www.signalmba.com
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Thanks to Volunteers, Santa Express is a Community Treasure

Every town has its holiday traditions
and decorations, ones that everyone looks
forward to and that announce Christmas
is on its way. For Signal Mountain, a very
special one is the Santa Express Train. In fact,
in 2011, the train was not in its spot for the
holidays, and such a cry of disappointment
went up that something had to be done.
Enter the Signal Mountain Lions Club.
Built by Stan Crewe and Glen Showalter, the Santa Express appeared for the first
time in 2003. Stan, an artist and engineer
who felt the mountain needed something
merry and bright for the season, designed
the choo-choo his granddaughter suggested.

Over several years, the two men added
additional pieces, so when completed, it
had an engine, four cars, a station house,
crossing lights, a freestanding police car
and even a row of pine trees. A gondola is
filled with animals and toys, and a flatbed
car hauls a fire engine. Set in front, four
items – blocks, presents, dominoes and
a jack-in-the-box – hide spotlights that
illuminate everything at night. It sits in
James Park, visible to everyone as they enter
Signal Mountain.
The entire display is built of wood
(except the 55-gallon drum engine), and
within a few years, because it couldn’t be

In November, the Town Council honored veterans who are employees of the town. Pictured here are
Mayor Dick Gee, Councilmember Bill Wallace, Fire Chaplain Stacey Seals, Police Chief Mike Williams, Councilmember Chris Howley, Police Officer Jane Phipps and Councilmember Bob Spalding.

Council Meeting cont.
Continued from page A1.
by making the regulations and guidelines
less suggestive and more consequential to
those found in violation of the regulations
and guidelines.
The meeting concluded with a report
on the wildfires from Fire Chief Eric
Mitchell. At the time of the meeting,
Mitchell reported there were 74 wildfires in the state of Tennessee. Three of

the largest four were around the greater
Chattanooga area – Mowbray Mountain,
Flippers Ridge and Poe Road. Along with
firefighters on the ground, two fixed wing
aircrafts and four helicopters have been
assisting with the fighting the wildfires,
the majority of which have been set
intentionally.
The next council meeting is December
13 at 6:30 p.m.

The Santa Express Train is spiffed up for another holiday season.
Photo by Ken Abel
Transporting and setting up the train
stored inside due to its size, it began to
deteriorate. Stan passed away, and Glen and its accoutrements and returning it all
moved away, so the Lions Club took up to storage each season is a joint effort of the
the mantle. The members believe that Lions and the Signal Mountain recreation
“community is what we make it” and and maintenance departments. Just the
the community really wanted this train. chore of moving the station house involved
The Lions Club arranged with the Crewe sliding it on skids and using a backhoe to
family, which owns the train, to restore it, lift it. Last year, the committee built a deck
promising to remain faithful to Stan’s design to facilitate its transport.
As with so many activities here, the
and vision. The club also arranged to store
the train in the old bathhouse behind the work on the iconic train is done largely
Signal Mountain Country Club’s swimming by volunteers and funded by community
pool; the station house is kept inside the organizations and individual donations.
Yearly maintenance is necessary, in addition
fire station.
Last year, the Lions undertook a com- to the costly restoration. Private donors
plete restoration of the train, which involved paid for the material costs of the original
replacing much of the wood on each car. train; the Lions are funding current costs.
Children adore it; adults look forward
Protective membranes on the roofs of the
cars and rebuilt wooden wheels were just to it; hundreds of people have their picture
a few of the necessary repairs. The engine made in front of it. Though the Lions did
is nearing completion and other cars will not request it, this writer hopes that people
be tackled one at a time. It’s an immense will thank them by making donations for
undertaking, estimated to take four years. lumber, paint, and other materials.
Thank you, Lions, for assuming an
The committee of four is spearheading the
project includes co-chairs Gary Lowder ongoing responsibility to provide a cherand Ken Abel, along with Art Ballard and ished Christmas tradition just because we
Mike Margadon. Other members join in as missed it. That’s community service at its
needed to help clean and paint. Stan’s son, finest. Thank you.
by Carol Lannon
David, is restoring the fire engine.

Trunk Show
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December 8th
in Rossville
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213 Chickamauga Avenue
Rossville, Georgia
213 Chickamauga Avenue
703 Cherry Street
706.866.3033
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213 Chickamauga Ave., Rossville, GA
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423.266.1442
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Charity Begins at Home
SMSS is completely funded by private
donations, and The Clothes House contributes 50 percent of the operating budget. A
large selection of clothes, household goods,
toys and books are available at great prices
at the shop located at 633 Mississippi Ave.
Volunteer opportunities are available to
staff the food pantry and The Clothes House,
as well as visit seniors and help with home
repairs. Volunteers can commit to as few as
two hours per month. For more information, call (423) 886-5982 or visit the SMSS
website, signalmountainsocialservices.org/
services.
Founded in 1958, the Signal Mountain
Lions Club members serve our community
with workdays at MACC and Bachman,
financial contributions to various organizations and community clean up projects.
Annual events include the Fourth of
July Barbecue and Fireworks, Labor Day
Celebration, Car Raffle and the installation
of the Santa train at James Park. Each year
the train is erected with a train depot to
delight the children who want to sit on
the train or peek into the depot. Many
visitors drive up to Signal Mountain to
take pictures to send to their relatives and
friends. (Read more about the Santa Train
on page A8.)
Recently, the Lions Club formed Leo
Club programs at McCallie and Signal
Mountain High School. The Leo clubs
provide young people with an opportunity
to learn to be responsible members of local,
national and international communities.
The Leo Club motto is “Leadership, Experience and Opportunity.”
For more information on the Signal
Mountain Lions Club, visit the website at
smtnlions.org.

This year, Animal Hospital of Signal
Mountain was honored to be the official
veterinary for the Running of the Chihuahuas, in which funds were raised for the
Chattanooga K-9 Unit Fund and The St.
Francis Fund, which operates with donations from local members of the Signal
Mountain community and assists Signal
Mountain residents who cannot afford
veterinary care.
Each day we are protected by the men
and women of the police and fire departments. While we are celebrating Christmas
with our families, they are patrolling our
roadways or responding to fire emergencies. As we enter the holiday season,
remember the S.M. Robertson Police and
Fire Christmas Fund. The fund was started

The

45 years ago for Signal Mountain citizens
to express appreciation to the police and
fire men and women by contributing to a
Christmas Fund, which is given to them on
Christmas Eve.
In his inaugural address on Jan. 20,
1961, John Kennedy encouraged America
to sacrifice and “struggle against the common enemies of man: tyranny, poverty and
disease,” and to have charity.
He closed his inaugural address by
saying, “With a good conscience our only
sure reward, with history the final judge of
our deeds, let us go forth to lead the land
we love, asking His blessing and His help,
but knowing that here on earth, God’s work
must truly be our own.”
by Joe Durek

Music by
Mountain Cove

SAT

DEC

In a speech at the University of Cape
Town in South Africa on June 6, 1966,
Robert F. Kennedy said, “Few will have the
greatness to bend history itself, but each of
us can work to change a small portion of
the events, and in the total of all these acts
will be written the history of this generation.
Each time a man or women stands up for an
ideal, or acts to improve the lot of others, he
sends forth a tiny ripple of hope.”
In Signal Mountain, we have many men
and women who stand up for ideals that
improve the lot of others. We have charities
that supply food to the hungry, clothes to
the needy, scholarships to students, and
social workers who visit our neighbors in
times of stress.
One such charity is Signal Mountain
Social Services. It tailors its confidential
services to the needs of each individual client.
Home visits by SMSS social workers access
the needs of each individual and provide
the services that will help each family have
a brighter future.
Broadly, their areas of services are:
• Education: Tutoring for students,
scholarships for GED prep and mentoring
scholarships for post high school education,
preschool scholarships and school supplies.
• Life Skills Counseling: Budgeting
assistance, supportive services to promote
self-sufficiency and independence.
• Food Pantry: The pantry is stocked
with donated nonperishable food and hygiene items. Many churches, organizations
and schools on Signal Mountain donate
nonperishable food.
• Seniors: Social workers provide
compassionate support services and when
appropriate, help pay rent and utility bills
and help with the cost of prescription drugs.

3rd

11am-2pm

at the

A lexian Inn

100 James Blvd. Signal Mountain






Photos with Santa
Hot Chocolate Bar
Cookie Decorating
And much more…

ALEXIAN
RESIDENT’S
CRAFT FAIR
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Pianist Finds Inspiration for Album in Signal Mountain Fog
Pianist Beth West is a resident of Chattanooga who uses the natural scenic beauty
of her surroundings as an inspiration for her
music. West is particularly inspired by the Tennessee River and the surrounding mountains
and ridges.
“I love the mountains and enjoy going to
Lookout and Signal frequently,” said West.
“Being able to enjoy a variety of landscapes
is just one of the great things about Chattanooga.”
West found inspiration for her debut
full-length album, “A Place by the River,” in
the beauty of the Chattanooga area. “It was
the thick, winter fog on Signal Mountain that
grabbed my attention and kept tapping at me
over the years, until I finally gave it its own
song,” she said. “Fog is often considered a
nuisance and a driving menace, but composing
and playing about it gave me the opportunity
to define it as a beautiful, mysterious presence
that makes one’s world small and close.”
This is the theme of “Signal Mountain
Fog,” the first single from the album.
Urged by her parents, West began taking
piano lessons at age 5. However, it wasn’t
until later in life, after observing her brother
improvise on a piano, that she began to take
an interest in composing original material. As
a result of her lack of exposure to composition
in her early education, West makes it a priority
as a piano instructor to make composition accessible to piano students of all ages and levels.
“There is a certain exhilaration that comes
from learning a piece of music and playing it
well; of having your fingers fly across the keys
as you make music,” West said. “However, I

Beth West
can’t say that I really loved or embraced the
piano until I began exploring it for myself,
creating my own sounds and melodies and
puzzling out a song from beginning to end.”
Along with classical composers, such as
Bach, Debussy and Liszt, West also sights
Yanni and the new age Narada composers as an
influence. “I love exploring all different sounds
and styles. It may be easier to say what I don’t
like and that would be music that’s repetitive
and boring and non-stimulating intellectually,
regardless of genre,” she said.
However, West’s greatest inspiration for
songs come from nature and places she has
visited. “I try to focus more on stories and

“A Place in the River” is available now.
events as opposed to feelings and abstract
concepts. I’ve been told my music has a definite
sense of place.”
While West is a solo pianist, she is interested in collaborating with others. She plays
regularly with violinist Shea Yeager. She also
composes flute and piano pieces to play with
her own daughter, who “is an excellent flutist.”
“Having another in-house musician
makes for fun and easy projects,” said West.
“Working with other musicians is an area I’d
like to expand upon in the future; however, at
present, my time is consumed with creating
student material and continuing with my solo
piano projects.”
Along with playing regularly at the First
Presbyterian Church in Fort Oglethorpe, West
also performs for benefit concerts, as well as
house concerts. She has also participated in
several of Chattanooga’s Parking Days.
“My favorite part about it is being able to
experience the piano in a different, unexpected

setting away from a studio. Playing on the
street under the sky with cars zooming by is
awesome,” she exclaimed. “Because a majority
of my compositions are related to nature, it’s
always a special experience for me to play the
piano outside.”
The last three years, West has organized
a Spring Piano Picnic, which has been well
received by her students and their families.
“In my experience, the majority of people who
take piano lessons do so to add enjoyment to
their daily lives. Playing on a formal stage in
a concert hall doesn’t seem to match that goal,
so I am always on the lookout for interesting
and creative ways to make recitals a casual
extension of everyday life.”
In the upcoming semester, West plans to
add student events, such as an Open Mic night
and a Young Composers’ night.
Currently, West’s piano teaching schedule
is full, but she typically experiences schedule
changes at semester breaks and does her best
to accommodate new students during those
times.
West’s album, “A Place by the River,”
is available online at www.cdbaby.com/cd/
bethwest15, and is available locally at the
Hunter Museum of American Art’s gift shop,
the Tennessee Aquarium’s gift shop, Reflection
Riding Arboretum and Nature Center’s gift
shop, Chrysalis and Good World Goods.
Whether you’re interested in lessons for
you or your child or want to a house concert,
you can find more information about Beth
West at www.bethwestmusic.com or by emailing beth@bethwestmusic.com.
by David Fields

MACC Adds Silver Sneakers Flex Class to Fitness Its Offerings
The Mountain Arts Community Center
is always buzzing with activity, and now a new
class has been added to the list. Silver Sneakers
Flex recently began as a slightly amped up
version of the ever-popular original Silver
Sneakers class. Much like its partner class,
Silver Sneakers Flex is designed to increase
range of movement and muscular strength,
therefore enhancing the daily activities of
one’s life.
The class begins with a warm-up that uses
a blend of cardio and stretching. This gives
the cardiovascular system the opportunity
to gradually rev up, increases blood flow to
your exercising muscles and raises your body
temperature. It also loosens joints and reduces
the potential for any injuries. Fun music is
played throughout the class, so at times you
feel like you are dancing instead of exercising!
After your body, mind and spirit are awake,
you move into the workout, consisting of
a blend of cardio, strength building and
stretching. There is focus on both the upper

Silver Sneakers Flex appeals to a variety of exercisers.
body and lower body.
While each class follows the same guidelines, the teachers, Kay Turner and Alison
Chimley, make a point to mix up the routines

WE FIX WATER LEAKS
We can take care of any water leak
around your chimney.

Concrete is not waterproof. We do flashing repair.

Give us a call. We do it all!

SOOT- BUSTERS
CHIMNEY SERIVCES L.L.C.

423-855-5558

LICENSED
INSURED
CERTIFIED by the Chimney Safety Institute of America

www.sootbuster.net

and offer variety with each new class. This
way your body stays alert and keeps striving
to build to its potential. Some tools used in
the workouts are weights, exercise balls and
elastic tubing bands with handles. Chairs
are also used and can be handy if someone
needs added assistance.
Alison and Kay encourage participants
to listen to their own bodies and go at their
own pace. There is a number scale on display
that gauges how you are feeling, from okay
to maxed out. Throughout the class, the
instructor asks, “What number are you?” This
reminds each person to pay close attention
to how his or her body is feeling.
Each day and each workout will be different, depending on outside circumstances,
such as how much sleep you had the night
before, the amount of stress you are enduring
or what you ate for breakfast that morning.
It is important to push yourself, but equally
important to be responsible when doing so.
Becky Young regularly attends the Flex
class but also attends the Silver Sneakers class.
She has always exercised and does yoga, as
well. She recognizes the importance of stay-

ing active, and she enjoys having fun at the
same time. Becky appreciates the fact that
the instructors offer a variety of levels for the
different exercises and encourage folks to go
at their own pace.
Ann Huckaba agrees with Becky and
also feels comfortable moving between
both classes.
Nancy McFarlane and her husband
usually come together. They say both instructors are great at giving clear instructions and
guidance. Joannah Sims has been attending
the Silver Sneakers class for two years and
really enjoys the new Flex class. She comes
to class three days a week and is thrilled with
the change she has seen in her overall physical
health. Before she began this exercise regime,
she was falling a lot. The classes have immensely improved her balance and strength,
and as a bonus, she can see some outward
signs of her body changing for the better.
The Silver Sneakers Flex class is offered
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 11 a.m.
and lasts for 45 minutes. Men and women
of all ages are welcome. The Flex class moves
at a faster pace than the Silver Sneakers class,
providing a little more challenge. It is not as
strenuous as Kay’s Total Body Strong class,
but you will definitely feel the burn and work
up a sweat. The Silver Sneakers classes follow
the Flex class, starting at 12 p.m. Other classes
that Kay offers are Total Body Strong, which
meets from 9:15 to 10:15 a.m. on Monday
and Wednesday. Beginning in January, she
will teach an exciting new Tabata Bootcamp
class on Friday mornings at 8:30.
This is wonderful news because now
there is a class for everyone! It is just up
to you to make your physical and mental
health a priority and find the class that fits
you best. For more information, you may
call the MACC, or contact Kay Turner at
(423) 316-6742 or Alison Chimley at (865)
257-0911.
by Mary Dunlap
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Kathy Tugman Releases New Album
Kathy Tugman
Rangers are the perfect
and her husband, Daband for the couple’s
vid, are the epitome of
songs, bringing “worldcompatibility. Not only
class mandolin, fiddle
have they been married
and guitar, combined
for 35 years, raised four
with a rock solid basschildren, and brag on 15
and-drums rhythm secgrandchildren, but they
tion.” The resulting mix,
also write songs together.
Kathy says, “sounds like
In fact, the couple,
something you know
together with their new
you’ve heard before
band, the Rocky River
and something that you
Rangers, recently cel- “Love Song Nineteen” by Kathy Tugman know you haven’t. We
ebrated the release of is available for purchase on cdbaby.com. call it bluebilly music,
their new album, “Love Song Nineteen,” with and I think you know what I mean.”
a Sunday afternoon show in November.
������������������������������������
The Rocky River Rangers are an amalKathy grew up singing in church and gamation of her long-time rhythm section,
later sang in several bands. She is the handbell including Jo Whitaker on drums, Eddie
director at St.Timothy’s Episcopal Church and Gwaltney on bass, as well as some first-class
is very involved in the church’s contemporary bluegrass players from the Hamilton County
music group, Zammarin. This pretty, soft- Ramblers: James Kee on mandolin and guitar;
spoken woman was the lead vocalist for the John Boulware on fiddle; Josh Hixson on
Chattanooga Symphony Orchestra, a definite bass and guitar. Tarbell Patten IV (leader of
career high. But it took her a while to call the rock group, Dark Horse Ten, and the conherself an actual singer.
temporary band, Zammarin, at St. Timothy’s
“It wasn’t until I’d put out my second or Episcopal Church) plays electric guitar.
third album that I came to regard myself as
In addition to her beautiful voice, Kathy
a professional singer, not only because I will plays the piano and organ, and modestly says
sing for a fee and sell my albums, but also she is a competent guitar player. When they
because I have assumed the responsibility of write together, David usually comes up with
being competent and entertaining for my the lyrics and Kathy writes the music. The
audience,” she said. She is also committed to couple has written scores of songs together.
delivering each song she sings with feeling and “Love Song Nineteen” is Kathy’s 10th album.
energy, like she is discovering those words for
She’s excited about the Rocky River
the first time.
Rangers. “I am continually surprised that
This is a profession she clearly loves.
so many fine musicians see fit to play music
Kathy’s voice reflects her rural Tennessee with me - surprised, grateful and moved,”
rearing near the Rocky River in Middle Ten- she said. And fans of her music might say the
nessee, and the songs she and David write bring same things about her songs. Her albums are
the country river to life. The name of the new available on her website, kathytugman.com,
band, Rocky River Rangers, comes straight as well as on cdbaby.com.
from that river, as do many of her lyrics. The
by Ferris Robinson

The Bekah Cochran Team
wishes you many blessings
and lots of joy

this holiday season!

Merry Christmas and
Happy Holidays!
Bekah Cochran
C: 423-508-5986
O: 423-664-1900
busybekah.com

Each office is independently owned & operated
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community, these agents strive to build
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through continuous contact and emphasis
on personal service.
Contact one of these knowledgable
agents today for all your personal and
commercial insurance needs.
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Ross’s Stem to Stern Cleaner is Nontoxic

Corina Ross planned on a career in
health administration, but soon realized she
felt restless working in healthcare. Juggling a
full time job in the industry she had prepared
herself for in college, she managed to work on
creative projects on the weekends. In 2014,
she officially left the healthcare industry
and “took a huge leap of faith and pursued
a quirky job as a visual merchandiser for an
environmentally conscious start-up company
based in San Francisco.” She worked remotely,
traveling to the west coast frequently.
She loved the fast-paced environment,
although the craziness was challenging.
Thrown head first into the mix, she quickly
expanded her knowledge of social media
marketing, sales, visual merchandising and
community support. These were all skills that
served her well immediately. “I have since had
the privilege to work part-time as a sales and

marketing coordinator with
local jewelry designer, Louisa
Colmore Hurst. Through
her support and willingness
to teach, I have furthered my
understanding of what it takes
to run a successful business,
and the importance of being
present at work and home,”
Corina said.
Corina and her husband, Corina Ross
Will, moved to Signal Mountain in 2009,
and a few years later had a profound experience while on a missions trip in a third world
country. “The locals were happy and healthy,
and had nothing extravagant in their lives
beyond the basic necessities. It was inspiring!”
Corina said of their 2015 trip. The couple
was determined to adopt this philosophy
that so moved them, and in 2016, vowed

to live healthier lives and have a
healthier home, both physically
and spiritually. “We cleaned up
our diets, downsized our possessions, started a vegetable garden
and began keeping chickens,”
Corina said of their transition.
But she struggled to find an
economical way to replace the
commercial cleaning products
she was in the habit of using.
She wanted a nontoxic cleaner that would
be tough on dirt, and was versatile without
breaking the bank or harming the environment. After a few experiments in the kitchen
and a science lesson or two from Will, who
works in a metrology lab in Chattanooga,
she hit upon a soap recipe that was exactly
what she wanted.
She asked friends and family for feedback.

She received suggestions and found all of it
“inspiring, humbling, and always varying.”
The support these friends and family provided
was important, as was her favorite bible verse,
“Be anxious for nothing, but in everything by
prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving,
let your requests be made known to God.”
Philippians, 4:6.
All of this inspired her mindset during
the trials of getting her product ready for
market. Sold at Chattanooga Workspace at
302 W. Sixth Street in Chattanooga, Stem to
Stern is concentrated, so that a little bit goes
a long way, and can be used for everything
from laundry to dishes to washing those
hands after feeding the chickens. And Corina
wants to be sure her house is sparkling clean
from stem to stern in April, when their first
baby will be born.
by Ferris Robinson
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How To Replace Your Old Windows
Without Making A Mark On The Wall.
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If you have drafty, old, or hard to open windows, replace them with Sierra Pacific
Transcend® replacement windows. We make everything stress-free and mess-free. In fact,
quite often we can replace old windows without even making a mark on your wall.
Sierra Pacific is one of the top window companies in the country, so you’ll have a vast
assortment of styles, colors, and designer options to choose from. Sierra Pacific also has
premium performance and superior energy efficiency.

Save 15% on Sierra Pacific

replacement windows and doors
through October 31.
Please call for a free, in-home
consultation.
203
Belvoir Avenue
50 Frazier
Avenue, Suite 300
Chattanooga,
Chattanooga,TN
TN37411
37405
(423)
763-1133
423-763-1133
www.mckennaexteriors.com
www.McKennaexteriors.com
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Signal Centers Recycles, Reutilizes Your Old Tech Items
Do you have old tech items collecting
dust and are unsure of what to do with
them? Or perhaps you got a new computer
or tablet for Christmas and are ready to get
rid of your old one? Well, Signal Centers
would be happy to take those items off
your hands. Signal Centers’ Reutilization
Program collects old tech items from
families and individuals who no longer
have a need for them, and reutilizes those
items for individuals with disabilities.
These donated tech items help people with
disabilities be more independent at work,
school or home.
The most useful donated items are
laptops and personal computers, flat
screen monitors or televisions 19 inches or
larger, iPads, iPhones, iPod Touches, video
magnifiers, hearing alert systems and other
adaptive equipment. With laptops and PCs,
Signal Centers prefers operating systems no
older than Windows 7 or Mac OSX 10.6.8.
Older operating systems are not capable of
running the popular screen reader program,
J.A.W.S. (Job Access With Speech), which
provides speech and Braille output for
the most popular computer applications.
However, parts from computers with older
operating systems could be useful to Signal
Centers’ Reutilization Program, so they
can also be donated. If you have questions
about the usefulness of an item, please call
the professionals
at Signal Centers.
Be c a u s e o f
Apple’s already
built-in accessibility features,
Signal Centers
only accepts
Ap p l e p h o n e s
or tablets. Every
Apple device is
built with assistive
technology, making them accessible to
individuals with disabilities.
After items are donated at Signal
Centers’ 2300 Bailey Ave. location, they
are fixed (if broken) and repurposed to fit
the specific need of an individual with a
disability. When the equipment is provided
to an individual, that individual is also
given training to ensure they know how
to properly operate the equipment. This
ensures the equipment is utilized and
meaningful to the individual’s life. The
equipment and training are provided at
no cost to the individual.
Signal Centers also has a program where
individuals with a disability can check out
loaner equipment to be used for a specific
amount of time.
“Chattanoogans are incredibly gener-

ters has a checkout
program for adapted
toys, as well.”
Signal Centers
will also adapt new
toys for families who
have a child with a
disability. This service
is provided at no cost
to the family. Signal
Centers asks that only
one toy at a time is
dropped off to be
adapted.
Signal Centers is
Signal Centers Rehab Engineer Ezra Reynolds modifies old techa
nonprofit
organizanology to make it usable for a person with disabilities.
tion, and in addition
ous and many already contribute surplus to accepting donations of tech items and
devices that are repurposed to help their
neighbors gain a voice, read a book or
connect with friends and family,” said
Donna McConnico, CEO of Signal Centers. “Signal Centers loves to receive your
technology, breathe new life into it, then
loan it to another individual to enhance
their life. This is an ecologically responsible
alternative to sending it to a landfill.”
All items donated to Signal Centers
are tax-deductible and each tech item is
put through a Department of Defense
certified wipe process, which removes all
personal information and history from
the device. “To
my knowledge,
nothing has ever
been recovered
from this wipe,”
said Ezra Reynolds, rehab engineer. “If it’s good
enough for the
Department of
Defense, it’s good
enough for us.”
In fiscal year 2015, Signal Centers
loaned 47 devices, reutilized more than
300 devices and trained more than 800
individuals with disabilities. “Last year, we
reutilized over $90,000 of donated equipment thought our Reutilization Program,”
said Signal Centers’ Director of Assistive
Technology Lana Little.
Mechanical and electric toys can also
be donated to Signal Centers’ Toy Adaptation Workshop. “It’s very important for
children to see, at an early age, that they
can interact with their environment,”
said Signal Centers’ Assistive Technology
Professional Steve Powell. “Adaptive toys
help children later move forward with
operating computers.”
Reynolds added, “Because children
become bored very quickly, Signal Cen-

Signal Centers loves to receive
your technology, breathe new life
into it, then loan it to another
individual to enhance their life.”
–Donna McConnico, CEO

toys, it also accepts monetary donations.
If you would like to have someone
from Signal Centers speak to your group
or club about this program, please contact
Lana Little at (423) 698-8528 ext. 501.
Signal Centers’ main office is located at
109 North Germantown Rd. The Assistive
Technology office is located at 2300 Bailey
Ave. For more information about Signal
Centers’ Reutilization Program and its
many other programs and services, visit
www.signalcenters.org.
If you have questions about a tech
device you would like to donate, please call
Signal Centers to speak with Ezra Reynolds at (423) 698-8528, ext. 503 or John
Coniglio at (423) 698-8528, ext. 500.
by David Fields
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The Pen of the Purple Lady
by Sonia Young
As we near the year’s
end, we want to share
this quote by Winston
Churchill with our
wonderful readers: “We
make a living by what
we get, but we make a
life by what we give.”

The Purple Lady
This intrepid social butterfly has
made her mark in Chattanooga
as one of the outstanding promoters of cultural and social events.
Sonia, a free-lance journalist
whose profession has taken her
all over the world, covers many
social and cultural events for the
Mountain Mirror. She is a graduate of Tulane and holds a Master’s
degree in psychology from UTC.

Banana Ball 2016
The 2016 Banana
Ball was another huge
success for the Chattanooga Zoo, and a large,
enthusiastic crowd of
attendees enjoyed fabulous food, fantastic
music by Surround
Sound and lots of furry
friends. Guest speaker
Julie Scardina gave a
great presentation and
brought several interesting animals, including a slow loris, serval,
lemur and kangaroo.
Folks enjoying the
great food and drink
Steve and Bev Coulter
included Sandra and
Doug Warner, Betsy Kramer, Mindy and Knott, Matthew McIntyre, Ray Knott,
Bryan Kelly, Caroline Walker, Bev and Dr. Chris Nuke and Meredith Thompson,
Steve Coulter, Dr. Mike Seeber and Anna Brenda Flinn, Brooke and Robert Payne,
Brandt, Tom Donovan and Andrew Parker. August Paredes, Madeline Ledbetter,
Julie Scardina enthralled everyone with Hannah Painter, Kaylan Kennedy, Cindy
her animals and animal stories. We chatted Copeland, Charlotte Wilson, Melanie
with Carolyn and Van Jernigan, Dr. Larry Turner, Olivia Turner, Jenny Hawkins,
and Carol Young, Drs. Jennifer and Carlos Ronnie and Iris Rodger, Katy and Ron
Baleeiros, Nancy and Derrick Snyder, Mark Gracy, Nicole Flowers, Chris and Meredith

Located in St. Elmo at the foot of Lookout Mountain,
Forest Hills Cemetery was established in 1880.
Forest Hills is more than a burial ground. It’s a place of
beauty, history and great importance to the community.

Forest Hills Cemetery, a Not-for-Profit Trusteed Association
4016 Tennessee Avenue • Chattanooga, TN
(423) 821-4161 • www.foresthillscemetery.net

Levine, Alison and Alan
Lebovitz, Dr. Hyman and
Susan Kaplan, Dr. Michael
Seeber and Anna Brandt,
Helen and Stan Smith,
Judy Schwartz, Eva Jo
Johnson, Phyllis and Jed
Mescon, Bob Marlowe and
Marcia Noe, Elaine and
Sanford Winer, Jan Barali,
Dana and Richard Waxler,
Richard Zachary and Ruth
Longway and many other
music lovers.
As a special surprise,
Pooh the raccoon was an animal artist at the Chattanooga
former Mizpah Rabbi Ken
Zoo’s Banana Ball. One of his paintings is pictured at left.
Kantor and his wife, Toni,
Luke, Ruairi Hutchinson, Tim and Linda were here from Cincinnati for the event!
Allen and hundreds more animal aficionados.
Our congratulations to co-chairs Gina
The Performing Arts League
and Clay Crumbliss for making this event
Presents Sunday Showcase
once again the “Top Banana” event in the
The Performing Arts League presented
Scenic City. And thanks to Chattanooga its third annual Sunday Showcase, which
Zoo Executive Director Darde Long and her featured students from area schools and arts
dedicated staff for making our zoo one of the organizations performing musical, dance and
best zoos in America.
theater selections on the stage of the Roland
The Chattanooga Zoo will celebrate its Hayes Theater at UTC. Theatre Department
80th birthday next year, and Jack Hanna Director Steve Ray and PAL President and
will be back to help us celebrate. Stay tuned! Showcase co-chair Linda Thompson welcomed the large audience and Linda talked
Mizpah Congregation Celebrates
about PAL’s mission to support young people
150th Anniversary
in the performing arts.
Chattanooga’s oldest Reform Jewish
Groups representing the performing arts
congregation recently celebrated its 150th were the Chattanooga Girls Choir, the Chatanniversary with a reception and concert by tanooga Boys Choir, the Youth Symphony
the Chattanooga Symphony & Opera at the String Quartet and Bassoon Quartet, Chattemple on McCallie Avenue. The present tanooga Ballet, Chattanooga Civic Ballet,
temple was built in the 1920s by Adolph Ballet Tennessee, the Indian School of Dance,
Ochs in memory of his parents, Julius and Chattanooga Theatre Centre’s Youth Theatre
Bertha Ochs.
and the Choo Choo Kids from the Center for
The Chattanooga Symphony Orchestra, Creative Arts.
conducted by Maestro Bob Bernhardt,
The young performing artists were absopresented a program of music by Jewish lutely wonderful and received a standing ovacomposers and featured guest artists Michael tion from the audience. Event co-chairs were
Samis, Mela Dailey and Holly Mulcahy.
Barbie Standefer and Linda Thompson. Allan
Among the guests we chatted with were Ledford directed the Showcase for the third
Dr. Larry and Carol Young, Dr. Sam and year, and it was another spectacular success.
Dana Banks, Flossie Weill and Barry Parker, Dr. Frank and Pam Miller, Dr. Steve and
Holiday Events
Susan Rich, Dr. B.W. and Rhoda Ruffner,
to Celebrate the Season
Candy Kruesi, Joe Winnick, Herb Cohn,
Holiday Lights at the Chattanooga Zoo
Amy and Dr. Jon Cohen, Gerry Cohn, is on December 2, 3, 4, 9, 10 and 11 from
Jan Jacobs and Alvin Hodes, Melody and 5:30 to 8 p.m. Holiday activities, including
Andy Hodes, Micah and Jonah Hodes, live reindeer encounters, crafts, games, cookie
Laura and Scott Israel, Austin Center, decorating, camel rides, train rides, carousel
Marilyn and Morton Center, Peggy rides and photos with Santa. Adults $9.95,
Moore, Fifi and Cara Ginsberg, Warren children $6.95, ages 2 and under free. Tickets
and Donna White
are half price for Zoo
Dropkin, Karen
members.
Di a m o n d, Ja n e
Oak Street Playand Bob Berz, Paul
house at First-CenteCampbell, Amelia
nary United Methodand Owen Allen,
ist Church presents
Sally and Gary Cha“Trials, Tribulations
zen, Candace and
and Christmas DecoBobby Chazen and
rations” December 2,
son Robert, Claire
3, 8, 9, 10 at 6:30 p.m.
Bi n d e r , We n d y
and December 11
Beker, Helen Pregat 1:30 p.m. Dinner
ulman, Betty and
and the show are $25.
Charles Lebovitz,
Reservations must be
Bev and Steve Coulmade in advance.
ter, Rachel SchulChattanooga
son, Susan and DaBoys Choir Singing
vid Distefano, Drs.
Christmas Tree is at
Monique and Jeff
the Tivoli Theatre on
Gefter, Doris and
Saturday, December 3
Ival Goldstein and Henry Schulson and Bob Bernhardt
at noon and 5:30 p.m.
Dr. Ted and Cora Feintuch.
Tennessee Aquarium’s Caroling with the
Some of the people enjoying music Fishes is on December 4 from 6 - 8:30 p.m.
by Gershwin, Sheldon Harnick, Smetana,
Chattanooga Theatre Centre’s “Miracle
Pablo Casals, Harold Arlen, and John on 34th Street: the Musical” runs December
Williams were Nancy Jolley, Bobbie 9, 10, 15, 16, 17,18, 20, 21, 22 and 23.
Steffner, Dr. Neil and Cheri Spitalny, Weeknight performances are at 8 p.m.; Sunday
Continued on next page.
Judi and Irv Pressman, MJ and Howard
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Darrin Hassevoort is Choral
Arts Society’s New Director

Now at a NEW Location!
Now at a NEW Location!

The Choral Arts Society
Choral Arts singers and board.
of Chattanooga announced
According to board presiits new director, Darrin
dent Kim Thompson, the
Hassevoort, at a reception
board of directors is develrecently at the Walden Club.
oping plans for potential
Mr. Hassevoort’s first concert
collaborations with other area
as the new director was at the
arts organizations, including
Second Presbyterian Church;
school music programs, in
he and guest composer Dougan effort to strengthen Chatlas Hedwig presented a
tanooga’s arts community.
performance of “American
Mr. Hassevoort believes an
Songs of Inspiration and
education program is vital
Devotion,” premiering Mr.
for the future of choral music,
Darrin Hassevoort
Hedwig’s new works.
stating that many students
The Choral Arts Society of Chattanooga participate in choirs in high school but drop
was founded in 1985 on a cornerstone of out of music programs upon graduation.
vocal excellence and quality choral literature. Choral Arts, the CSO Chorus and the
Mr. Hassevoort said he plans to extend the Chattanooga Bach Choir offer a way to keep
organization’s present reach. Hassevoort, young vocalists involved, encouraging the
who also conducts the CSO chorus and leads continuation of great choral performances
the Chattanooga State choral program, has for years to come “It is my heart and passung with Choral Arts for several years and sion to figure out a way that, along with the
contributed to several of the choir’s record- choir and the board, we can help build the
ings, including one with jazz great Dave future of choral music in our city,” stated
Brubeck. Hassevoort says he is delighted Darrin Hassevoort.
to have the opportunity to work with the
by Sonia Young

The Pen of the Purple Lady cont.
Continued from previous page.
performances are at 2:30 p.m. “A Charlie
Brown Christmas” is on December 2, 3 and 4.
Chattanooga Ballet presents “The Nutcracker” at the Tivoli Theatre December 9
and 10 at 8 p.m. and Sunday, December 11
at 2 p.m. with the Chattanooga Symphony
& Opera Orchestra. Tickets for adults are
$18-$29; discounts for children and seniors.
Ballet Tennessee presents “A Christmas

Carol” December 19 at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
and December 20 at 2 p.m. at the UTC Fine
Arts Building. Adults $19, children $17.
Chattanooga Symphony & Opera’s
“Home for the Holidays” is December 20
at 7:30 p.m. at the Tivoli Theatre. Favorite
holiday selections include the Metropolitan
Bells, Alison Brown on the banjo and Fletcher
Bright on the violin. Tickets $21-$81; students tickets $15.

Follow us @smartfurniturestudio

Historic Southside
1700 Broad St.

423·643·0025
MON - SAT 10am - 6pm

Actual Plastic
Surgery Group
Patient

Receive $500 OFF a cosmetic
surgical procedure until
*
December 30, 2016.
*Restrictions Apply.

Dr. Brzezienski  Dr. Kennedy
Dr. Rehm  Dr. Waldrop
Photo by Beasley Photography

RefinedLooks.com

423.756.7134
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The Trust for Public Land
Honors PlayCore CEO
The Trust for Public Land honored
Signal Mountain’s Bob Farnsworth at
its annual gala in New York City. The
benefit honored individuals who have
demonstrated an extraordinary commitment to advancing The Trust for Public
Land’s mission to create parks and protect
land for people, ensuring healthy, livable
communities for generations to come. Bob
Farnsworth, CEO of PlayCore, received the
nonprofit’s most visible and public tribute,
the Land for People Award.
“Bob’s relentless dedication to building
best practice play and recreation spaces,
his belief that all people have the right to
play, and his commitment to give back to
the Chattanooga community make him
an ideal recipient for the Land for People
Award,” said Rick Wood, Tennessee Director for The Trust for Public Land.
Under Farnsworth’s guidance, PlayCore
has grown to become not only the largest
provider of play and recreation equipment
in the U.S., but a trusted partner for communities to find up-to-date research on play
best practices, sourced through PlayCore’s
extensive network of universities, scholars,
and experts.
“PlayCore is committed to helping
communities infuse play and recreation
opportunities into the lives of people,”
states Farnsworth. “Play is key to life, at
all stages of life, and we help communities
build meaningful play experiences through
the combination of scholarly research, best
practice programming, and innovative
recreation products.”
While both The Trust for Public Land

PlayCore CEO Bob Farnsworth and Trust
for Public Land CEO Will Rogers
and PlayCore have a large, nationwide
presence, each group has a clear passion for
creating parks and fostering access to places
to play throughout Chattanooga. Most
recently, the two organizations partnered
to install six Trust for Public Land Fitness
Zone® exercise areas across the city. Each
zone was intentionally placed in underserved communities where people often
don’t have access to exercise equipment.
The Trust for Public Land creates parks
and protects land for people, ensuring
healthy, livable communities for generations to come. Since 1972, The Trust for
Public Land has helped generate nearly
$60 billion in state and local conservation
funding, completed more than 5,000
conservation projects and protected more
than 3 million acres nationwide. Learn
more about The Trust for Public Land at
www.tpl.org.

Baylor School Parent Alliance Speakers Series

Sarah Lewis, author of The Rise: Creativity, the
Gift of Failure, and the Search for Mastery
Sarah Lewis is a bestselling author, curator, and an
Assistant Professor at Harvard University.
Lewis’s most recent book is The Los Angeles Times bestseller, The
Rise: Creativity, the Gift of Failure, and the Search for Mastery
(Simon & Schuster), a layered, story-driven investigation of how
innovation, discovery, and the creative progress are all spurred
on by advantages gleaned from the improbable foundations. The
work has been translated into six languages to date.
Lewis is a frequent speaker at many universities and conferences
such as TEDGlobal, SXSW, PopTech, ASCD and for a wide
range of organizations from the Aspen Institute to the Getty to
The Federal Reserve Bank.
She received her bachelor’s degree from Harvard University,
an M. Phil from Oxford University, and her Ph.D. from Yale
University. Before joining the faculty at Harvard, she held
curatorial positions at The Museum of Modern Art, New York
and the Tate Modern, London. She also served as a Critic at
Yale University School of Art. She is a Trustee of Creative Time,
The CUNY Graduate Center, the Brearley School, and the Andy
Warhol Foundation of the Visual Arts.
She lives in New York City and Cambridge, Mass.

Baylor School | 171 Baylor School Road | Chattanooga, TN 37405

FREE PUBLIC LECTURE + Q&A
TUESDAY, JAN. 10, 2017
7:00 – 7:45 P.M.
BAYLOR SCHOOL CHAPEL
Parents, educators, and anyone
who works with children and
teens will all benefit from this
lecture followed by a “Meet &
Greet” with the author.
www.baylorschool.org/speaker
Sponsored by Baylor School and
the Baylor Parent Alliance.
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Your bucket list
just got shorter.

With road gripping Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive and
30 MPG, you won’t run out of adventures in a
2017 Subaru Outback or ways to get there.
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Taste Test Finds Chattanooga’s Best Wings
Quite possibly one of my favorite types
of food, a good wing is one of those things
that can make a bad day great. I recently
ventured out to the Chattanooga Market to
taste a sampling of twelve wings from six
restaurants: Diamond Billiards Club; Mike’s
Smokehouse; Owl’s Nest BBQ; Feed Co.
Table and Tavern; Chatter Box Café; and
1885 Grill, which teamed up with Alchemy
Spice Company. Folks from these restaurants
duked it out at Scenic City Wings to see who
could create the best wings and win both the
minds and hearts of the judges and people.
Diamond Billiards Club
The first stand I walked up to was the
Diamond Billiards Club, where I was given
two wings: the club’s take on the classic hot
wing and another infused with a bourbon
glaze. Coated in a light hot sauce, the first
wing was simple, yet delicious. The second
wing was out of this world. I have an affinity
for wings with all kinds of sauces, and this
sweet, smoky bourbon flavor set this wing
apart. 8/10
Mike’s Smokehouse
I made my first visit to Mike’s earlier
this year, and the smoked wings are great.
But at the competition, they presented a
version of a hot wing that was different from
what I remember. Doused in a light, tangy
sauce, the wing was solid. While the sauce
could have used more kick, it was neither
too strong nor too weak. 7/10

(423) 903-8703
cfgrant@comcast.net

Owl’s Nest
The third stand I visited was Owl’s Nest
BBQ. As I do not venture into Ooltewah
often, this was the first time I’d tried its food.

bleu cheese dressing. After smoking the
wings, he created the dressing, which had
a profound smoky, tangy flavor that served
as the perfect complement to his wings.
Bravo. 10/10

Chef Charlie Loomis tosses Feed Co. Table
and Tavern’s wings, which won the judge’s
choice at the end of the competition.
Although the wings were smoked, a flavor
discernible from the wing itself was curiously
absent. While the sauce could have saved
the day, it was too weak to make much of
a difference. 5/10
Feed Co. Table and Tavern
I’ve heard so many fantastic things about
Feed Co., and while I’ve made it a goal to
visit one day, this wing was the first I’ve
tasted of its food. Fried to crispy perfection,
both wings had a mind-blowing flavor. The
sauce, an infusion of Hoff & Pepper’s locally
made sauce and chili paste, applied a nearly
perfect kick to each wing. Even further,
Chef Charlie Loomis experimented with

Chatter Box Café
A large crowd and a nearly 10-minute
wait indicated there was something cool
going on at the Chatter Box Café’s booth.
Chatter Box Café’s owner and chef, Brandon
Ellis, decided to venture into unknown
territory and create a fruit-based wing sauce.
“I [tried] a sauce before, blackberry and
some barbecue sauce that I really liked, and
I could never find it again,” said Ellis. “So,
I kind of took inspiration from that sauce
and recreated it with my own twist on it.”
Blackberries were infused with lemon pepper and barbecue sauce to create a sweet,
tangy flavor with a kick. While the flavor
could have been stronger, the wing was
solid. 7.5/10
1885 Grill and Alchemy Spice
Returning champ 1885 Grill, along
with partner Alchemy Spice Co., teamed
up to create a wing that nearly achieved
greatness, at least in my book. They took the
same route as Feed Co. and fried the wings,
leaving them with a nice crispy texture. The
only thing missing from these wings was the
sauce’s kick, which left me wanting just a bit
more. But even without that, it was still a
fantastic wing. 9/10
At the end of the event, 1885 Grill &
Alchemy Spice won the people’s vote, while
Feed Co. Table and Tavern won the hearts
of the judges.
by Hayden Seay
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Professionally installed
Automatic Standby Generators by
(423) 266-HEAT

See recent installations at www.reliabletotherescue.com
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On the Cook’s Shelf
by Karin Glendenning
If I had to pick just one cookbook to give
for Christmas, it would be Ina Garten’s latest,
“Cooking for Jeffrey,” her 10th volume. And
that is saying a lot because there are at least 10
great cookbooks that just came out in time for
holiday cooking and giving, many of which I
will write about in future columns.
Here are just a few of the recent releases
that you may want pore over: “Dinner at the
Long Table” by Andrew Tarlow, “Appetites”
by Anthony Bourdain, “How to Bake” by
Mark Bittman, “Mozza at Home” by Nancy
Silverton, “Poole’s” by Ashley Christensen,”
“French Country Cooking” by Mimi Thorisson, “Small Victories” by Julia Turshen,
“Martha Stewart’s Vegetables” by Martha
Stewart, “Cuba” by Dan Goldberg and “Red
Rooster” by Marcus Samuelson.
But for this month, it’s Ina’s new tome,
full of irresistible and sophisticated (but not
too challenging) dishes that will please your
family all year long. If you’ve watched Ina on

TV, you know how charming she can be and
how she makes you feel as if you can easily
recreate her inspirations. After all, “How Easy
Is That,” is the name of one of her most popular
cookbooks.
The selections of recipes I’ve included here
is rather diverse, but that reflects the mood
of the book, since the unifying theme of the
collection is neither seasonal nor ingredient
specific, but instead focuses on dishes that
Jeffrey, Ina’s husband, especially loves. In the
book she also reveals some engaging anecdotes
about the couple’s life and travels, as well as
Ina’s road to becoming a culinary guru.
Tempting dessert recipes that I look
forward to serving are Spicy Hermit Bars,
which I believe may be like the wonderful
soft cookies that Lawson’s Bakery made and
that my grandmother always had tucked into
her bread box, and Frozen Hot Chocolate, a
simple finale that Ina dubs “beyond decadent”
and is sure to please any chocoholic. Another
is Raspberry Roasted Applesauce, a luscious
combination of the two fruits, served warm
and topped with vanilla ice cream.

The first recipe below seems to me that it would be so refreshing to serve during
the holidays, when everything is so rich and heavy. It is probably especially good
for summer dining, but I think it would be perfect for a light lunch or supper on
a wintry day. I would probably pair it with tomato aspic.
Tarragon Shrimp Salad
2 pounds (16- to 20- count) peeled and 1 cup diced celery
deveined shrimp (2 1/2 pounds in
3/4 cup thinly sliced scallions, white and
the shell)
green parts (4 scallions)
3 tablespoons Pernod liqueur
2 tablespoons minced fresh tarragon leaves,
Kosher salt and freshly ground black
plus extra for garnish
pepper
2/3 cup good mayonnaise, such as
2 tablespoons freshly squeezed lemon juice
Hellmann’s
Place shrimp in a large saucepan and add eight cups cold water, the Pernod, and one
tablespoon salt. Turn the heat to medium high and cook the shrimp uncovered, stirring
occasionally, for eight to 10 minutes, until just firm and pink. Drain in a colander.
Place half the shrimp in a large bowl. Cut the rest of the shrimp sideways through
the back with a sharp paring knife and add them to the bowl as well. Allow to cool for
15 minutes. Stir in the lemon juice, two teaspoons salt and one teaspoon pepper. Add
the celery, scallions, tarragon, and mayonnaise and combine. Cover and refrigerate
for at least two hours for the flavors to meld.
Transfer the salad to a serving bowl, sprinkle with extra tarragon and salt, and
taste for seasonings. Serve cold or at room temperature. Serves six.
Ina serves the following dish with an end-of-the-meal cheese course, but it would
also be a delicious surprise as a starter.
Port Wine Prunes with Stilton and Walnuts
24 large pitted prunes
2/3 cup ruby Port wine
2 1/2 ounces English Stilton cheese,
2 tablespoons Italian mascarpone cheese
crumbled
24 walnut halves, lightly toasted
Place the prunes in a saucepan just large enough to hold them in a single layer
and add the port wine. Bring to a boil, then lower the heat and simmer for five
minutes. Remove from the heat, cover, and set aside for at least an hour for the
prunes to become infused with the port.
Meanwhile, in a small bowl, mash the Stilton and mascarpone together with a
fork. Cover and refrigerate.
When ready to serve, place the slightly warm prunes on a serving platter, place
a small mound of the cold Stilton mixture in the hollow of each prune, and top
with a toasted walnut, pressing very lightly. Serves six to eight.
When we received this book at the library, I immediately tried one of Ina’s suggestions, Sautéed Shredded Brussels Sprouts, a savory side dish, very quick to prepare
and dressed at the last minute with a splash of balsamic vinegar. They were perfection,
and I will definitely add them to my vegetable repertoire. Here’s the recipe:
Sautéed Shredded Brussels Sprouts
2 (12-ounce) packages fresh Brussels
sprouts, trimmed
2 tablespoons unsalted butter
2 tablespoons good olive oil

Kosher salt and freshly ground black
pepper
1 tablespoon syrupy aged balsamic
vinegar

Place the Brussels sprouts in the feed tube of a food processor fitted with a large
slicing disk. (You don’t need to core them.) Process until they’re all sliced. (This
might take all of 30 seconds.)
Heat the butter and olive oil in a very large (12-to 14-inch) sauté pan over
medium to medium-high heat. Add the Brussels sprouts, 1 1/2 teaspoons salt, and
3/4 teaspoons pepper and sauté, stirring occasionally, for five to seven minutes,
until crisp-tender and still bright green. Off the heat, stir in the balsamic vinegar,
season to taste, and serve hot. Makes four to six servings.

by Suzanne and Parks Hall
With all the things there are to do around
the holidays, most people don’t give much
thought to the wines they’ll serve until the
last minute. Then, they rush out to a wine
shop and hope to make some good choices.
We can help you make good choices instead
of rushed ones. One or more of our wines
this month are bound to please you.
Our top pick this month is a great value
and perfect if you’re having a crowd for a holiday party or dinner. It’s the 2014 Columbia
Crest Grand Estates Cabernet Sauvignon
($12-$14). It hails from Washington, is
bold, full bodied and filled with flavor. Dark
berries and plum dominate and there is lots
of oak. That wood is well-balanced with the
fruit, though, to produce a smooth, complex
wine. It’s not just a burger wine; serve it with
beef tenderloin, roasted or grilled lamb and
robust pastas.
Other good bets this month are the 2014
1000 Stories California Zinfandel ($17-$19),
the 2015 Les Vignes de Bila-Haut Rosé (($13$15) and the 2014 Nobilo Icon Pinot Noir
($18-$20). The zinfandel, aged in bourbon
Scalloped Oysters
(Refrigerated canned oysters, available in
supermarket seafood departments, may
be used in this recipe. Recipes may be
doubled or tripled as needed.)
8 extra select oysters
2 tablespoons butter
8 saltine crackers, crumbled coarse
4 ounces (1/2 cup) oyster liquor
Dash of Worcestershire sauce
Dash of Tabasco sauce
Pinch of salt
2 saltine crackers, crumbled fine
2 teaspoons butter
Lemon slices for garnish
Saute oysters in butter until just done.
(The edges of oysters will just begin to
curl.) Add liquor; bring to a boil. Add
pinch of salt, Worcestershire and Tabasco.
Add coarsely crumbed crackers and let
them absorb the liquid. Remove from
heat. Place in coquille shells or small
ovenproof casserole. Top with finely
crumbled cracker mixed with butter.
Bake in preheated 450-degree oven until
cracker is browned. Serve garnished with
lemon slice. Makes two servings.

Apricot Glazed Lamb
1 6- to 8-pound leg (or shoulder) of lamb
2 cloves garlic, slivered
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1/2 cup apricot preserves
1/2 cup apricot brandy
1/4 teaspoon ground allspice
1/4 teaspoon paprika
Insert slivers of garlic into surface of
lamb. Rub with oil. Salt and pepper surface. Roast in preheated 450-degree oven
15 minutes. Reduce heat to 350 degrees
and roast 12 minutes per pound, about
one hour and 15 minutes for 6-pound
roast. Roast will be medium rare, about
150 degrees internal temperature.
In the meantime, combine apricot
preserves, brandy, allspice and paprika.
Bring to a boil; reduce heat and simmer
five minutes. During last 30 minutes of
roasting, baste lamb with glaze. Makes
eight servings.

barrels, is a wine to swirl in the glass so you
can appreciate the nuances of its nose and
palate. Look for aromas of raspberries and
pepper, and black and red berries on the palate with hints of milk chocolate and caramel
on the finish. Pair it with aged cheddar and
other full-flavored cheeses, good steaks and
beef roasts.
From France, the rosé is another good
value and worthy of a place on the holiday
dinner table. Lush in the mouth, it’s pale
orange in color with the aromas of fresh
red berries and oranges. There is orange in
the flavor as well. You’ll also find strawberry
flavors. Rosés tend to be easy drinking and
food friendly. This one is both. It’s a good
match for mild cheese and your whole turkey
dinner.
The pinot noir, from the Marlborough
region of New Zealand, is another very food
friendly wine. It has a very nice nose of spice,
raspberries and a hint of pepper. The flavors
blend together well. Intense berry fruit
dominates the taste. Light to medium bodied
with soft tannins, this is a well-balanced wine.
Especially good with lamb, pair this wine also
with turkey and grilled tuna.
Zesty Spinach Pork Manicotti
Serve this as a main course, or, the
Italian way, as a starter.
1/2 pound ground pork
1 large onion, finely chopped
1 large clove garlic, minced
1 (10-ounce) package frozen chopped
spinach, thawed and drained
1 cup ricotta cheese
1 egg
1 teaspoon dried basil leaves, crushed
1/4 teaspoon salt
8 manicotti shells, cooked and drained
1 (11-ounce) can zesty tomato soup
1/2 cup water
1 tablespoon wine vinegar
1/2 cup shredded mozzarella cheese
In 10-inch skillet over medium heat,
cook pork and onion with garlic until
meat is lightly browned, stirring often.
Remove from heat. Spoon off drippings.
Stir in spinach, ricotta cheese, egg, basil
and salt.
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Fill
manicotti shells with spinach mixture.
Place in single layer in greased baking
dish. In bowl, stir soup, water and vinegar
together. Pour over stuffed manicotti.
Cover; bake 20 minutes. Uncover; top
with mozzarella cheese. Bake 10 minute
more or until cheese is melted and mixture
is hot and bubbling. Makes four main
course servings or eight servings when
served as a first course.
Chocolate Mint Truffles
Use these to garnish individual dessert
plates. May be doubled.
1 cup dark chocolate chips
1/4 cup heavy cream
1 to 2 tablespoons creme de menthe (or
your favorite liqueur)
2 tablespoons butter, softened
In heavy saucepan over low heat,
heat cream and chips, stirring frequently,
until smooth. Remove from heat and stir
in butter until smooth. Stir in flavoring.
Chill until quite firm. Form into balls.
Makes eight to nine.
To make white chocolate truffles:
Follow above recipe, substituting white
chocolate chips for dark chips and vanilla
extract (or another flavoring) for creme
de menthe.
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Trip to Alaska Leads Persinger to Dream Job

Over 50 years ago two brothers
made a prOmiSe to help kids
reach their full potential.
By contributing a dollar each
day, 365 days a year, you can
help mose & garrison Siskin
keep their promise and help
maintain a positive future
for kidS in our community.
make a difference tOday.
Join the 365club.
423.648.1762 | siskin.org/give

siskin.org

Serving children with Special
needS and their familieS Since 1950
get connected

As parents, we hope to expand our
children’s horizons. In the case of Thomas
Persinger, his world got bigger after a family
trip to Alaska – and he’s never looked back.
“In 2007, I fell head over heels in love
with the state of Alaska,” Thomas said. “The
scenery, the fishing, the flying, the food,
nothing was short of breath taking.”
So he decided to do something about this
new love. “I applied to become a sport fishing
guide for the 2008 fishing season at Alaska’s
Fishing Unlimited. I was hired in 2008, and
my sport fish guiding career began,” he said.
Most people are familiar with ordering
Alaskan salmon in restaurants, probably
without much thought to how the fish gets
to their plates. Thomas actually goes to
Alaska, fishes with Wild Alaska Salmon and
Seafood, and ultimately brings his catch back
to Chattanooga for folks to enjoy.
“Yes, I actually catch the fish! Last year
was my first season commercial fishing. The
most unique part about Wild Alaska Salmon
and Seafood is that we actually catch, process
and distribute only the salmon that we catch,”
he said, meaning it’s top quality.
The commercial season runs from June
to August, making the traditional vacation
season a time of intense work for Thomas.
“During this timeframe, we fish every
day. We typically offload our fish on shore
twice a day. Our fish is then transported
to our processing facility where the fish is
processed, vacuum-sealed and frozen. This is
all accomplished in the same day to ensure we
have the highest quality salmon in the world,”
Thomas said, noting that the flash-frozen
salmon can stay in the freezer for up to two
years as long as the vacuum seal is intact.
Wild Alaska Salmon and Seafood ships
fresh fish all over the country during the

Thomas Persinger filleting salmon
summer. “At the end of the season, all of our
frozen product is shipped via frozen shipping
containers to a centralized distribution hub
located in the Midwest. I then transport
the fish from our hub to Chattanooga
with a frozen trailer,” Thomas said.
Have you heard of The Peach
Truck? It’s a rock star tour truck
for peaches, with fans lining up
for blocks to buy some of the
most primo peaches there are.
Thomas Persinger is doing the
exact same thing with flash-frozen Alaskan
salmon, and he’s starting this venture in
Chattanooga. Five-pound fillets of sockeye
or king salmon will be available for pick-up
once a month at certain spots around the
city, and he will contact you via email to let
you know the time and place. He’ll also have
smaller packets of lox and smoked salmon

for sale at the same time.
When he’s not fishing in Alaska, Thomas
says he’s thinking about it. “Every day my
mind wanders back to that state,” he said.
Thomas admits it’s very hard
work, but says there’s a satisfying
win-win-win twist. “Commercial
fishing in Alaska for the summer
weeks and selling salmon the
rest of the year has become a
perfect blend of adventure, all
while sharing the beauty and
bounty of Alaska with everyone in Chattanooga.” And Alaskan salmon makes a great
Christmas gift.
Email Thomas at thomas@wildalaskasalmonandseafood.com to get on his mailing list, or find the business online at www.
facebook.com/wildalaskasalmonandseafood.
by Michelle Michaud
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C H I Me m o r i a l
Foundation is pleased to
announce that two couples will chair the 12th
annual Pink! Gala on
Saturday, Jan. 28, 2017,
at the Chattanooga Convention Center. Amber
and Hodgen Mainda
and Ronna-Renee and
Jeff Jackson will cochair the Foundation’s
signature black-tie event. Hogden and Amanda Mainda with Ronna-Renee and Jeff Jackson
The Maindas and the Jacksons are very board members of the Chattanooga Chamber
involved in the community. Hodgen Mainda of Commerce and Rotarians.
is vice president for Noon Development and
Proceeds from Pink! are used to ensure
River Branch Strategies. He serves on several the MaryEllen Locher Breast Center at CHI
boards, including Chattanooga Chamber Memorial has the latest equipment available
of Commerce, CHI Memorial Foundation, and provides the highest quality care available
United Way of Greater Chattanooga, UTC to women in need.
College of Business and the Chattanooga
Since the MaryEllen Locher Breast Center
advisory board for SmartBank. Amber Mainda opened in 2007, almost 250,000 screening
is the director of ProgressiveHealth at Volk- and diagnostic mammograms have been
swagen Group of America - Chattanooga. She performed at the Center’s three locations and
is an active member of Chattanooga Wellness on the mobile health coaches.
Coalition and actively involved in community
Pink! tickets go on sale Dec. 1, 2016.
initiatives that raise awareness and promote Attendees will enjoy cocktails, a four-course
the importance of health and wellness.
dinner and dancing with music by Party on
Jeff Jackson is market president for First the Moon, back by popular demand. First
Tennessee Bank. He is the past chairman of Tennessee Bank is the presenting sponsor for
the board for American Red Cross Southeast the 2016 Pink! gala.
Tennessee Chapter and is a board member of
Standard tickets are $300 and include
Chattanooga Chamber of Commerce. Ronna- cocktails, dinner and entertainment. Standard
Renee Jackson is a partner in LauchPoint Lead- tables of 8 are $2,400. Patron tickets are $500
ership LLC, director of strategic development and include all of the above as well as an exclufor Girls Preparatory School and a certified sive pre-party invite, valet parking, premium
professional coach. She serves on the advisory seating and tableside bar service the evening
board for UTC College of Engineering and of the event. Sponsorship opportunities are
Computer Science, on the board of directors available, ranging from $3,500 to $25,000.
for Girl Scouts of Southern Appalachians and
Visit www.memorial.org/pink or call
Launch Chattanooga. The Jacksons are both (423) 495-PINK for more information.
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Each of our care
programs are tailored to
your individual needs,
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idays
l
o
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y
p
Hap

423.877.1155

1020 Runyan Dr. • Chattanooga, TN
LifeCareCenterOfRedBank.com

82454

Pink! Gala Set for January 28

Holiday Hangout.
Friends and Fun. Sports. Enrichment. Leadership. Plus over 20 different
camp options to choose!
SUMM E R C A M PS

UPCOMING CAMPS: Holiday Camps & New Year’s Eve Lock-in
For more information, visit mccalliesummercamps.com

AD_MM_100716.indd 1

11/8/16 10:09 AM
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Celebrate the Holidays at Hunter Events
Start a new holiday tradition this year and
bring the whole family to ring in the season
at the Hunter Museum of American Art.
On Sunday, December 4 from 2 to 4 p.m.,
the Hunter Museum welcomes its youngest
guests for a holiday edition of Family Fun
Day. Children are invited to make holiday
crafts, enjoy stories and live music, participate
in a museum-themed “elf on a shelf” hunt,
play in a snowflake fort, and enjoy cocoa and
cookies. There may even be a visit from that
jolly old elf, Santa!
Festivities continue at the museum later
in the week as members gather to celebrate
the season with the Hunter’s annual holiday
party, Thursday, December 8 at 6 p.m. Come
celebrate in style and explore the new “Verina
Baxter” exhibit, pick up a unique gift for that
special someone in the museum store (with a

A young artist admires his creation. Family Fun Day is December 4.
special members’ discount), and enjoy light atrium. Members are
hors d’oeuvres and cocktails from a cash bar welcome free of charge Santa will be making an appearance at the Hunter Museum of
while socializing with friends in the grand and non-members may American Art this December.
attend with regular admission.
hours of January 1 as the Hunter once again
Guests are in for another holiday treat all hosts the hottest New Year’s party in town.
month long as the mansion is decked for the For information on NYE: Party on the Bluff,
season. Inspired by our upcoming exhibit “Our visit huntermuseum.org/partyonthebluff.
America: The Latino Presence in American
To introduce a friend or loved one to all
Art,” several trees and mantels will be adorned that the Hunter has to offer, consider a gift
with ornaments and decorations that reflect membership. Whether it’s for a college grad,
Choose Family. Choose Local. Choose Wann.
family traditions of students from East Ridge a growing family or a grandparent, Hunter
and East Side Elementary schools, as well as membership offers year-round experiences
those created by artists and families from La Paz that bring art to life. The gift of memberand from the Chattanooga Language School. ship means your special someone always
While you’re at the museum, don’t miss gets free admission to the museum, plus
the powerful artwork of Chattanooga native free admission to special programs as well
Verina Baxter (1950-2015). In Baxter’s sculp- as special member experiences and events.
tures, the natural beauty of stone is juxtaposed Your gift of membership will also help
with finely detailed metal work to create support our mission to make art accessible
striking pieces that invite contemplation. The for all! To purchase a membership go to:
Hunter is proud to present the work of this www.huntermuseum.org/memberships or
talented Chattanoogan who was known for call (423) 752-2045.
both her art and her community involvement.
We hope you make the Hunter a part of
The “Verina Baxter” exhibit will be on view your holidays this year as we celebrate the
Dec. 2, 2016 through Jan. 22, 2017.
art and style of the season! Happy Holidays!
The holidays continue into the earliest
by Cara McGowin

Those we miss will always

W

be in our memories.

e know that for some, this Holiday season may
not be as festive as it was just a short time ago.
We wish those experiencing loss the comfort that
having family and friends nearby can provide them.
—Cade and Shawn Williamson,
Owners/Directors

Warm up your home for
the holidays with a new
Persian rug.
We also do cleaning & repairs.

Founded in 1902
4000 Tennessee Avenue • Chattanooga, TN
Phone (423) 821-7551 • Fax (423) 821-7553
www.wannfuneralhome.com

Warehouse &
Showroom

In-Home Color
Consultation

Pickup &
Delivery

Expert Cleaning
& Repair

Southside | 917 East 16th Street
423.475.5222
www.persianrugtrader.com|

VERINA BAXTER
DECEMBER 2, 2016

Verina Baxter (1950 – 2015) Superheterodyne, 2009, alabaster, stainless steel,
and bronze, 20 x 14 ¼ x 10 inches, Private Collection of the Artist.

JANUARY 22, 2017
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Big Wheel Race Benefits
Children’s Advocacy Center

NOW OFFERING
WAXING SERVICES

Happy Holidays to All!

The exploitation of children
is a major problem in the
world today. This heinous act takes many
forms, and occurs
all over the world.
Thankfully, there is
an organization in
Chattanooga dedicated to the protection
of children from physical
and sexual abuse. The Children’s
Advocacy Center of Chattanooga stands
as a shield for those who cannot defend
themselves.
One event that benefits the Children’s
Advocacy Center is the Adult Big Wheel
Race. This year’s race will be held Saturday,
December 3, as part of Mainx24 festivities.
The race is in the Chattanooga Choo Choo
Gardens at 1:30 p.m., although teams should
arrive at 1 p.m. The fee is $120 per each
co-ed team of four participants.
The race itself seems to usually have quite
a large group of participants each year. “We
will probably have between 20 and 40 teams
this year, and each team is comprised of four
people,” said Sarah Spencer, development
associate This fills up the venue reasonably
well, considering the type of event that it is.
“It sells out generally, but because of the
nature of the event, we can’t have just an
unlimited number of participants. I would
say that it’s a pretty steady sized event,” Mrs.
Spencer said.
As the Children’s Advocacy Center
works to save children in Chattanooga
from abuse, it is important that they

receive the funds they need. The
Adult Big Wheel Race helps
dramatically toward
this goal. “Over the
past three years, we
have raised about
$10,000 for our
cause,” Mrs. Spencer
said. These funds
raised will surely aid the
organization in its battle
against child abuse and neglect.
“We work with children who are victims
of alleged severe physical and sexual abuse.
So we work with the Department of Children Services and law enforcement to look
into cases of child abuse. We also provide
therapy to children. We have a family
advocate on staff, and she helps advocate
resources with the family members. We
also do general prevention throughout the
community,” Mrs. Spencer said.
While it is true that the work of the
Children’s Advocacy Center and organizations like it will likely not be completed in
full for a very long time, it should be noted
that the future looks extremely bright for the
Children’s Advocacy Center and the Adult
Big Wheel Race. “We hope that the race
continues to be profitable, and continues
to be an extra benefit to us to do what we
do and share with the community,” Mrs.
Spencer said.
For more information on this event and
the work of the Children’s Advocacy Center,
contact Sarah at (423) 266-6918 or go to
gigcityproductions.com.
by Rusty Crump

Happy Holidays
from Our Home
to Yours

306 Cherokee Boulevard | Chattanooga, TN 37405 | (423) 899-9141 | www.nellsathome.com
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New Photo Book Features Scenes of Lookout, Signal Mountain
For years the old black and white pictures formerly
belonging to Paul Hiener were considered the mother
lode of photographic treasures and gems related to Chattanooga’s past. Part of the reason is that the former printer
and publisher’s family donated his collection of 3,000
photographs to the Chattanooga Public Library not long
after his death in 1984, and they were made accessible
to the public. Although other collections have since been
found, and additional historic photographs have also
become more easily accessible through the Internet, his
collection is still considered very important.
But now, through the efforts of the online newspaper Chattanoogan.com, the photos can be viewed even
more easily. The news website has published a 253-page
paperback book full of more than 700 of Hiener’s best
pictures showing a variety of places in Chattanooga. Some
of them are scenes of long-forgotten places, while others
are of still-familiar places with long-forgotten modes of
transportation or fashions on people in front of them.
Chattanoogan.com publisher John Wilson said he
wanted to make the interesting photos even more easily
accessible to the public, so with the permission and help
of the library, he put together “Paul Hiener’s Historic
Chattanooga.”
“I wanted to make the best of this great collection
available in a large format, best displaying them with
good organization and index,” he said.
Two years ago he put out another book of Chattanooga historic photographs called “The Remarkable
Stokes Collection,” which featured photos from David
and Will Stokes. However, Mr. Wilson, who also recently
published another book called “Railroads In and Around
Chattanooga,” said he tried to be careful not to duplicate
any of the scenes found in the Stokes book in the new
Hiener book.
The book is broken into sections and covers such
subjects as the Civil War, downtown, the famous floods

Wee Care Diaper
Expands Service Area
Maureen and
Frank Gibson are
excited to announce
that they now own
Wee Care Diaper Service, a cloth diaper delivery and laundering
service, and plan on
expanding the service
area. Frank was raised
on Lookout Mountain and Maureen
grew up in Cleveland,
Tenn. They began
using a cloth diaper
delivery service with
the arrival of the first Frank, Franklin and Maureen Gibson
child in 2014, while they lived in Charlotte, N.C. They wanted
to use 100 percent cotton diapers on their baby, not diapers
made from plastic and petroleum by-products. (It takes nearly
one cup of petroleum to manufacture one disposable diaper.)
After they moved back to Chattanooga, they contacted
Wee Care to continue using cloth diapers, then decided to
actually purchase the company. Maureen says that running
the service is an extension of the habits in their own home,
since they chose cloth diapers as a healthy option for their
child, as well as for a sustainable choice for the environment.
For years, Tidy Didee Diaper Service served the Chattanooga area. It was in operation from the 1970s until 1996.
In 2012, Wee Care Diaper Service was established, providing
pickup and drop-off sites at locations around certain cities.
The Gibsons plan on initiating a home delivery model for all
households, as well as expanding the service area to Cleveland,
Dalton, South Pittsburg, and all points in between. Frank
thinks that this is a great opportunity since Chattanooga is
growing rapidly, and they hope to grow their company grow
alongside it. And it’s perfect timing to take over the business;
the Gibsons are expecting a baby boy this month.
In this environmentally-friendly world we live in, it’s a
great service, and hopefully with this convenience, will be
used by more people. Congratulations, Maureen and Frank,
for expanding this service and making it more accessible. For
more information, go to weecarediaperservice.com.
by Gwin Tugman

“Paul Heiner’s Historic Chattanooga” is now available and
would make a great gift.
in the city’s history, churches, schools, businesses, and
such areas of town as Lookout Mountain, Fairyland and
Walden’s Ridge. The Civil War pictures, which Mr. Hiener
acquired years later, gives an indication of how many
buildings were already standing in the city at that time.
Other interesting pictures include those of several
structures being built, including the Dome Building and
Chickamauga Dam. There are also some scenes of the nowrazed Bright School in 1934 when it was in Fort Wood,
the also-gone original school buildings of McCallie School
and Chattanooga High. And Girls Preparatory School’s
first building after it moved north of the Tennessee River
is shown in an aerial shot from the 1940s.
The book also includes photographs of places long

forgotten by most Chattanoogans. They include the Siskin
Building at Main and Market streets before it was destroyed
by fire, the circular G.W. Davenport house, the Old Ladies
Home, the Frye Institute, and the Pine Breeze Sanitarium, as
seen from the air. Interesting photos of Lookout Mountain
include several of the Fairyland Club and Inn in its early
days, an old Lookout Mountain hotel from the Civil War
era, the Lookout Mountain educationaliInstitutions, the
Lookout Souvenir Shop in 1958 near Point Park, an aerial
shot of the entrance to Rock City in 1942, the “stairs to
the bluff” near Point Park, the Aldehoff Institute, and a
War Relic Museum near Point Park in 1907.
An interesting shot of Signal Mountain is of some
people at Signal Point in 1956. There are also a few photographs that raise curiosity by their subject matter. One
is of the Fireman’s Fountain downtown at a time when it
supposedly had alligators in its small pool. Another is of
the Alhambra Shrine Follies in 1918. Since that was before
Memorial Auditorium was built, one can only wonder what
stage they were on.
This book serves as a perfect stage for bringing back
memories of Chattanooga’s interesting past.
The cost of the book is $35, including sales tax. The
book can be purchased in person at Zarzour’s Restaurant
on Rossville Avenue behind Chattanooga Fire Hall No.
1, Monday through Friday between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m.
To order by mail, send a $40 check made out to
Chattanoogan.com and addressed to John Wilson, 129
Walnut St., Suite 416, Chattanooga, TN 37403. For more
information, send an email to news@chattanoogan.com
or call (423) 266-2325.
by John Shearer

We believe:

“ the time for a new
Children’s Hospital is now.”

Tom Edd Wilson

Tom Edd Wilson

Grady Williams

Grady Williams

Our Children’s Hospital provides wonderful care for hundreds of thousands of children,
but it is now more than 40 years old. We believe our great city deserves a new one,
and that together, we will make it happen. We're investing
our time and money, and we encourage everyone to join
us. Your gift now will help Children's Hospital continue to
The Campaign for Children's Hospital
deliver the highest level of care to new generations of
kids, and will enhance the future of our great city.
Donate at WeBelieve.build
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New Ways of Looking at Economic Decision Making
by Ward Petty
Did you ever take an
economics class? Such
classes often assume that
people are rational, calculating beings who will, for
the most part, pick what’s
in their best interest when making a decision. Recently, though, those expectations
are being challenged by psychologists who
believe they represent assumptions that are
incomplete at best.
One of the most significant developments in economics came from Daniel
Kahneman, who won the Nobel Prize
in Economics in 2002, despite being a
psychologist who never actually studied
economics. Kahneman wrote a book explaining his central thesis called “Thinking,
Fast and Slow” (Farrar, Straus & Giroux,
512 p.). To oversimplify, he said that many
situations require slow thinking - careful,
deliberate calculations of the facts - but that
our brains are wired to make fast, intuitive
decisions. When we do so, we get in trouble,
Kahneman asserts.
The danger that Kahneman sees in
quick decisions is viewed the opposite by
another psychologist, Gerd Gigerenzer.
Like Kahneman, Gigerenzer has explained
his thinking in a book written for a general
audience. His “Risk Savvy: How To Make
Good Decisions” (Penguin, 336 p.) details
the case for what’s sometimes referred to as
fast-and-frugal heuristics. While Kahneman
believes quick decision-making is a cause for
concern, Gigerenzer shows that it’s often
better than overthinking an issue.
For example, Gigerenzer cites a study
in which American students and German

students were asked which city is bigger,
Detroit or Milwaukee. The Germans correctly picked Detroit more often than the
Americans. Why? Because they’d never heard
of Milwaukee but had heard of Detroit,
so they assumed it was larger. Americans
apparently tripped themselves up by trying
to remember everything they’d read about
each city. In a sense, the Germans just went
with their gut; they didn’t have anything
else to consider.
This becomes an important issue when
looking at how business leaders make decisions. Classic economic theory, as well as
real-world business norms, would assume
that leaders make decisions by carefully
weighing all the factors, assessing risks and
then picking the best option. But often,
business leaders are operating in the dark
about a topic because there are just a lot of
unknowns -nothing to make an assessment
of the relative risks. In addition to the Detroit/Milwaukee study, dozens more have
shown that intuition can be a surprisingly
valuable ally in deciding what actions to take.
Tellingly, this is what business leaders
admit to doing when they face choices in
which no information is available to help
them make purely analytical decisions.
More than half the time, according to one
research project, leaders rely on their gut.
But because they need to appear to have
made a decision based on more objective
criteria, they’ll create fact-based explanations
that justify their decisions, Gigerenzer says.
Who’s right? Who knows? But if the
last book you read about economics was the
textbook in that class you took years ago,
you might want to give one, or both, of
these tomes a read. They’re both eye-opening
about matters of economics, finances and

Proudly
Serving Our
Clients In
Chattanooga
ounded in 2008, Benjamin F. Edwards & Co. is a national wealth
management firm that is committed to client-first service and providing
the investment advice you deserve.
Trust. Integrity. Mutual Respect. These are the principles that keep us
focused on what matters—our clients and their financial well-being.

Ward Petty | Branch Manager and Managing Director - Investments
Joseph P. Donnovin, Jr. | Vice President - Investments

We encourage you to stop by or give us a call.

345 Frazier Avenue | Suite 205 | Chattanooga, TN 37405 | P 423-668-5411 | TF 855-732-1159

benjaminfedwards.com

2015-0655 Exp. 4/30/2017 Member SIPC

day-to-day decision-making.
This article is provided by Ward Petty, a
financial consultant at Benjamin F. Edwards
& Co. in Chattanooga, TN, and was prepared
by or in cooperation with Benjamin F. Edwards
& Co. The information included in this article
is not intended to be used as the primary basis
for making investment decisions nor should it
be construed as a recommendation to buy or

sell any specific security. Benjamin F. Edwards
& Co. does not endorse this organization or
publication. Consult your investment professional for additional information and guidance. Benjamin F. Edwards does not provide
tax or legal advice.
Benjamin F. Edwards & Co., Member SIPC and FINRA. 2016-1666 EXP
08/31/2018

Caswell Receives Multiple Honors
Ned Caswell, direcas Stan Smith, Chanda
tor of both Manker PatRubin, Linda Tuero, Gardten Tennis Center and
ner Mulloy and Lucy
the Baylor School tennis
Garvin, but he shouldn’t
program in Chattanooga,
be intimidated by these
had one heck of a fall,
names in the least. The
starting with the Caswell
two-time All-American at
Classic, which honored
Furman (S.C.) University
his 20 years at Manker.
actually attended college
The all day affair featured
on a basketball scholarship
all manners of cardio
and didn’t take up tennis
tennis as well as memberuntil he was 17.
guest tournaments, with
Nonetheless, Ned Casproceeds going to the
well was a member of the
Team Luke Foundation, Ned Caswell on the Pro Tour after USTA Junior Davis Cup
which benefits families college
team in 1987, along with
with children suffering from traumatic brain Jim Courier, Pete Sampras, Malivai Washinjuries, as well as to the Humane Society. The ington, Jeff Tarango and David Wheaton.
Humane Society is close to the Caswell family’s His professional wins include defeating Pete
heart, as Ned, along with his wife, Wendy, Sampras, Patrick McEnroe andTim Wilkison,
and daughters, Samantha and Harper, have and he was ranked No. 1 in the world in singles
fostered countless dogs, ensuring these animals and doubles in Men’s 35s for 1999/2000. He
find forever homes.
took John McEnroe to three sets in the second
Manker Patten has a tremendous heritage, round of the Canadian Open in 1989.
and it has flourished under Caswell’s manageA 2010 Best of Preps coach of the year,
ment. Extremely honored by the tribute made Ned will hold his own in the esteemed hall
to him, Caswell realized that was only the first of fame, just as he does in the Greater Chatof his honors for 2016. Ned Caswell will be tanooga Hall of Fame, the Tennessee Tennis
inducted to the Southern Tennis Hall of Fame Hall of Fame and the Furman University
in January, making the number of members Athletics Hall of Fame.
rise to 101. Ned will join such tennis legends
by Ferris Robinson

CHS Hall of Fame Honors Barker, Brown
Judge Muecke Barker and
Brown played four years on the
Marilyn Voges Brown are known
University of Chattanooga men’s
for their impressive and well retennis team and was selected as City
spected careers on the court – one
High School’s best female athlete
in tennis and one in the area of law.
in 1957. She held top 10 national
Signal Mountain resident
rankings is several age divisions as
Barker is a former chief justice
a teenager, and taught tennis for 25
of the Tennessee Supreme Court, Mueke Barker
years on Lookout Mountain.
while Brown, a former Lookout
Judge Barker was a member of
Mountain resident, is a member
the Tennessee Supreme Court for a
of five sports halls of fame, thanks
decade (1998-2008) and served as
to a stellar tennis career.
chief justice his final three years. In
The two were recognized by
2007, he was named Distinguished
the City High School Alumni
Alumnus of the Year by UTC
Association and Hall of Fame at a
and the University of Cincinnati
ceremony in November. Brown was
College of Law and was selected
Marilyn Brown
one four inductees, while Barker
as Tennessee Appellate Judge of
(’59), already a member of the school’s hall, the Year in 2008.
was recognized as the alumnus of the year.
by B. B. Branton
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Antiques & Collectables: Brass Candlesticks
One of the most enduring items of beauty
and grace is the antique brass candlestick. From
the evolution of the basic candle to its often
valuable and decorative holder or “stick” is a
centuries old story. Perhaps that explains why
more candlesticks have been made in brass
than in any other material.
Romans are credited with developing
the wicked tallow candle. They were messy
things. Tallow (from animal fat) smoked,
dripped and smelled bad. Yet for rich or poor
Europeans, from the Dark Ages to the Middle
Ages, tallow candles were the primary source of
illumination and common household items.
By the 14th century, candle making became a guild craft. Makers, called “chandlers,”
set up small shops selling ready-made candles
or traveled from town to town producing
them from kitchen fats saved by customers
for that purpose.
The earliest candleholders were simple
iron spikes on feet. Called “prickets,” they supported candles upon a heavy conical circular
base. Socketed candle holders appeared in the
15th century, replacing the pricket form - at
least for domestic use. The use of modern
“prickets” is still common in churches today.
By the end of the 17th century, brass for
making domestic metalwork became available.
Subsequently, the first truly English brass
candleholder was created, a brass trumpet base
with a simple column and a deep central catch
pan for drippings. By the early 18th century,
tallow for candle making was replaced by
other clean burning waxes, such as beeswax,
which led to a revolution in the design of
candleholders. The drip pan was discarded,
and the typical English form of a brass candle
“stick” emerged - a straight or tapering column
on a raised base.
Early brass sticks were cast solid in two
parts, the base and the stem, and then fastened

A collection of antique brass candlesticks
spanning two centuries fitted appropriately
with beeswax candles.
together by a screw. Later sticks were cast in two
vertical halves then brazed together. Simplified techniques, such as hollow core casting,
improved ejection mechanisms to “push up”
used candle stubs. This method also produced
finer, thinner castings that encouraged the
development of multi-faceted decoration. The
famous “Queen of Diamonds” series of sticks
created in 1897 to celebrate Queen Victoria’s
Jubilee is a fine example.
Indeed, a simple brass stick was ripe for
decoration and often followed popular silver
patterns of the day. Some were even silver
plated. But for hundreds of years, the basic
brass stick has maintained its integrity as
an object of beauty, if no longer of primary
function. Candles and their sticks continue to
be used and appreciated to define ceremony,
symbolize celebration, mark romance, soothe
the senses, and to accent home décor, casting
a warm and lovely glow for all to enjoy.
by Susan Roberston
An appraiser, owner and operator of
Susan Robertson and Crew, an estate sale
company, Susan can be contacted by email
at jasgmoth@epbfi.com.

Sandwich

We turn ONE, Sat. Dec. 10!
Join us for a party to celebrate! A special
brew from Chattanooga Brewing Co., live
music, and food specials on Saturday.
Proceeds go to Community Kitchen.
826 Scenic Highway, Lookout Mountain, TN
423.825.5005
cafeonthecornerlookoutmountain.com

2017 Lincoln Continental
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TRULY ELITE HEART INSTITUTES
bring in

LEADING PHYSICIANS

FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD.

That’s exactly what we did.
Introducing the Erlanger Heart and Lung Institute. For the
first time, an elite team of heart experts from all over the
world is working in collaboration—not competition, like at
most heart centers—to create better outcomes for patients
right here at home.
This elite team includes one of the world’s leading robotic
heart surgeons. A cardiologist who has performed more
TAVR procedures and minimally invasive valve repairs than
all local hospitals combined. Plus even more world-class

cardiologists and surgeons. They’re not just changing heart
care in Chattanooga. They’re changing heart care, period.
At America’s next great Heart Institute.

Heart and Lung Institute
423-778-5661
Erlanger.org/heart
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Tour Southside Art Studios on December 10
If you don’t have
the time or energy
to battle the holiday
traffic at the mall but
need to get a few gifts
checked off your list,
or if you just want to
browse world-class art,
consider the Holiday
Studio Tour and Sale
at 1401 Williams St.
in the Southside. On
Saturday, December
10, from 10 a.m. to 7
p.m., artists will open
their studios, sell their
work, and mix and
David Salerno
mingle all day.
The artists displaying their work
at the Studio Tour are impressive, and
include Kate Roebuck, Laura Roebuck,
Addie Chapin, Mia Bergeron, Meg
Aiken, Laura Hausler, John McLeod,
Virginia Webb, Maddin Corey, Janis
Wilkey, Leah Salerno, David Salerno,
Bill Johnson, Ellen Franklin and Ann
Currey. And though their work runs the
gamut from sculpture to oils to watercolor,
it is all exceptional.
You can learn more about each artist at
the open house, but here is info on a few of
them. Janis Wilkey works mainly in oils en
plein air, as well as creating studio pieces.
Her favorite subjects are landscapes, and
she focuses on wilderness areas, figure in
landscape, and portraits. Ellen Franklin also
enjoys painting en plein air and is drawn to
the beautiful landscapes surrounding her
Lookout Mountain home. Ellen paints in
a variety of mediums, mostly oil, acrylic,
and pastel.

tional oil painter painting.
with interest in
Also fond of oil as a medium is Maddin
landscape (in- Corey. She enjoys the whimsy in figure
cluding plein painting and the discipline and order in
air), still-life, a portrait. She confesses that most of her
figurative and clothes are stained with paint, and that
portrait paint- suits her just fine.
ing. David has
Mia Bergeron, a native New Yorker,
painted through- now makes Chattanooga her home. Her
out his life, even work has been in numerous juried exhibits
during his years all over the country, and her awards include
as a practicing those from American Art Collector Magacardiologist.
zine, Fine Arts Connoisseur and Portrait
Leah Salerno Society of America.
was introduced
Whether you are collecting, shopping
to oil painting or just looking for a low-key and fun day,
by her husband, mark December 10 on your calendar and
Ellen Franklin and Maddin Corey
David Salerno, head to the Southside.
Meg Aiken, a recent exhibitor at Prin- and was addicted from her first “primitive”
by Ferris Robinson
ciple Galley’s juried Root to Bloom show,
Unique Finds for Your Holiday Shopping List...
and winner of its social media contest,
endeavors to push herself to the edge and
Made Right Here in Chattanooga!
“not only create a unique work of art but
also speak to men and women of all ages
who long to grow beyond - age , oppression,
fear - and dare boldly.”
Laura Roebuck draws inspiration from
the natural world and seeks to translate
her impressions onto paper and canvas.
Addie Chapin also draws inspiration from
both the natural and built environments,
particularly, the effects of aging and erosion
Wauhatchie Glassworks
observed in weathered architectural and
organic forms.
Wolftever Creek Pottery
Ann Currey has long been a student of
Lizzer
Graham
Designs
art and began painting in 2006 after taking
a watercolor class. She has been fortunate
to study with several notable artists over
Gifts • Home • Bridal
330 Frazier Ave.
the years, and prefers oil as her medium,
423.266.0585
using vibrant colors.
www.plumnellyshop.com
David Michael Salerno is a representa-

SUNDAYS FROM 2 – 4 P.M.,
JANUARY 8 – FEBRUARY 12
OPEN TO GIRLS IN GRADES 2-8
$175 PER STUDENT
Receive coaching in the fundamentals
of basketball; improve your skills and apply
what you learn in scrimmages after instruction.

COACHES:
WES MOORE,

GPS Varsity Coach & former
UTC basketball player

MEGHAN DOWNES

GPS Asst. Coach & former
UTC basketball player

DREW LITTLE

GPS Middle School Coach &
former Wofford basketball player
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Give Experiences This Year
they’re
Come Taste the flavours
of the season
Peppermint Mocha
Chestnut Praline Latte
Caramel Brûlé Latte

Rock City Gardens
Lookout Mountain, GA
© 2016 Starbucks Coffee Company. All rights reserved. SBX17-244367

®

Experience our famous Christmas light
extravaganza in a whole NEW way!

Nov 18th to Dec 31st
6pm -9pm
Nightly at Rock City

Dad doesn’t need a new
nessee River Gorge Trust
necktie. Teacher doesn’t want
or the Cumberland Trail
another coffee mug. The mailman
Conference.
can’t eat any more fruitcake. In
Perhaps you need a gift
this season of gift-giving, it can
for someone who just loves
be hard to be creative.
to learn. Crabtree Farms, a
As you are making your list
community-based farm on
and checking it off, consider givcity land, offers a plethora of
ing experiences, not things. As I get
workshops. From learning
older, I realize that the best times
about medicinal plants to
of my life are when I’m learning a
baking bread to designing a
new skill, doing something active Give the gift of a canoe trip holiday wreath, there’s bound
or giving back to my community, on Lookout Creek.
to be a class for everyone.
all while sharing these experiences with people Purchase a gift membership to Crabtree Farms,
I love. Here are some ideas for your friends and and your recipient will receive discounts on
family, and they all support great organizations workshops all year long. Or, sign the two
in the area.
of you up for a class together – you’ll learn
Give the gift of nature. Purchase a gift something new and have an experience to
membership to Reflection Riding Arboretum share. Find out more about Crabtree Farms’
and Nature Center or the Chattanooga Audu- gift memberships and workshops at www.
bon Society for those outdoor lovers on your crabtreefarms.org.
list. Reflection Riding gift membership include
The Chattery is a local nonprofit that
year-round access to its 317 acres of hiking, offers interesting, fun lessons to both left- and
boating, riding and more. Memberships can right-brained learners. Recent classes included
be purchased online at reflectionriding.org/ lessons in finances, making DIY holiday tea
donate/giftmemberships and range from towels and more. Register yourself and a friend
$50-200.
for an upcoming class. Visit www.thechattery.
Chattanooga Audubon Society has three org to find out about all the interesting learnsanctuaries in the area, and a gift membership ing experiences.
allows access to all. Audubon Acres is made
Know someone who’s always wanted to
up of 130 acres along South Chickamauga learn guitar or mandolin? The Folk School
Creek and offers hiking, boating and more. of Chattanooga can help. A gift membership
Members also receive discounts on events, allows the member access to online music
rentals and programs. Gift memberships, lessons and videos, discounts on classes and
which support the nonprofit’s mission to the opportunity to participate in jams. What a
protect Chattanooga’s wildlife and natural fun way to help someone keep a little rhythm
habitat, cost $25-$500. To purchase a gift in his or her life! Find out more at www.chatmembership, visit www.chattanoogaaudubon. tanoogafolk.com.
org/gift-memberships.html.
In this fast-paced world, slow down and
Or, make a donation to a conservation- experience all that you can, and invite your
related group in the recipient’s name. Some friends and family to do it with you.
to consider are Lula Lake Land Trust, Tenby David Fields

This year, enter the Enchanted Garden of Lights
through our new entrance, next to the Original 1932 Gatehouse and
venture down The North Pole Highway...
Head straight for Santa if you wish, or wind your way past the Dancing
Trees in the Magic Forest. Begin your adventure at the Grand Corridor as
generations have known and loved. You can discover the magic of four
uniquely-themed realms of wonder in any order you choose!
No matter where you start, holiday magic and joy await you and your
family, sure to make your experience a one-of-a-kind adventure and a
memory worth repeating at Rock City’s Enchanted Garden of Lights!
Open Christmas Night (Closed Christmas Eve Night)

A portion of each ticket
sold goes to support
Ronald McDonald House Charities
of Greater Chattanooga.

1400 Patten Road • Lookout Mountain, GA 30750 • 706.820.2531

exquisite cuisine
superb service
perfect taste

Committed to serving you

and Customizing every
oCCasion, we provide a
personal touCh to your
speCial event.

visit us today and explore
every deleCtable detail
of all we offer.

CATERING • WEDDINGS • MEETINGS • SPECIAL EVENTS
1400 Patten Road • Lookout Mountain, Ga 30750 • (706) 820-7920
MeetAtGrAndview.coM

ANNA BALL WHITE
fine apparel
499.4940
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Southside Couple Pens Song About Chattanooga
This is a story about home, and if you
listen carefully you just may hear, in the
background, a love song about home as
well.
It began onstage in a far country in the
Near East, when a young man noticed, as
often happens, a young woman. He saw the
grace in her dancing and she, on the same
stage, applauded the somehow-familiar
rhythm of his drumming.
He was decidedly Florence, S.C., and
she was purely Birmingham. Birmingham,
England, that is.
He was coffee; she was tea. But from the
start they had in common this particular
stage and a commitment to mission work.
She was, he discovered, a professional
choreographer and a five-year veteran performer with a British girl band. He was, she
learned, a singer-songwriter with similar
years of experience. He marveled that she
was “crazy like me, crazy enough to go
across the world to dance.”
They began to date, and soon sang
together. Ears attuned, they noticed that
their voices “blended beautifully.”
Thus began a marriage (March 26,
2015), whereupon Lucy-Jayne and
Drake Lanier came home to Chattanooga
from their honeymoon. Their passion for
adventure and their heart for people led
them to a place where they knew very few

people, but all of
mer they were able coffee scene.”
them were “warm
to turn fulltime
They kept counting Chattanooga’s
and welcoming in
to their music ca- blessings. “When we were singing on the
a small-town sort of
reers. As they had bridge, people stopped and listened to what
way.” Thus also grew
done on the streets we had to say. It was surreal how much
a singer-songwriter
in Europe, they love we felt, just from playing a few tunes.
duo best known in
took acoustic guitar Chattanooga is a place that loves local
these parts as the
and original songs things. We have lived in many different
creators of a love
to the local pave- cities and countries and have never felt that
song, “Chattanooment, spending before. Just the pace of walking home and
ga.” Together they
many balmy sum- talking together was enough to draw the
are the one-flesh
mer nights playing Chattanooga song out of us.”
components of the
music for strollYou can find a video of their Chattaband Drakeford.
ers on the Walnut nooga song as well as their album in all the
A few years and a
Street Bridge. They usual places, and also at noisetrade.com/
few thousand miles Lucy-Jayne and Drake Lanier of Drakeford
drew fans of folk, drakeford music, including some of their
after falling in love
pop, Americana and other well-loved tunes like Lucy-Jayne’s
with each other, they fell in love with singer-songwriter music, noting with a favorite, “Driftwood” and Drake’s favorite,
our city.
smile that, “we fall under a few genres.”
“Seattle Rain,” which, by the way, is not
After an Atlanta wedding (Lucy-Jayne’s
His bride says, “Drake can basically pick about Seattle.
parents are now Atlantans), the bride and up any instrument. But he’s mainly guitar.
Listeners say they sound a little like a
groom got connected to the lively music I’m mainly keyboard, and we both sing.” James Taylor duo, and note the influence
scene in Chattanooga, mainly through the Both are composers as well. Drake explains of “Need To Breathe” and Jason Mraz. To
local band “As Isaac,” as well as friends in that he has a history of song writing, “but know when and where they will be playing
Ringgold. They settled in the Southside, de- we are starting to incorporate some of locally (Puckett’s Grocery and Restaurant
lighted to be in walking or biking distance Lucy-Jayne’s influences as well. The only is one venue), visit drakefordmusic.com.
from almost everything. They worked at way songwriting works is to have a person
Who knows whether the Laniers are
other jobs in the daytime. (Guess who chose you trust, [and be able to throw] lyrics off more settlers than adventurers. Only time
to work in a tea room and who picked a that person.”
will tell. “We have no idea how long we will
coffee shop?) For eight months they labored
Trusting teamwork: There’s a fine be here … Doors open and close. Our faith
on their first album, “Anchors Aweigh,” formula for songwriting, as well as for tells us that God opens doors to connect
which came out in March, and this sum- life-living.
you, and we are meant to steward those.
There was a night, walking back home We are grateful for the door that opened
from the Camp House, when they realized in Chattanooga. We would love to buy
just what a songwriting team they had a house, raise a family - but we are open
become. Drake explained, “We were talk- and flexible.”
ing about how much we love this town. It
There is this certainty, however. “When
by Tom Eddy CFP®
has a small city feel where everyone knows we get called on to the next place, we will
and Scott McDonald
each other, but also offers everything a big always say we are Chattanoogans. We will
city has. There is always a lot to do, warm always call Chattanooga home.”
UBS Financial Services Inc.
and friendly people, it’s clean: a great
by Jane Henegar
One way to place, toileting,
cover long-term and dressing.
care expenses is How many?
with long-term
Cognitive
care insurance. impairment
Before you buy (such as Ala policy, make sure you understand what it zheimer’s)?
covers and what it doesn’t cover. Consider
• Does the policy offer inflation
the policy’s premium, benefits, eligibility protection?
requirements, length of benefits and the
Is inflation protection automatic?
types of services and facilities covered.
If inflation protection is not provided,
Answering the questions below for each can you buy additional coverage at specific,
policy you look at should help you make stated intervals?
an informed comparison.
• Does the policy have a non-forfeiture
• Does the policy cover:
benefit that ensures that some portion of
Home and community-based support your benefits will still be available to you if
Markets will always fluctuate. But whatever way
services, such as personal care services, you cancel the policy or let it lapse?
they move, a comprehensive financial plan is one
home modifications, caregiver training,
Is non-forfeiture an automatic part of
of the best strategies to stay on track toward
adult day services, and assisted living?
this policy or an additional benefit?
your goals. Your UBS Financial Advisor monitors
Nursing-home care?
• Is the policy you are considering taxthe current environment and will work with you
• How are benefits paid?
qualified for federal income-tax purposes?
to ensure your plan and your portfolio reflect
As a fixed daily/monthly payment?
• Does the state provide any tax credits,
changing conditions. Volatility may be unsettling,
As reimbursement for the cost of care, etc., for LTC Insurance?
but with a long-term plan in place, you can feel
up to the policy’s daily/monthly maximum
• Does the policy offer any discounts
more confident about the future.
for a specific setting (for example, $100 (for example if you and your spouse/partner
per day for nursing-home care or $50 per both buy coverage)?
For some of life’s questions, you’re not alone.
day for home care)?
• After you have received benefits for
Together we can find an answer.
In some other manner?
a certain period, will the insurer waive
• What is the policy’s:
premiums while you continue to receive
Maximum lifetime benefit for home benefits (a waiver of premiums provision)?
and community-based care?
• Is the policy state partnership certiUBS Financial Services Inc.
Maximum lifetime benefit for nursing- fied?
Krystal Building
home care?
As a firm providing wealth management
One Union Square, Suite 100
• What is the daily/monthly benefit services to clients, we offer both investment
Chattanooga, TN 37402
paid for:
advisory and brokerage services. These services
423-757-7610 800-669-2723
Home and community-based care?
are separate and distinct, differ in material
Nursing-home care?
ways and are governed by different laws and
• How long is the waiting period before separate contracts. For more information on
benefits begin for:
the distinctions between our brokerage and
Nursing-home care?
investment advisory services, please speak with
ubs.com/team/vantagepoint
Home and community-based care?
your financial advisor or visit our website
• What triggers eligibility to receive at ubs.com/workingwithus. UBS Financial
In providing wealth management services to clients, we offer both investment advisory and
benefits?
Services Inc. and its affiliates do not provide
brokerage services, which are separate and distinct and differ in material ways. For information,
You need help with a certain number legal or tax advice. Clients should consult
including the different laws and contracts that govern, visit ubs.com/workingwithus. © UBS
of ADLs (activities of daily living), such with their legal and tax advisors regarding
2016. All rights reserved. UBS Financial Services Inc. is a subsidiary of UBS AG. Member FINRA/
SIPC.
as bathing, eating, moving from place to their personal circumstances.

Long-Term Care Insurance Checklist

How do I deal
with constant
volatility?

ab
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McCallie Honors Alumni Trio
“Dad, you need to read
this,” said Julia Caroline
Wiedmer as she handed the
letter from McCallie School
to her dad, Mark Wiedmer,
this past July.
“I had tears in my eyes
as I read that I had been from left, Mark Wiedmer, Eric Voges and Allan Davis
selected as an Alumni Achievement Award He now serves as director of tennis operations.
winner by my alma mater,” said Wiedmer
Davis ’96 along with Barry Large ’96 (also
’76, an award-winning sports writer and lead an Alumni Achievement Award recipient) and
sports columnist with the Chattanooga Times Ted Alling founded Access America in 2002
Free Press.
and currently heads Lamp Post, a venture
Wiedmer�����������������������������
was honored by McCallie dur- capital group that invests in startup companies.
ing its fall reunion weekend, along with tennis The trio was selected as Outstanding Young
coach Eric Voges and co-founder of Access Alumni of the Year by Samford University in
America Allan Davis.
2010 and were inducted earlier this year into
“I am thrilled to receive this great award,” the UTC College of Business Entrepreneursaid Voges ’81, who led McCallie to six tennis ship Hall of Fame.
state championships in 29 years as head coach.
by B.B. Branton
The Dr. Gus Frye Garden

GARDEN
DESIGNS
By Jimmy & Becky Stewart
423-413-6420 • jbs@tvn.net
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Pictured at TNACI’S grand opening are Baylor Headmaster Scott Wilson ’75, Tennessee
Aquarium President and CEO Keith Sanford, TNACI Director Dr. Anna George, retired
president and CEO of the Tennessee Aquarium Charlie Arant, retired Baylor teachers Dr.
Scott Dering and Larry Roberts ‘65, Baylor science department chair Dr. Dawn Richards,
and former Baylor Headmaster Dr. Bill Stacy.
Photo by Eddie Davis and The Tennessee Aquarium

TNACI Opening Bolsters
Educational Outreach

With the October opening of the Tennessee Aquarium Conservation Institute’s
(TNACI) new flagship riverfront facility
adjacent to Baylor School’s campus, the
Southeast’s rich but imperiled aquatic
biodiversity is going to receive a muchneeded shot in the arm.
Located near a natural wetland
along the banks of the Tennessee River
on the former WDOD property, the
14,000-square-foot facility will serve as
the headquarters for a newly expanded
staff of conservation scientists, as well as
visiting experts.
In addition to its scientific initiatives
in the field, TNACI’s new facility also will

serve to bolster the institute’s educational
outreach. A large teaching lab on the first
floor will target regional high school and
college students who hope to pursue - or
who are pursuing - a degree in a scientific
field and connect them with freshwater
scientists and educators.
Featuring an environmentally conscious design that influenced every aspect
of its construction, the building provides
access to cutting-edge equipment, including morphology and genetics laboratories,
and offers much-needed space for staff
to centralize and streamline ongoing
projects, initiate critical new research,
and host educational programs.
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OFF

Any One Item

when you present this coupon.

*25OFF1ITM*
*May not be combined with any other coupons, discounts, offers or VIP rewards.
Not valid on previous purchases. Excludes LEGO. May not be used to purchase gift cards.
Valid in Chattanooga location only. Offer not valid online. Offer expires 12/31/16

Two North Shore, 313 Manufacturers Road,Chattanooga, TN, 37405 • 423-643-8697
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Take an adventure
through an ice cave
to see Santa!

Front, Brianna Costilow, Pete Harinsuit, Sam Joyner, Chaylan Ballard, Bailey Green
and Anna Butler
Back, Community Service Director Joli Anderson, Gracie Brogdon, Stott Heiskell, Brianna Brady, Lizzie Thoni, Jack Turner, Chris Chen, and Baylor parent Kim Radpour

Baylor Group Serves Homeless
in Asheville Over Fall Break
Twelve Baylor students boarded a
bus in October and spent part of their
fall break serving at a homeless shelter in
Asheville, N.C. The Baylor community
service program offers the trip to Upper
School students in all grades.
The students lived and worked at
AHOPE Day Center, serving meals
and cleaning. AHOPE is western North
Carolina’s only day center for people who
are homeless. It offers access to showers,
phones, a mailing address and a safe place

for people in the process of moving out
of homelessness and into permanent
housing.
Traveling to Asheville, along with
Community Service Director Joli Anderson and Baylor parent Kim Radpour,
were seniors Briana Brady, Pete Harinsuit, Scott Heiskell, Sam Joyner, and
Lizzie Thoni; juniors Chaylan Ballard,
Gracie Brogden, Anna Butler, Chris
Chen, Bailey Green, and Jack Tucker;
and sophomore Brianna Costilow.

Watch gemstone miners play,
catch a view of the Northern Lights
and journey through the Sugar Plum
Fairy Village.
Join the miners in their search for
Joystone as they celebrate
the holidays underground
in Christmas town!

12pm - 8pm
Thursdays through Sundays
from December 1st - 18th
12pm - 8pm DAILY
from December 19th-23rd!

423.821.2544

RubyFalls.com

1720 S. Scenic HWY • Chattanooga, TN 37409

Please Join Us For Our

Holiday Reflections
Candlelight Service

Tuesday, December 6TH - 6:30 pm
Refreshments following the service.

Visit us on Facebook

Honoring Life & Preplanning at Affordable Prices.

Named
“One of the
Ten Most
Incredible
Cave
Waterfalls
on Earth”
-World Reviewer
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CCS Holding Holiday Market

GEORGE DAWNAY
DEC 1 2016
6-8 pm

Chattanooga Christian School presents
its first annual Christmas Market and Performance on Friday, December 2, and Saturday,
December 3, on the school’s campus. Finely
crafted works by CCS alumnae and friends
of the school will be available for sale at
this high-energy outdoor and indoor event.
There will be plenty of games and lots
of fun activities for kids of all ages during

the free event, which runs from 5:30-8 p.m.
The Christmas Performance is from 7-9
p.m. each night, with tickets priced at $5.
The highlight of the Market will be
pottery made by CCS advanced pottery
students. The advanced photography students will operate a photo booth and offer
their Chattanooga Landmark Postcards for
sale. Find out more at www.ccsk12.com.

Isabel McCall, Phoebe Mills ’18, and Dr. Autumn Graves

GPS Unveils Cast Metal Sculpture
Girls Preparatory School celebrated an
interdisciplinary collaboration among the
math, science and fine arts classes with an
unveiling of a new piece of public art in
November. A cast metal relief sculpture on
the brick façade adjacent to the Defoor Patio
is the second installation created with the
assistance of The Traveling Foundry, directed
by Gerald Masse.
Students from Art I, Ceramic I & II and
Sculpture I worked individually on sand
blocks, making sure their blocks fit seamlessly
to the adjacent one and following a photo of a
portrait of a GPS student, digitally enlarged by
faculty colleague Lee Wright. “Communication and collaboration were imperative at this
stage,” said art teacher Isabel McCall, who
spearheaded the project. “The students had
to think in reverse because the mold is cast
in the reverse direction. Insuring the correct
carving depth across the larger carving surface
was a challenge, and working together and
achieving carving continuity, while difficult,
was not impossible.”
The student artist who posed for the sculpture, Phoebe Mills, “represents a girl looking
out into the distance toward her future,” said
McCall at the unveiling. “She’s looking out
beyond the Tennessee River behind her, into
the world beyond GPS. We felt this scene is
one that typifies what our students experience

1478 Market Street · 423.265.0015
www.gallery1401.com

every day … different futures for all from
different spaces on the GPS campus.”
Thanking Dr. Autumn Graves and others for their support of the project, McCall
noted the interdisciplinary contributions of
physics teacher Bryant Haynes and math
teacher Diane Walker, who worked with
their students to calculate the measurements
and volumes that determined the amount of
aluminum needed for the crucible.
McCall said that the support she received
from everyone on campus gave proof to “the
keynote of a good school is cooperation,” a
sentence that she memorized as a GPS student when studying the school’s handbook.
“Indeed, many steps in the project required
many people’s help.”
The Traveling Foundry arrived on
campus in 2015 to assist with the project’s
completion. With the patio cordoned off,
the foundry artists melted the aluminum
blocks to well over 1,200 degrees Fahrenheit
and poured the molten metal into the carved
sand blocks, often with a large contingent of
interested students, faculty, parents, and even
grandparents attending. Once all the blocks
were poured, they were numbered for proper
arrangement on the wall.
“This sculpture is here because of your
hard work,” McCall told the students, adding,
“You were undaunted by the process.”
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SMHS Teacher Visits Japan with PEF Fellowship
This past summer, 18 teachers from 11
different schools in Hamilton County visited
15 countries across four continents, thanks
to the Fund for Teachers grant through the
Public Education Foundation. Signal Mountain High School teacher Chris Raynolds
was one of them, and he knew exactly where
he wanted to go.
“I chose Japan as the location of my
Fellowship for two main reasons: I’ve always
been interested in Japan as a country, and I
wanted to travel somewhere that has a very
[distinct] culture,” Chris said. Chris hadn’t
travelled abroad to speak of before his trip
to Japan, except to a few resorts in the Caribbean, and he wanted to put himself in a
situation outside of his comfort zone. “Japan
certainly did that!” he said. He travelled by
himself, without any guides or tour groups,
riding trains and walking the streets with the
Japanese people. “I probably grew more from
simply learning how to get around and interact than I did doing anything else,” he said.
His educational reason for going to Japan
was to investigate World War II. “I wanted
to see how scientific innovation made WWII
a very different war than those in the past.
Innovations such as the B-29 bomber and
atomic bombs changed war to something that
affected civilians just as much as soldiers,”
he said. He wanted to get a sense of WWII
from the Japanese perspective.
The experiences and information he
gained in Japan will allow him to give
additional context to the information he
teaches. “Anybody can teach the nuts and
bolts of physics. Having seen the results
of some of the most important scientific
research in the past 100 years allows me to
give students a more complete understand-

See pictures like this from Chris Raynolds’ trip online at www.raynoldsinjapan.com/blog.
Chris Raynolds in Japan
ing,” he said.
This trip also connected well with the
school’s International Baccalaureate program. “One of the aspects of the IB programs
that I’ve struggled with is helping students
develop International Mindedness,” he
said, admitting that having experienced the
international aspects of the subject he covers
will help him give students an appreciation
of life outside of Signal Mountain. He felt an
appreciation for the ease of Signal Mountain
the minute he stepped foot on the foreign soil.
“It was difficult, when I first arrived, trying to figure out some of the basics we take
for granted in the States ... how do I eat ...
how do I get money ... how do I interact with
people that speak a very different language
than I do,” he said.
Another challenging task was driving on
the left side of the road. “I rented a car to get
around the island of Okinawa, and driving
brought me a sense of constant terror!” he

M&M’s Boat Wins Race

Meagan Delaney, Signal resident Sarah Goodrich and Morgan Pels were the
winning designers of the first-place boat, M&M’s, in GPS’s sixth semi-annual Engineering Design and Application Boat Race. Four teams began with prototypes and
assembled their crafts using cardboard, several forms of tape and latex house paint.
Goodrich was the M&M’s member who paddled her team’s boat two lengths
of the GPS pool and across the finish line, one of three boats to have a successful
voyage. The interdisciplinary, hands-on project challenges students to practice
exploration and problem solving.

Signal Mountain Beautification Fund

said, admitting he was relieved to turn in his
rental car free of dings and dents.
His summer was unforgettable in many
ways, and his students will profit from his
experience. But one experience will stick
with him forever. “I went to see a Japanese
baseball game in Hiroshima. The Hiroshima
Carp are at the top of the Japanese league
and their fans flock to their games. I bought
the only ticket I could find, an unreserved
seat in the upper deck. I was told by the
ticket agent that there was a good chance
that I wouldn’t have a seat, as people in this
section enter the stadium hours earlier and
reserve blocks of seats.
“While standing in the tunnel to the
stadium watching the game, an old Japanese
lady motioned for me to follow her up the
stands. She had reserved a section of seats
that she let me sit in. Throughout the game,
she brought me snacks, drinks, and even
a fan (a necessity in the sultry summer in
Hiroshima). I was able to celebrate with
[everyone] around me whenever exciting

things happened on the field. Even though
I didn’t speak a lick of Japanese, and they
couldn’t speak much English, we were able to
communicate and celebrate in a very simple,
but profound, way.”
Chris is thrilled to bring his experience
back to the classroom, and hopes to immerse himself in more travel experiences. “I
would love to travel to Europe to learn more
about the fathers of physics. So many of the
important things I teach my students came
from Western Europe,” he said. Seeing the
laboratories and lecture halls frequented by
the famed physicists is on his professional
bucket list, and he is interested in learning
how these facilities have been modernized
and improved so the modern-day scientists
can make new discoveries in the areas of
particle physics and astrophysics.
Read more about it on his blog, www.
raynoldsinjapan.com/blog, and view high
quality pictures at photos.raynolds.net/
Travel/Japan-Trip-2016.
by Ferris Robinson

Golfing on New Year’s Day is a
Standing Tradition for Louis Johnson
Louis Johnson keeps at least two New
Year’s resolutions every year: play golf and
watch college football bowl games on New
Year’s Day.
“Playing a round of golf at the Signal
Mountain Golf and Country Club with a
few friends and then watching some college football is a great way to spend part
of January 1 each year,” said Johnson, 68,
who first learned how to play the game
in the second grade at a juniors clinic in
Memphis. He now plays about 15 rounds
of golf a month, nearly 180 rounds a year.
“I enjoy the game; I don’t take it too
seriously and it is a great way to be outside,”
he said.
The Signal Mountain resident and former professor in the UTC business school
carries a 16-handicap, has three career

holes-in-one, a career best-75 on the Signal
Mountain course and an overall career-best
of 71 at the Moccasin Bend course.
“I was one-under par after maybe four
holes at Moccasin Bend and thought I had
a chance at a pretty good round. I had a
couple of bogeys but was able to make a few
birdies along the way as well,” Johnson said.
The last few years he has enjoyed passing
along a few tips to his grandchildren, Alex,
Sara and Walter.
“We get out on Sundays and pitch and
putt and maybe play a few holes, which
makes it an enjoyable way to spend time with
some of my grandchildren,” Johnson stated.
And maybe one day the professor will
watch those grandchildren make a hole-inone and possibly top granddad’s 71.
by B.B. Branton

Animal & Wildlife Removal
Squirrel, Rat & Mice Control & Repair
Termites • Ticks • Roaches • Hornets • Ants • Fleas
Flying Insects • Rodent Control • Clearance Inspections Letters

The Signal Mountain Beautification Club is grateful
for the following donations:
Given in Memory of Virginia V. DeBrocke
By: Carola G. Bell
Dr. John F. and Marilyn K. Boxell
Dan L. and Ellen G. Predmore
Katherine B. Dowdy
Dorothy. H. Nation
Dr. Frank H. and Linda Sue Knight
James E. and Nancy E. Hoover
Hugh P. and Marilyn B. Garner
George R. and Joan H. Hanks
Marilyn Hoke
Dr. James W. and Gaye M. Hedden

Bio-Lab Pest & Termite Control

For more information about the Signal Mountain Garden Club Fund,
or to make a contribution, you may contact:
Marilyn Garner, 206 Palisades Dr., Signal Mountain, TN 37377
Katherine Dowdy, 23 Oliver Ct., Signal Mountain, TN 37377, (423) 886-3616

www.biolabpest.com

VENTILATION PROBLEMS OF ALL KINDS
HEAT & MOISTURE CONTROL

FREE ESTIMATES
(423) 877-9266
LICENSED IN TENN & GEORGIA

TN-CHARTER 021•GA-CHARTER 917
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Fall Break Camp is a Hit

Sherman Ford, upper left, talks to the MOPS group about equipment firefighter wear and use.

MOPS Visit WRES Fire Hall

On October 3, the Signal
Mountain Mothers of Preschoolers visited Waldens Ridge Emergency Services. The mothers and
children toured the fire hall,
checked out the fire trucks, met
“Sparky,” talked with firefighters
and checked out their gear.
M.O.P.S. is a nondenominational group that meets at Signal
Mountain Presbyterian Church.
M.O.P.S. will meet on December
2 at 9:30 a.m. with an opening
by Becky Sharp and featuring
Andy Cornett. The December
16 outing is a cookie swap at
Heidi Griswold’s house at 10:30
a.m. For more information
about M.O.P.S., contact Jami
Wolbers at (423) 653-0524 or Bryan Keene and Sparky the dog (Anson Mercier) show the
Jamiwolbers@gmail.com.
children how to dial 911.

Many
local charities,
schools, churches &
other organizations asked
for and received donations from
Signal Mountain businesses this year.
It’s just one of the benefits to living in a town
where so many neighborhood businesses are owned
by families who take an active role in their community.
This holiday season,
please support those
local businesses who
support your favorite
local cause or group.

Small Business. Big Heart. Awesome Toys.
1231 Taft Highway, Signal Mountain, TN 37377
423-886-6943 | mountaintoptoys.com

“Variety!” “Flexible
times!” “My children enjoyed
every day!” “Excited to tell me
about their adventures when
they got home!” “Surpassed
all our expectations.” “Our
youngest had a blast learning
pottery and the messy fun
class!”
These are just a few of
the comments about the
Mountain Arts Community
Center’s Fall Break Camp
in October, which provided Lydia Gill and Darby Freeman at the MACC Fall Break
great experiences for children Martial Arts Camp
learning. Instead, kids
during fall break. A variety of
will be able to leap, jump,
experiences gave direction to
get their hands dirty and
developing new hobbies or
their feet wet. The one
adding to old ones. Seasonal
phrase that wasn’t heard
efforts led to learning how to
during the fall break week
produce incredible zombie
was, “I’m bored!”
makeup, just in time for HalParents who are inloween. Common household
terested in signing up for
products magically turned
the spring camp should
into homemade slime or
contact the MACC to
demonstrated how to unroll
receive the list of classes.
a whole roll of toilet paper
Make selections early to
within 60 seconds.
insure there are enough
The first-time camp
participants to hold the
proved successful enough to
develop a similar camp for the KateWomack makes slime in Games, class. Please call (423)
866-1959 for more inforspring break period, set for Crafts and Messy Fun Camp.
March 20-24. Plans are underway for ideas mation, or come by the MACC to sign-up.
connected to spring activities and should Schedules will be out early in February.
by Melissa Barrett
provide a break from days of looking and

SMCS Students Enjoy Field Trips

Signal Mountain Christian School’s first grade classes took a field trip to Red Clay State
Park. Pictured here are, back, Cooper Stelzman, Paul Morgan and Alvisio Barioli; middle,
Miss Abby Souder, Nathan Clem, Joseay Chaffin, Susanna Anz, Kibby Seymour, Heide
Gould, Charlotte Fortney, Amelia Witten, Jake McFarlane and Mrs. Connie Stewart;
and front, Gus Wilson, Presley Smith, Will Boggs and Eden Smith.

To further enrich their study of the book “The Golden Goblet,” the SMCS fifth grade
class took an exciting field trip to visit Arney Guess Goldsmith. The owner, Arney
Guess, and his entire staff created for the students a “behind the scenes” look at working with gold in the past and present. They were able to experience each step taken in
turning precious metals into jewelry. Students learned about the casting process and
the modern way using a laser welder.
Pictured in front of the business is Arney Guess and his staff (back row), along with
SMCS fifth grade teachers and students.
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SMMS Sixth-Graders Study Immigration
Sixth-graders were reminded why people
immigrate to the United States of America
when an old tradition resurfaced at Signal
Mountain Middle School. Students spent
several weeks in the fall working on a project
that highlighted the ancestry and diversity
within our community. Their assignment
was to research an ancestor or a local resident
who had immigrated to the United States. In
addition to identifying the country of origin,
students were asked to research the person’s
socioeconomic status and known or possible
reason for immigration.
Language arts teacher Christie McLain
revived this project from her teaching days at
the old Signal Mountain Middle School and
broadened its outreach to meet guidelines
for the International Baccalaureate Middle
Years program. What she loved most about
the project is that it proved “we’re not just one
type of person on Signal Mountain. We have
more in common with the rest of the world
than we know.”
Results of the students’ work were shared
at a public event, and more than 500 people
attended to see exhibits and hear stories
gathered by Signal’s sixth graders. Exhibits
included old steamer trunks, suitcases, maps,
photos, passports, journals, and a variety of
items from the immigrant and/or the country
from which the person left to come to America.
Profiled immigrants came from all parts of
the world, including the Philippines, Romania, Greece, Poland, Ireland, Russia, Vietnam,
Guatemala, India and South Africa, as well as
Mexico, England and Canada.
“What I enjoyed most was the students
having insight into how difficult it is for people
to choose to leave their home country and
move to a whole different place with a different
culture,” said Shaina Manning, language arts
teacher. “I also loved that some of the students
made the connection that people are still just
people - just because they are from a different
country doesn’t make them better or worse
than anyone else.”
Students found some people moved for
a better education, jobs, or just a better life,
in general, while others moved to escape
possible death.
Sidney Taylor interviewed a family
friend who escaped from Cambodia by going
through The Killing Fields, where his father
had died. Hing “Peter” Yann now lives in
Ooltewah and enjoys life with his wife and
child. But in 1979, his family had a harrowing adventure during their escape from the
brutal Khmer Rouge. After finally getting out
of Cambodia, his mother, Peter and his five
siblings came to live with a family in Red Bank
whose church sponsored their immigration.
(A side note of interest is that Peter’s sister
participated in the National Spelling Bee, and
her story was featured in a Disney movie called
“The Girl Who Spelled Freedom.”)
Cambria Ginther interviewed a family
friend from Vietnam who had a similar experience. Anh was a little Vietnamese boy who was
around 9 years old when his mother told him
they were going on a trip. They waited until
darkness fell and boarded a wooden boat with
some cousins and other people. They were at

Triplets Emily, Haley and Andrew Villagran all interviewed their dad, Carlos Villagran, for
a sixth grade social studies project about immigration. They shared a table to display items
from his native Mexico.
sea a couple of weeks when Thai pirates took
their engine, water, food, and belongings.
The USS Long Beach rescued them a short
while later and took them to a refugee camp
in Thailand.
Relatives in America placed an ad in a
Vietnamese paper asking if anyone knew their
whereabouts, and someone at the refugee camp
shared that with Anh’s mom. They, too, ended
up being sponsored by a church (in South
Dakota) and came to America within a year.
Although Anh’s mother was a teacher, neither
spoke English so they learned about America
together. Anh earned degrees in chemistry and
biology and has now been to almost every state
in the U.S., in addition to traveling abroad.
“Anh is kind, welcoming, polite and
humble, and he values family and friends
above almost everything else. I am proud I
got to share his story,” said Cambria, who
dressed as a Vietnamese boy from the 1980s
as part of her exhibit.
Two classmates interviewed Paulos
Woodard, a native of Ethiopia who became an
American citizen through adoption when he
was 5 years old. For his own project, Woodard
interviewed an 18-year-old student at Howard
High School who was part of a group that
started walking two years ago from Guatemala
to the United States. They eventually made
it to our southwestern border, where they
crossed the Rio Grande River in a small boat.
Along the way, friends became separated,
some died, and this boy was caught by a
border guard and had to go to a detention
center. Relatives in Birmingham took him
in, but that didn’t work out, so the boy came
to Chattanooga to live with other relatives.
That, too, was not a good situation. However,
a new friend offered a home and work in a
landscaping business until the boy can realize
his dream of a better education and “fresh life.”
Paulos said he was most impressed with the
boy’s perseverance and “how he escaped and
how he is now living with a new family and
making a new life.”
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Although many stories shared were not as
traumatic as these, some were just as passionate. Juliana Medieros interviewed a lady from
India whose mother wanted her daughters
to receive a better education than they’d be
allowed in their native country. Akta Chauhan
was 11 when she moved to the United States
with her family and others, including her
future husband from an arranged marriage in
India. Her mother was emphatic about her
three girls going to college and being able to
get good jobs in America.
Jeff Lin learned more about his parents
when he interviewed his mom for her story
of leaving China in the year 2000. Until a few
weeks ago, Lin didn’t know his parents came
to America to escape communism, neither did
he fully understand what that meant. Both his
parents moved to live with relatives in New
York, where his mom got to know his dad
better. They eventually married and now own
and operate the Fortune House restaurant on
Signal Mountain.
Triplets Andrew, Emily, and Haley Villagran devoted one big table at the public
Signal Stories event to honor their dad, Carlos,
who left Mexico in 1994 to start a new life
after his fiancée died in a car accident. He was
just starting a medical residency in Mexico,
but had to learn English better and start over
here in the States. Villagran met his wife, a
nurse, during the process and now has three
beautiful children.
Zack Duncan interviewed family friend
Tony Visco, who is a native of Ontario,
Canada. Visco first came to the United States
in 1983 on a football scholarship to Purdue
University. He played in the Canadian Football
league for four seasons, then returned to the
States and eventually went into management
at Home Depot. He was naturalized in 2006
and is a current resident of Signal Mountain.
Noah Dobson’s project had an unusual
twist in that he interviewed his grandfather,
Glen Kahana, who was born in Hawaii before
it became our 50th state in 1959. Thus, he

Deborah Cross
Travel Advisor & Owner

All Inclusive Resorts, Cruises & European Travel
Readers’ Choice Winning Travel Agency

(423) 476-6300 • (404) 944-7111
200 W. MLK Blvd., Suite 1000 Chattanooga, TN 37402

www.SimpleTravelDeals.com

became an American citizen without having
to immigrate.
Students who researched ancestors who
immigrated to America found some interesting
stories too … and some with deep roots in
our country’s history.
Ethan Bullock told about his English
ancestor, Capt. Hugh Bullock (for whom
Ethan’s father is named), who first arrived
on our country’s eastern shore in 1628 and
brought many ships back and forth to America.
Since Captain Bullock was also part of the
King’s Council, Ethan could study historic
records that documented his ancestor’s work.
In 1623, another ship’s captain came to
America and settled in Jamestown, Va. Capt.
Isaack Maddeson was born in England in
1590 and died fighting Native Americans in
1624. His descendants include sixth grader
Tess Pope and President James Madison, Tess’s
second cousin, eight times removed!
Lydia Miller has an English ancestor
who came to America in 1645 to escape a
Civil War in England. William Anderson
Simmons was 17 then and only lived to be
27 years old, but he did marry and have one
son to continue his lineage. He also lived in
Jamestown, Va.
Moving forward a couple of centuries,
Lilly Bowman researched an ancestor who
came over from Germany in 1844. And,
Nicholas Yeager researched an ancestor who
was a butcher in Scotland but became a florist
in New York in the late 1800s.
Nicholas Barrett researched an ancestor
who left Greece, allegedly due to land management issues with the Ottoman Empire in the
mid-1800s. John Muscovalley worked on
ships that traveled to several countries as well
as major cities along America’s eastern coast.
He finally got off in New York City, and after
marrying an Irish girl, travelled across country
and down the Mississippi River in a canoe
until he found a site for his new home in far
western Kentucky.
Recognizing the importance of waterways,
Muscovalley established a trade landing at
the edge of a farm that grew to nearly 3,000
acres by the late 1800s. With the help of his
grandfather, Nicholas located the tall gravestone (now partially toppled) for his ancestor
in an overgrown family cemetery high on the
Mississippi River’s bluff.
Mrs. McLain noted that all stories that
students researched and presented were
interesting. She was thrilled to look out
over the extensive exhibits at the public
presentation to see that “not only were
the children talking, but the parents and
other people were also talking.” Talking
about different people, different countries,
different stories … all connected through
immigration and then integrated into the
United States of America.
“We’re all a lot more connected than we
think we are.” That’s the message behind a
video called “The DNA Journey” that was
shown before people dispersed to learn about
stories collected by local sixth graders.
Wow! You won’t want to miss this presentation next fall.
by Melissa Barrett
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Zombie Run and Halloween Fest Success Ensures Repeat
The first community Zombie Run and
Halloween Fest on Signal Mountain was a
huge success, guaranteeing its return in years
to come.
“I had a feeling it would be successful, but
when I saw busloads of people still coming
at 7:30 p.m., I knew that we had exceeded
our expectations,” said Amy Speek, who
spearheaded the event as a fundraiser for
the Signal Mountain Sport Boosters. Not all
expenses had been received before publishing
deadline, but the boosters anticipate revenue

far beyond their goal of $15,000.
An estimated 1,000 people enjoyed the
first community Halloween Festival held on
the grounds of McCoy Farm & Gardens on
the Saturday before Halloween. Just under
400 people participated in the 1-mile Fun
Run and the 5K Zombie Run, which included
many zombies along the trails that tried to steal
runners’ flags, thus “infecting” them.
Without doubt, the most popular attraction at the Halloween Festival was the
“Haunted Barn” led by Heather Sveadas

Congratulations to SM ’05 Storm

and Brenda Hill. It
response was incredopened at dusk with a
ible! If McCoy will
line stretching from the
have us, I would love
old barn and along the
to continue to have it
gravel road.
there.”
“Some folks waited
She also looks
an hour in line,” Speek
forward to having
said. “And the feedback
more than two and a
I heard was all positive.
half months to pull
Even high schoolers
together something
said it was worth the
of this magnitude.
wait!”
Many experienced
Smashing Pumpevent planners told
kin baseball was also
her that it couldn’t be
a crowd favorite, with
done, but a core group
people demolishing
of volunteers proved
more than 400 pumpthem wrong.
kins tossed to them.
“I would like to
The Zorb Ball human
add that words cannot
foosball and inflatable
express my gratitude to
maze were also popular.
all the volunteers and
The festival also of- Pearce Lusk, son of Eden and Warren Lusk, the committee that
fered traditional activi- really enjoyed Pumpkin Smashing Baseball. made this possible,”
ties like face painting, Photo by Drew Eldridge
Speek said.
pie-in-the face, a football throw, popcorn and
Her committee included co-chair Julie
food trucks. And, it featured an adults-only Novak, Eden Lusk, Amy Wakim, Kayse
area with theTap Wagon serving craft beers and Rigsby, Heather Sveadas, Scottie Summerlin,
a two big screen TVs showing college football. Laurel Eldridge, Audry Nord, Kelli Lentine,
“I don’t see a scenario where we don’t do and Kelly Dibrell.
it,” Speek said. “It was so much fun and the
by Melissa Barrett

Band Performs Well at State Contest
Congratulations to members of the Signal Mountain ’05 Storm Girls who competed
in the Music City Invitational Nashville on October 15 and 16. The team finished
as a finalist in the tournament under the leadership of coaches John Mitchum and
Danny Ellis.
Members of the team are Abi Maddox, Abi Walker, Abigail Witten, Aubrey Lynch,
Carlee Lowry, Ceci Griffin, Dillia Lowry, Ella Winsett, Eillis Ann Mitchum, Hannah
Peavy, Linley Zahrobsky, Megan Clark, Reagan Ellis and Vanessa Hamel.

Happy Holidays

On a beautiful cool day, after a long hot
summer of practicing, the Signal Mountain
High School Marching Band entered Stewarts
Creek High School stadium in Smyrna, Tenn.,
to complete in the 36th Annual Tennessee
Division II State Marching Band Championship. All the sacrifices band members made to
practice the routines, learn the music, develop
the stamina to march and find the time to study
their subjects were now memories. For a few
minutes on what for them was their “Field of
Dreams,” all their sacrifices would be shown
to the crowd and judges.
Mothers and fathers, brothers and sisters,
grandparents, friends and supporters rose to
their feet to welcome them and encourage
these musical athletics. Each band member
knew that this was their moment in time to
show what commitment can achieve.
In this particular competition, all of the

bands perform once, then the top 10 bands
perform a second time. Twenty-two bands
competed in the first round, beginning at 10
a.m., with the chosen 10 bands performing
that evening.
The first round performance went very
well, and the SMMHS band was selected for
the second round for the first time in years
of competing. After a long day of travel and
performing, the SMHS marching band was
named the fifth best band in Division II
schools in Tennessee.
At the band’s final rehearsal on November
4, fans filled the Signal Mountain stadium.
Shelby Walker, the band director, said, “In
the 15 years I have directed bands, this was
the most dedicated group of young people
I have ever directed.” The applause coming
from the stands showed that everyone agreed.
by Joe Durek

See “The Lion King Jr.” This Month

2521 Broad Street

423.267.4386

www.stonesourceinc.com

Bachman Community
Skwalking Heads
Center Stage! The actors
Productions is currently
are in kindergarten through
rehearsing its production
eighth grades from schools
of “The Lion King Jr.” at
in the community and bethe Bachman Community
yond, including Thrasher,
Center. The young actors
Nolan, Chattanooga Center
were in the fall Acting
for Creative Arts, Signal
for Kids class taught by
Mountain home schoolers,
Colleen Laliberte. Noah
Signal Mountain Middle
Huseman, who has been
High School and Bright
involved as an actor in
School. The cast and crew
Skwalking Heads Produclooks forward to transporttions since the second grade,
ing audiences to the Lion
worked as a summer camp
counselor and intern and Colleen Laliberte with the “Simba” King pridelands as they
is now serving as Colleen’s mask created by Mark Fults, guest share their version of this
assistant director for this artist and mask maker for “The special play, adapted for our
students by Ken Cerniglia
production. Noah is a stu- Lion King Jr.”
dent at the Chattanooga Center for Creative and Will Van Dyke.
It takes a village to bring a play to life on
Arts and a member of the Choo Choo Kids.
One of the most exciting aspects of this the stage, and the energy and excitement at
production for Colleen is the combined use of Bachman is high as the cast looks forward
puppets and masks in creating the characters. to opening night. “The Lion King Jr.” will
It has been a favorite show of hers since she saw be presented at the Bachman Community
the BroadwayTouring production in Nashville Center for one weekend only, December 9
many years ago. “The Lion King Jr.” has only at 7 p.m., December10 at 2 and 7 p.m. and
been recently released for community theatre December 11 at 2 p.m.
This production is presented by special
organizations and Colleen was thrilled to be
able to obtain the rights to produce the show. arrangement with Music Theatre InternaThirty students will bring their enthu- tional. For reservations and tickets please email
siasm and excitement for the theatre to the skwalking@hotmail.com.
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Stebbing Completes 2,190-Mile Hike
Most folks have heard of
the Appalachian Trail, aka A.T.
For anyone out there unfamiliar
with this daunting stretch of
earth, I will describe it the best
way possible – 2,190 miles.
This figure is the straight path
to completion, not factoring in
the numerous off-trails for added
exploration, acquisition of water
or incredible views. Running
from Mount Katahdin, Maine,
to Springer Mountain, Ga., it has
long been a target for those interested in really stretching their
willpower and endurance. It is,
without a doubt, a lofty goal to
complete the entire length. And
consequently, it is an incredible
accomplishment to do so.
I’d like to introduce you to
someone who rose to the challenge issued by the A.T., Mr.
David Stebbing. David grew David Stebbing at the end of his 2,190-mile hike in Maine
up on Signal Mountain with his
parents, Roger and Joyce, and brother, Peter.
Hiking the trail ended up on his bucket list
a few years ago, and since he wasn’t getting
any younger, he committed to checking it
off his list.
As you good readers may imagine, outside
of the decision to actually hike the A.T.,
there’s precious little room for spontaneity in
the planning stages. Studying, conditioning,
purchasing supplies and equipment, and
mental preparation are all vitally important
for someone living outdoors for six months.
David was on the A.T. from April 8 to
October 12. He maintained a nifty play-byplay of his journey via Facebook, including
many photos and a running commentary
on where he was and the conditions of the David Stebbing fished in every state along the
trail, other hikers, the weather and anecdotal Appalachian Trail.
information he deemed worthy of sharing. calories a day and was hungry all the time.
Needless to say, he developed quite a virtual Keeping up with caloric burn is a struggle, and
cheering section.
even with all the large pizzas, countless pints of
David acquired a fishing license for every Ben ’n Jerry’s ice cream, double cheeseburgers
state on the trail before setting out and brought and all-you-can-eat buffets at trail-side stops,
his fly rod. With it, he caught trout in each he still lost over 30 pounds.
state. He also brought copious amounts of
In order to be a thru-hiker, one must
Signal’s own Mayfly Coffee.
complete the entire trail, obviously. There
Thru-hikers, as many aspire to be, have a are, however, some provisions allowed. David
long-tradition of having “trail names.” These took two short breaks from hiking to spend
are assigned by other hikers; you don’t create time with his daughter, Charlie, in April. He
your own. As nearly 6,000 hikers started the arranged for a surprise visit on her birthday, for
trail this year, there are numerous opportunities which he returned home for three days, and
to meet and travel in clusters over the course of also met up with her in Washington, D.C.,
many miles. These are the people responsible for a short visit when his parents brought her
for your name. Due to David’s prowess with up to visit him there in June.
his fly rod and his faithful consumption
Roger and Joyce served as David’s base
and parceling out of coffee, he was dubbed of operations, shipping supplies and relaying
“Mayfly.”
news to him as he progressed. This is a very
When asked about specifics of coping with important asset, not only for a thru-hiker’s
the burden of such a long march, he said that efficiency, but also to his or her overall success.
while physical endurance is crucial, the mental Roger hiked vicariously through David by
aspects are paramount. The temperature got keeping copious notes on his progress. Both
into the low 20s at night. The first several hikes of his parents are very proud of him, and he
were relatively short – roughly 10 miles. This made it clear to me that their efforts were not
may seem like a short distance as the crow flies, only greatly appreciated, but also absolutely
but factoring in pack weight and deviations essential.
in vertical climbs and descents, it can add up
So dear reader, let’s review: a man in his
quickly on new legs.
mid-40s; 2,190 miles worth of lugging himself
There comes a time, a magical time, when and his gear over oftentimes treacherous tera hiker finally gets their “trail legs.” David rain; approximately 464,500 feet of elevation
guessed it happened to him around 300 miles gain and loss; lots of going uphill; remaining on
in. This acclimation occurs naturally after long, task from April 8 to October 12. Impressive!
repeated actions, as happens to anyone really
If you know or happen to meet anyone
pressing his or her physical endurance. Once who has conquered the Appalachian Trail,
you get your trail legs, you can really stretch shake their hand and give ’em a sincere “Atta
it out. David said that his longest hike was girl” or “Atta boy.” If you’re moved to do so to
28.8 miles through the Shenandoah Valley David, he’s easy enough to recognize – he has
in Virginia, with several hikes over 20 miles a robust, gnarly and glorious beard!
during certain sections. That’s a far cry from
There are countless websites devoted to
the eight-to-10-milers at the onset.
the Appalachian Trail, but a good starting
Along with trail legs comes the infamous point to learn more is www.appalachiantrail.
“hiker hunger.” As David started hiking big org/home/explore-the-trail.
miles, he started burning more than 5,000
by Wade Rittenberry

Give the gift of Peter Millar
this holiday season

629 Broad Street
423.265.0187
yacoubians.com
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Collier – Southern Wedding
Sarah King Collier and Gavin Edward
Southern were married on Thursday, Aug.
4, 2016, at Glenapp Church in Ballantrae,
Scotland.
Sarah is the daughter of Donna King
Collier and the late Miquelon Henry Collier
from Signal Mountain, Tenn. Gavin is the son
of Fiona Fenton Southern and the late Nicholas John Southern from Newcastle upon
Tyne, England. The Rev. Stephen Ogston
officiated, and readings were given by Gavin’s
sisters, Morag Southern and Erica Stephens.
The couple lives in Aberdeen, Scotland.
by Sally Little

Mr. and Mrs. Gavin Southern

Violins Sing at the MACC
Pupils of Caroline Drexler, violin instructor at the MACC, showed off their levels of
mastery in a Halloween Recital October 30.
Students demonstrated their skills in their
Halloween costumes, providing visual as well
as aural treats for the large assembled group of
parents and patrons. The weather contributed
to the afternoon’s success, providing a radiant
day to celebrate the fruits of fall.
Costumes ranged from a marvelously
constructed Big Mac, complete with sesame
seeds, lettuce, tomato and special sauce, to
a Viking maiden sporting a horned helmet.
Drexler, herself, reminded the audience of
another significant musical work as she sported
a bumblebee getup.
A few highlights for the afternoon involved
Joy Hansen’s father accompanying her on the
accordion and Isabelle Alpers’ father providing her piano accompaniment. Instructor
Drexler provided additional violin mastery
with Micah Everett as they played a folk song
and with Megan Boehm in a minuet. Jenny
Parker provided piano accompaniment for
most of the student players.
Younger students Ann Boehm, Joel Plating, and Joy Hansen performed several works
by Shinichi Suzuki.
J.S. Bach’s works proved popular choices
for composer. Karina Perez played Bach’s
Minuet in G, while Hannah Morton chose
Bach’s Musette. Megan Boehm also played

Caroline Drexler and Micah Everett
a Bach minuet. Isabelle Alpers selected
Beethoven’s Minuet in G, and arranged Alan
Menken’s Colors of the Wind. Catherine
Chimley, garbed as a butterfly, played Boccherini’s Minuet. Sarabeth Zeiser played
the first movement of Vivaldi’s Concerto
in A Minor. Cate Morton and Charlotte
Flowers both played a Gavotte by Gossec,
and Declan Kabala played a Gavotte from
Mignon by Thomas.
Onlookers saw that the students had
worked hard on their lessons and mastered
proper concert manners. The audience provided a delightful ambiance as they listened
attentively. This Sunday afternoon was well
spent enjoying the expertise and hard work
these students brought to learning an instrument noted for its demanding approach.
Parents provided a grand array of refreshments to end the event in a celebration.
by Helen Barrett

Beeson – Keys Wedding
Olivia Rae Beeson and Brian Matthew
Keys were married Sept. 17, 2016, under a
canopy of trees at the Victorian Meadhaven
Home in Louisville, Tenn. Dr. Jerald Russell
was the officiant.
Parents of the bride are Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Beeson of Maryville, Tenn. Parents
of the groom are Mr. and Mrs. TA Keys of
The Villages, Fla., and Mr. and Mrs. Greg
Forehand of Signal Mountain.
Grandparents of the bride are the late
Mrs. Joanne Beeson and Mr. Bob Beeson
of North Wilkesboro, N.C., and the late
Mrs. Shirley Anderson and Mr. James
Anderson of Maryville. Grandparents of
the groom are Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Keys
and the late Mrs. Barbara Keys, and Mrs.
Patricia Allison and the late Mr. Harold
Allison, all of Paris, Ill.
The bride wore an ivory Stella York A-line
gown with a vintage feel. It featured ivory
lace over satin with an illusion neckline and
cap sleeves. The back of the gown featured
a keyhole opening, lace covered buttons
and an elegant court train. Her waist was
accented with an embellished satin belt,
and she wore an heirloom family veil and
antique hair comb.
Wearing a satin charcoal Vera Wang
halter gown with long charmeuse skirt,
Christian Messoria served as her sister’s
matron of honor. Raven Smith, Leslie
Burns, Megan Gizzi, Malorie Irwin, and
the groom’s sister, Laura Keys, were bridesmaids, all attired in matching Vera Wang
blush gowns. The bride’s niece, Mayson
Messoria, was junior bridesmaid, wearing
a charcoal tea-length halter gown with a lace
overlay. The bride and attendants carried
hand-tied bouquets of white anemone, ivory
and blush roses, blush stock flowers, with
seeded eucalyptus greenery.
The groom’s brother, Tyler Keys, served
as best man. Groomsmen were Phil Brock,
Dave Shuster, Spencer Conner, Ethan
Eramian, and Adam Gadberry. The bride’s
nephew, Brannon Beeson, and the bride’s
brother-in-law, Josh Messoria, served as ushers. All the men wore charcoal grey tuxedos.

Mr. and Mrs. Brian Keys
The bride’s nephew, Sawyer Messoria, wore
a miniature matching grey tuxedo.
Dinner and dancing followed the
ceremony in a white candlelit tent by a
lake. The bride’s mother created the flower
arrangements and bouquets, and the tables
were draped with antique linens and silver
candelabras. The three-tiered bride’s cake
featured textured frosting and almond and
raspberry flavors, and was draped with
anemone and blush roses. The groom’s cake
was a soccer-themed chocolate chip cookie
cake. Late in the evening, mini pizzas and
chicken-and-waffles were served.
The rehearsal dinner was hosted by
the groom’s parents at Barley’s Pizzeria in
Maryville. Prior to the wedding, a bridal
shower was hosted by Kim Anderson, Angela Anderson, and Lisa Anderson. A
shower was held for the couple at the home of
Joe and Stephanie Toombs, and other hosts
included Linda White, Debbie Fassino,
Patti Fannon, Eve Simpson, Hilda Horton,
Dana Martin and Trudee Overman.
The couple enjoyed a honeymoon trip
to Tamarindo, Costa Rica. They now reside
in Chattanooga.

Merry Flippin’ Christmas
by Weesie Cook
Want to know the perfect Christmas
gift for that special kid in your life? Are you
looking for an inexpensive toy or gadget for
your favorite nephew, granddaughter, or little
brother? Perhaps something that is cheap but
yet highly entertaining?
Well, I have just the gift for you this
holiday. Despite what you may be thinking,
you will not find this gift in any magazine or
online store, but if you are lucky, you won’t
have to go far at all.
What could I possibly be talking about?
A good old-fashioned water bottle. Yep,
that’s right. The gift that every pre-teen and
teen wants, especially boys, is a plain, 16-ounce
plastic water bottle filled about a third of the
way full with water. Trust me. That special kid
in your life will treasure this gift.
Of course, he will also torment his family,

Lee Greer

friends and teachers as he proceeds to practice
flipping it over and over and over again.
“The goal,” one middle schooler explained
to me, “is to have the water bottle do one flip
and then land so it’s standing up.”
As it turns out, perfecting the art of the
water bottle flip takes lots and lots of practice.
Just ask Michael Senatore, the Charlotte
teen who performed the trick on stage at
his high school talent show. The video of
his epic flip went viral with over 5 million
views. Some students began calling it “the flip
heard round the world.” Stephen Colbert even
hosted Senatore on his “Late Show,” where
the 18-year-old came close to admitting that
he spent more time practicing how to flip a
water bottle than he did studying for exams.
Blame YouTube. Or blame an over
stimulated youth, or whatever you want, but
this simple pastime of spinning a water bottle
in the air has caught on. Now, seven months

REMODELING

after Senatore’s talent display, you can find
“I couldn’t hear myself think with the
adolescents, mostly middle school boys, trying continuous thump thump thump. It drove
to replicate the action.
me crazy!” Anderson said.
I am told by some of my seventh grade
I understand how she feels. My son
students at McCallie School that this is fun. I frequently exasperates us by trying to flip
am told it is addicting, and that once I try water bottles on our kitchen table. When we
it, I will want to keep trying until I have the banned that, he persisted in flipping anything
skill perfected.
that was remotely similar: ketchup bottles, the
No wonder so many parents and teachers TV remote, a sneaker.
hate this activity. Many schools have banned
While this throwing of objects really does
water bottle flipping. One school in the UK drive me crazy, there is a part of me that is
went so far as to ban water bottles completely in awe of it. In a day when teens are more
from the buildings.
addicted to their devices than ever, when TV
“I have seen kids flipping water bottles,” and the internet have a pull on our kids like
says Dr. Vicki Anderson, assistant principal at never before, there is something wonderful
Nolan Elementary, “but not to excess. I have about the simplicity of water bottle flipping.
not had to ban the activity at Nolan, but I
Most kids want an XBox, new iPhone, or
have had to ban it at my home.”
wireless headphones this Christmas, but how
Anderson’s son, Luke, an eighth-grader at wonderful that there are also kids out there
• Flexible hours
• Accepting new clients
SMMS, enjoys lacrosse, playing the •drums,
that
just want a simple,
flippin’Aetna
waterand
bottle.
Convenient
location
• BCBST,
on Dodds Avenue
and tossing water bottles.
And some adults Medicaid
nearby toapproved
annoy.

Individual & Family Therapy
Stephanie Nelson, LCSW

Career Issues? Relationship
Problems? Family in Crisis?
Trouble at School?
I have 15 years experience helping
adults, children, and adolescents.

883-0395

Highly Qualified & Experienced

Convenient location across from McCallie
School • Safe, comfortable environment •
Flexible hours • Free phone consultation

(423) 800-2881

www.StephanieNelsonLCSW.com
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Henley – Kiser Wedding
Kathryn Leigh HenRobert Richard Kiser
ley and Timothy Worth
served his son as best man
Kiser were married on
and groomsmen were
Saturday, Oct. 22, 2016,
John Rankin Morgan
at 6 p.m. at Christ ReJr., Jacob Aaron Geisformed Baptist Church
mar, Matthew Phillip
on Lookout Mountain,
Alexander, Nicholas
Tenn., with Michael
Alan Davis Jr. and SamWadel officiating. Memuel Mason Smith. Ushbers of the Chattanooga
ers were Wade Thomas
Symphony performed the
Henley, Clay Walker
wedding music. Parents of
Henley and James Wilthe bride are Mr. and Mrs.
liam Henley. Francis
Marvin Lewis Smith III
Lewis Henley-Kiser was
and Mr. and Mrs. Athens Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Kiser
the honorary ring bearer,
Clay Henley. Parents of the groom are Mr. and Julia Corker Spickard was the reader.
and Mrs. Robert Richard Kiser. GrandparThe bridesmaids wore long charcoal
ent of the bride is Ms. Linda Weir Archer gray dresses in styles of their choice and
and grandparents of the groom are Jean carried bouquets of white hydrangeas. The
Hutto Corker and Betty Roberts Kiser.
bride wore a long strapless fitted satin gown
Jean Ann Murphy served as matron and wore her mother’s solitaire diamond
of honor, and maids of honor were Laura earrings, which were a gift from her mother
Lynn Henley and Emily Caroline Corker. on her wedding day. The bride carried a
Bridesmaids were Katherine Yarnell Marks, bouquet of white roses.
Whitney Blake Worth Turnbull and JesA reception followed at the Smith’s newly
sika Marie Whitbeck.
redecorated Lookout Mountain home.

Churches Plan Christmas Events
by B.B. Branton
Christmas falls on a Sunday
this year, so most churches in our
community will hold services on
Christmas eve and Christmas
day. Here is a helpful schedule for
December 24 and December 25.

Church Bells
Information about your church is
due by December 5 for the January
issue and can be sent to B.B. Branton
at william.branton@comcast.net.
Please call (423) 596-9253 for more
information or to make a submission.

Signal Mountain Baptist
Christmas Eve: 6 p.m
Christmas Day: 11 a.m. church service;
no Sunday school
Signal Mountain Bible
Christmas Eve: 5 p.m.
Christmas Day: 9:45 a.m. Sunday School;
11 a.m. church service
Signal Mountain Presbyterian
Christmas Eve: 6 p.m., 11 p.m.
Christmas Day: 10:45 a.m. church
service; no Sunday school
Signal Crest UMC
Christmas Eve: 5 p.m., children’s service
in sanctuary; 7 p.m., contemporary
service in Crest Center; and 11 p.m.,
traditional service in sanctuary
Christmas Day: 10 a.m. church service;
no Sunday school
Signal Mountain UMC
Christmas Eve: 6 p.m.
Christmas Day: 10:30 to 11:15 a.m.
church service; no Sunday school
St. Timothy’s
Christmas Eve: 4, 7 and 10 p.m.
Christmas Day: 11 a.m. church service to
be held at Alexian Village;
no Sunday school
Wayside Church
Christmas Eve: 4 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Christmas Day: 9:30 a.m. Sunday school;
10:45 a.m. church service

More December Activities
The Signal Mountain Presbyterian
Music Ministry presents its annual ChristmasFest on Sunday, December 11, at 6:30
p.m. in the church sanctuary. ChristmasFest
is a concert of seasonal music highlighting
the birth of Christ and the Christmas story,
and features the Sanctuary Choir, Orchestra,
the SMPC Youth Choir, Westminster Singers and soloists. This evening of worshipful
music is free of charge and childcare is
included. No reservations are necessary. For
more information, visit www.signalpres.org
or call (423) 886-2190.
Signal Crest UMC has a full December
schedule, including a Christmas Cantata
on December 11. The Cantata, titled “Appalachian Winter,” features a chamber
orchestra and will be held during the 11 a.m.
worship service. There will be a Christmas
Dinner/Children’s Musical on December
14. Reservations for the Christmas Dinner and Children’s Musical need to be in
by December 13. Breakfast with Santa,
including breakfast, photos, games, crafts
and more, is set for December 17; sign up
to participate by December 14. For more
information about these events, visit the
“Events” page at www.signalcrestumc.org.
Signal Mountain UMC is having a Blue
Christmas service for those dealing with
grief and loss on December 18 at 6:30 p.m.
Signal Mountain Baptist is hosting
the Signal Mountain Middle/High School
Chorus Christmas Concert on December 8
at 7p.m., and the Christmas Choir program
is planned for December 18 during the 11
a.m. worship service.

Stay
Connected

Up-to-date mountain
news all month long.

www.signalmountainmirror.com

The bride’s cake was a multi-tiered white
creation, and the groom’s cake was a turkey
sitting on top of a pizza box, in honor of
his love of turkey hunting and his affinity
for Jet’s pizza. Liquid Pleasure provided
the incredible dance music for the guests,
who were outside under a beautiful tent
overlooking the brow view of Chattanooga.
Late night mini-grilled cheeses and barbecue
sliders were passed around the dance floor,
as were leis and personalized sunglasses.
Later, at the end of the reception, Krystal
hamburgers were served.
On Thursday night before the wedding,
Rankin Morgan and his parents, Sarah and
Jay, kicked off the weekend with a dinner
catered by Five Guys at their Wildwood,
Ga., farm. On Friday, Trish Foy hosted a

lovely bridesmaid’s luncheon at her home,
welcoming guests with her special almond
tea. She made all the delicious food herself,
including chicken salad, sliced tomatoes
from her garden and broccoli casserole.
For dessert she served almond cookies with
strawberries. The rehearsal dinner was held
at the Fairyland Club, followed by a huge
welcome party for the out-of-town guests.
Allen Gray from Market on the Mountain
prepared a delicious breakfast for the family,
and later served a delicious buffet lunch.
The couple honeymooned in Hawaii
before returning home to Chattanooga,
where Tim works for the Noon Management, and Katie is the associate editor for
the Scout Guide.
by Gwin Tugman

Pearls of Wisdom
From The Cookie Jar 		
by Beverly McCormick
The pumpkins are still
on my porch as I sit down
to imagine December. Dull
fall leaves sprinkle the lawn
with their crunchy brown
texture. A window is open for bird song
and crisp breezes to decorate a Sunday
afternoon. Twinkles of light and shadow
reflect among the slightly landscaped lawn
plants, luring me away from sprouting
images of storefront Christmas trees and
jingling bells. The moment seems neither
urgent nor unexpected. Here is the next
thing, the pause after a next breath. I
remain, ever so briefly, in that small state
of grace called the present. I will imagine a
story that is true for me. And I will share.
A
�������������������������������������
pearl is a beautiful jewel. It possesses a smooth glowing comfort. A mask
of golden glitter seems to be wrapped in
opalescent textures. The marvel of this gem
tempts me with wonder. Tangled in hectic
holiday traditions, it is the gift of pearls
that brings a mystery. Consider these facts:
Biology 101 provides the basics of pearl
evolution. A small particle of sand enters
the shellfish and immediately begins to
create irritation. In an effort to deal with
the pain of a foreign object, the animal
secretes a substance that covers the particle.
Layers of this substance form smooth coats
around the sand, making it less irritating.
The shellfish survives and a pearl sphere
forms within. With the eventual death of
the animal, a pearl remains in testimony.
My cell phone falls in the toilet. My
brakes go out on the mini van again. One
of the kindergarteners bites me. The soccer
team loses the game in overtime. My boss

declares a new quota for the sales department. A dear friend battles cancer. The
3-year-old pours a bottle of glitter in
the chicken soup. Road construction
is a permanent nightmare. The cat still
has fleas. I am the only member of the
car pool. Dog poop is on my shoe. I
recognize two more names in the obituary. The particles are definitely in my shell.
Christmas or not, the irritants are with
us and some are larger than others. Learn
from the oyster. Persevere. The shellfish
strive to survive without any great awareness of the jewel within. Whatever crisis
enters your world; consider its potential
as a pearl. Take heart, you are greater than
many shellfish.
In this symbolic lesson, deep inside my
shell, I keep working on the pearl. It isn’t
finished yet. Human irritants aren’t always
centrally located and the challenges are constant. Still, grace and good intentions will
start the process. Suffering does not make
destruction a mandatory consequence. I’m
willing to continue. Because I believe in
options, there is hope. Like the patience of
Job, staying the course may have its benefits.
Perhaps the testimony of endurance will
survive me as some future jewel.
The holidays push forward. The revolving door spins with customers. Pregnant
packages are host to hungry eyes and lonely
spirits. Everything twinkles with simple
reflections. In the charm of the season,
one jewel makes me focus. This year, I
will consider the pearl. I will learn. I will
struggle. I will use the irritants of life to
produce something beautiful.
In the pearl, as in the season, the message from the cookie jar is one of hope.
And glitter is optional.
Merry Christmas!

Chad Harris NMLS # 648651
Merry Christmas &
Happy New Year!
PURCHASE or REFINANCE

Cell: 432-432-5831
Office: 423-624-0448

chadh@cunninghammortgage.com

Cunningham & Company is a trade name for First Mortgage Company L.L.C. NMLS #2024.

Branch NMLS#1405745

6576 East Brainerd Road, Chattanooga, TN 37421
www.cunninghammortage.com
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Nativities from Around the World
Reflections 				
by Carol Lannon
My favorite Christmas ornament has always been the nativity
scene, sometimes called a
“crèche.” In our family, it
was always the first decoration unwrapped and
set in a place of honor in the living room. Ours
was a small one, a manger with a thatched roof
and ceramic figures glued inside, probably to
prevent little fingers from removing them to
play with, and ultimately lose. It was made in
Italy and brought to America by my maternal
grandmother, an Italian immigrant. Looking
at those figures made the Christmas story real
to me and instilled a sense of awe that remains
to this day. Later, I became intrigued by the
way all cultures create nativities that artistically
reflect a country’s culture. I began collecting
them, beginning with one from Mexico.
The crèche is probably the oldest holiday
decoration, predating the Christmas tree by
several hundred years. It is credited to St. Francis
of Assisi, who, believe it or not, felt that people
had become too secular and materialistic; he
wanted to bring attention back to the worship
of Christ. In 1223, he sought permission
from the pope to set up a live manger scene
in a cave in the village of Grecio, Italy, and
people flocked to see it. At the time, church
services were entirely in Latin, which ordinary
people didn’t understand, so Francis told the
Christmas story in vernacular language, in
the style of the popular miracle plays, which
reenacted Bible stories in vernacular.
The practice spread throughout Europe,
and each country put its own spin on it. Some
had “tableaux vivants” with living characters;
some featured life-size figures in ceramic,
marble or wood; some had smaller, more
delicate ones. Whatever form they took, people
related to them and became more fully engaged
with the religious message behind them.
I recently visited a museum in Montreal
with a spectacular collection of nativities from
all over the world. Each was unique, and often

Canadian native peoples

Wanda Lacy’s grandchildren: Lacy; Annie; Emma; Caelin; Hannah; and Glenna
Peruvian nativity scene

South African marionettes
their country of origin was instantly identifiable. They were exquisite and I wanted to
bring them all home. In the gift shop, there
was one made by Canadian native people
and I snapped it up. It reminds me that the
message of Christmas is venerated by people
everywhere, and that divine love connects us
all. Feliz Navidad todos el mundo.

Memories of the Grandmothers’
Christmas Party
Let’s take a walk down memory lane, a
lane decorated with memories of Christmas
past. These particular memories center
around a magical tea party that was held
annually for 18 years at the home of Wanda
and Lloyd Lacy.
The Grandmothers’ Christmas Party
began in the early ’80s as a way for Wanda
to see her friends’ grandchildren – many
who just come home for the holidays. What
began as a seated tea party for a few toddlers
with their grandmothers serving them tea
eventually grew to over 100 grandchildren
and their proud grandmothers enjoying the
lovely tradition.
This affair was always the highlight of
everyone’s Christmas. Wanda and Lloyd
did not have grandchildren for the first few
years of the party, but they had two special
honored guests, Ellie and Emily Tate. The
party was exclusively for grandmothers and
grandchildren – no mothers invited! The
children were always on their best behavior, of course, wearing beautiful smocked
dresses and embroidered john-johns. Only
children under age 6 were invited, the
perfect age for make-believe.
Both the inside and outside of the
house were festooned with all manner
of decorations. Christmas music played
throughout the house, and to describe
it as merely festive is an understatement.
The children were awestruck by the huge
Christmas tree that stood regally in front
of a two-story arched window and almost
touched the ceiling. It was decorated with
old-fashioned strands of popcorn and
strings of cranberries, as well as a lifetime
collection of ornaments.
What stood out year after year was the
very long list of names written on tape
from an adding machine. Yes, it was a list

of all the good boys and girls, and yes, each
child’s name could be found! Of course,
there were thousands of tiny lights to add
to the enchantment. The buffet table was
set up near the tree, just the height for a
4-year-old to reach, and laden with delicious child-friendly snacks: tiny peanut
butter sandwiches, cheese crackers, Bugles,
carrot sticks and an assortment of tiny
cookies. Many a grandchild got his or her
first taste of chocolate here!
The mantle in the living room was the
perfect place for the collection of antique
dolls, many wearing Christmas dresses.
And they weren’t just for decorations – the
children got to play with the dolls and
their antique doll beds and baby carriages.
Santa usually had a throne-like chair
where children could visit him. Several folks
held this role over the years, including Betty
Burton, Charlie Hon, Earl Rothberger
and Jean Richardson. Lots of Wanda’s
friends were helpers. Judy Rowland was
the original elf before she had a grandchild,
Ann Hon was the godfairy, and Genie
Henry was Mother Goose, reading to
children from a rocking chair.
To quote Wanda Lacy herself: “Those
were the happiest times of my life. I loved
every minute of it. It was such a pleasure
to see the grandchildren of my friends and
watch them grow! I loved the planning, the
decorating, and of course, the actual party.
Just to see those precious wide-eyed faces
come into the house with all the hubbub
and excitement was the highlight of my
Christmas season!”
Well, Auntie Wanda, there are literally
hundreds of grandmothers and party-goers
who feel the same way. It was absolutely
magical – every single year.
by Judy Rowland
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Vista Points focuses on helping people living with disabilities (physical or
intellectual), their parents and caregivers and the professionals who serve
and guide them.
Special Needs Trusts safeguard personal assets and provide for services
or items that public beneﬁts do not cover - all without jeopardizing eligibility
for government beneﬁts and public assistance programs.
* Trustee Services *
* Educational Programs *
*Professional Referrals *
* Advocacy *

* Non-proﬁt Nationwide Services *

For a free brochure, a professional referral, or if you would like a speaker
for your company or organization call;

Loretta Leda, Public Relations Manager.

1-888-422-4076

www.VistaPoints.org
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The Old Thach Home
Of Interest
		
by Mary Scott Norris

What’s Brewing in December...
December 2—Holiday Lights at the Chattanooga Zoo from 5:30-8 p.m. Celebrate
the holiday season with the Chattanooga Zoo. Admission includes photos with costumed
characters, animal enrichment activities, cookie decorating, crafts and more. For additional
fees, enjoy a live reindeer encounter, photos with Santa, ride a camel, the carousel or train,
and enjoy snacks and drinks. For pricing, advanced ticket purchases and more information,
visit www.chattzoo.org/events/holiday-lights. Holiday Lights continues on December 3, 4,
9, 10 and 11.
December 3—Chattanooga Boys’ Choir Singing Christmas Tree at the Tivoli Theatre
at noon and 5 p.m. Based on the theme “The Night Before Christmas,” you will be treated
to a retelling of Clement Clark Moore’s classic poem narrated by WRCB weatherman Paul
Barys. The members of the Chattanooga Boys Choir, Ballet Tennessee, and the Metropolitan
Bells will “interrupt” Mr. Barys with musical interludes highlighting the classic story of awaiting a visit from Santa Claus. For more info and tickets, visit www.tivolichattanooga.com.
December 4—Houston Museum Holiday English Tea and Open House from 1-4 p.m.
The Houston Museum is hosting an Authentic EnglishTea Party with scones, finger sandwiches
and, of course, tea. The $25 admission includes a guided tour of the Victorian home and its
beautiful and rare collection on antiques. For more info, visit www.thehoustonmuseum.org.
December 4—Family Fun Day: Holiday Style at the Hunter Museum from 2-4 p.m.
Winter fun for all today with all kinds of activities for children of all ages. Make ornaments,
decorate a snowflake fort, build sculptures, go on a scavenger hunt in our galleries, enjoy
kids holiday music from family favorite Jennifer Daniels, cozy up during winter storytelling time in the crossroads or enjoy cookies and cocoa in the lobby. Admission is free for
members, $15 general public adults and free for all children 17 and under. For more info,
visit www.huntermuseum.org.
December 9-11—Chattanooga Ballet presents “The Nutcracker” at the Tivoli Theatre.
Sugar Plum fantasies and snow covered dreams come true as Chattanooga Ballet presents
its 29th annual production of the holiday classic ballet, “The Nutcracker.” This ballet is
accompanied by The Chattanooga Symphony Orchestra under the baton of conductor,
Kayoko Dan. Ticket prices for Adults are $18-$29, discounts for children and seniors. Please
call (423) 265-0617 for more information.
December 10—Home for the Holidays : Printmaking Workshop for Kids at Townsend
Atelier, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. There is nothing better than a gift that is hand-made by a child. Just
in time for the holidays, your child can create a one-of-a-kind hand made treasure ready for
gift giving or as an heirloom to keep! In this one-day workshop, artists age 7-12 will create
a limited edition print of their home. Using a photograph of their own home for reference,
kids will learn how to draw a “portrait” of their home, transfer etch it onto plexiglass and
then make limited edition prints using the printing press in our studio. The workshop is
$55. Find out more or register at townsendatelier.com/product/home-holidays-one-dayholiday-printmaking-workshop-kids/.
December 11—Holiday Wreaths Workshop at Crabtree Farms from 1-5 p.m. Looking for a thick, fluffy holiday wreath to go on your front door or above your mantle. Join
Avery Patten for a four-hour workshop where you will learn to make a hand wired holiday
wreath out of fresh greenery. At the end of the workshop you will take home a completed
wreath to enjoy throughout the holiday season. For pricing and registration info, visit www.
crabtreefarms.org.
December 13—A Medieval Candlelight Christmas with Eya at St. Paul’s Episcopal
Church at 7:30 p.m. Eya is an award-winning vocal ensemble specializes in the interpretation of medieval music for women’s voices. Eya interweaves diverse repertories of the 12th
through 15th centuries, from Hildegard von Bingen to Notre Dame to the flyleaves of early
English manuscripts. Audiences have praised the ensemble for its vocal beauty, fascinating
and accessible programming, fresh and inspired interpretations, and musicianship. For more
info or to purchase tickets, visit www.stpaulschatt.org/concert-season.
December 17 and 18—PJs and “The Polar Express” with the Tennessee Aquarium at
9:30 a.m. All aboard the Polar Express for a trip to the North Pole! Begin winter break in
a leisurely style. Dress in your favorite pajamas and enjoy a special screening of “The Polar
Express.” This is your chance to meet a special character, sip hot cocoa and enjoy muffins
before the movie. Fun for the entire family and all who truly believe! For more info or to
purchase a ticket, visit www.tnaqua.org.
December 17 and 18—Home for the Holidays with the Chattanooga Symphony
and Opera at the Tivoli Theatre, 7:30 p.m. Saturday and 3 p.m. Sunday. Composer and
conductor James Stephenson will lead the CSO’s annual holiday tradition in standard
holiday tunes plus his own special arrangements of old classics. To purchase tickets, visit
chattanoogasymphony.org.
December 30—Ruby Falls Discovery Day from 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Ruby Falls celebrates 88
years since its discovery in 1928. Every visitor at Ruby Falls on December 30 will receive a
flyer with fun cave facts and a vintage-style postcard to celebrate the occasion. The first 88
guests to tour on this day can take the tour for the original $2 entrance fee! Find out more
at www.rubyfalls.com.
December 31—NYE: Party On The Bluff at the Hunter Museum from 9 p.m.-1 a.m.
Usher in the new year in unmatched style at the Hunter Museum this New Year’s Eve!
Grab your friends for a special night offering food by Events with Taste, an open bar, music
and dancing by SoundForce Entertainment and the best views in Chattanooga. Tickets are
available at huntermuseum.org/partyonthebluff. Don’t miss it!

Lunch, Dinner, Happy Hour, Even Late Night!
• Catering • Banquets •
• Private Parties • Appetizer Platters •
222 Broad Street • Chattanooga

423 • 267 • BREW (2739)

Before 1925, between Palisades
Drive and Shoal Creek on Signal
Mountain, there was a tract of
land owned by George Quincy
Adams, an architect who designed
the Signal Mountain Inn (opened
1913), the Chamberlain Building in Chattanooga and buildings in various other cities.
On his property, Adams first built a small brick
structure for his office and a workshop with
a concrete floor and two fireplaces for heat.
The main house was completed in 1925, and
Mr. and Mrs. Adams moved in. Not only
was it the first brick home on the mountain,
but the two-story Georgian structure had a
basement and was built three bricks thick.
There were two large fireplaces, one upstairs
and one downstairs. Cisterns, spaced out on
the property, were used to catch water at a
time when water was scarce.
After residing there for a year, Mr. Adams
died, and his wife converted the small office
into a cottage and lived there until her death
about 15 years later. She rented the big house
to the Conklin family, according to Nancy
Dragoo Goss. Mrs. Adams was a descendant
of the prominent Patten family, and since she
and Mr. Adams had no children, the estate
was divided among relatives. There was a
frame house on the property, located on the
other side of the cottage, which was built as
a summerhouse. Mrs. Lenora Atlee, a niece
of Mrs. Adams, lived there after her husband
was killed in World War I. Later, Miss Julia
Fields lived there, also. I remember that Mrs.
Atlee and Miss Fields had a birthday party for
their beloved dog, Bo Bo, and I was invited.
Cake and sandwiches were served on a quilt
in the yard.
My grandparents, Mr. And Mrs. Patrick
Henry Thach, bought the brick house from
the Adams estate in 1940. Pat Thach was an
attorney, and, in later life, served as a judge in
Circuit Court in Chattanooga and was later
a nominee for governor of Tennessee. Their
grown daughters, Jane and Barbara, lived
with their parents, as did Barbara’s husband,
Arnold Varner. After my grandparents died
in the 1950s, my aunts and uncle continued
to live in the home until 1973, when they

moved to Florida for warmer
weather. My husband, George W.
Norris, and I bought this family
home and raised our children,
Scott, Ashley and Kristin, in this
familiar setting steeped in family
history. John Limerick bought
the house in 1995.
When my grandparents were
living, activity was always buzzing around the
house. In the barn, the chickens began squawking as soon as someone went in to gather eggs,
and the yardman had to control the rooster
to keep him from attacking anyone. There
were rabbit hutches filled with baby bunnies,
and once they even raised turkeys. There were
two fish ponds on the grounds, one deeper
than the other. Children were warned to stay
away from them, but that was the one place
they wanted to be. My grandmother, Jenny
Raulston Thach, always said, “Sooner or later,
every child falls into one of the fish ponds, or
jumps in.” It even happened at my birthday
party, and, of course, the drenched child was
dressed in party finery.
At Christmas, the house was filled with
friends and family from Nashville and other
places. Everyone walked over the grounds to
choose a tree to be cut, and the sharp, pungent
scent of cedar or pine filled the air. Cedars
grew naturally, but a grove of pine trees was
planted specifically to be used as Christmas
trees. Greenery, including holly with berries,
was always plentiful for decorating the house,
and especially the dining room table. Holiday
meals were served with white linens and silver.
The stockings were hung on the fireplace,
and delicious culinary delights were within
our grasp. Uncle Joe Miles, as one of the
mountain’s distinguished entrepreneurs were
affectionately called, had a list of citizens for delivery of his smooth clear mellow moonshine.
My Thach grandparents were definitely not
on the list, since, in 1909, Pat Thach was in
the State House “when the liquor traffic was
destroyed in the State of Tennessee.” I have
been told that other family and friends were on
the list, as well as some United States senators.
I drive by my old home every day but
only feel a bit nostalgic in the early spring,
when I can see the remnants of the hundreds
of my grandmother’s jonquils and narcissus,
a spectacular showstopper so long ago.

Halloween on Signal Mountain

The World’s Strongest Man Bob Ruff and fortune teller Chelsey Ruff celebrated
Halloween with their 10-month-old twins Austin, a tiger, and Devyn, a lioness. This
was their first Halloween as Signal Mountain residents, and they enjoyed trick-ortreating in Old Town. If you have fun pictures to share from your holiday parties
or other celebrations, please email them, along with a caption, to mirroreditorial@
me.com. We’d love to see your face in The Mirror.
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Signal Mountain Yard Guy
Leaves, Gutters, Hauling, Chainsaw,
Top Soil, Mulch
Any / All yard work. Free estimates.
(423) 355-511

Got news?
Send us an email at
mirroreditorial@me.com.
We love to hear about your special
events, parties, milestones and more!
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Signal Mountain Handyman Services
Call Frank Daniel at (423) 385-5955
For Free Estimates.
All Work Guaranteed - Fully Licensed
and Insured - 30 + Years Experience
Call – Text – Email
at chattmod@yahoo.com
Classified ads are $20 for 25
words or less.
Call (423) 822-6397
for more info.

The Only Full Service Hunter Douglas Showroom
in the area offering all Major Brands.
• Hunter Douglas Certified
Installers
• Motorization Experts
• Madico Window Film
• Custom Plantation Shutters

• Solar Screen Shades
• Custom Draperies
• All Custom Window
Treatments
• Designer on Staff

The Blind Lady – Nancy Card, Owner
1963 Northpoint Blvd., Hixson TN 37343

www.blindlady.net • (423) 877-1000

608 Windy Way
MLS# 1247486
4 bedroom, 3 bath Hidden Brook
home. Bonus room, two driveways,
large dining room, eat-in kitchen
with new granite countertops, gas
fireplace, screened porch, mudroom,
unfinished basement, generator. Call
Patti Cole 309-6485. $354,000.
24 Oliver Ct.
MLS# 1253188
Privacy and serenity in a mostly
brick 3 bedroom, 2.5 bath condo in
Westfield. Relax on the covered front
porch or entertain on the brick patio.
Master on main level, eat-in kitchen,
dining room, and a family room with
fireplace, and “loft” space upstairs.
Call Patti Cole 309-6485. $319,000.
2653 Eagle Creek Way
MLS# 1251446
Lovely 2009-built 4 bedroom, 3.5
bath home on a landscaped level lot.
High end finishes throughout. High
ceilings, hardwoord floors, crown
molding. Great room with cathedral
ceilings and stone fireplace. Open
floor plan, two car garage, deck and
fenced backyard. Call Anne G. Lang
today! 802-2854. $384,000
1194 Claridge Court
Spacious one level living on a cul-desac. 3 bedrooms, 2 updated baths, and
open floor plan. Hardwood floors,
rear private screen porch. Gorgeous
stone fireplace, 2012 roof, 2013
HVAC system, and a Shield Plus
Warranty. Available soon for Private
Showings and to be on MLS. Call
Claire Smith 645-7313/$380,000
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